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Abstract 

Doctoral thesis Regional Transition – From Conflict to Cooperation examines the 

transformation of world regions from non-cooperative to. It brings reconceptualization 

of the peaceful change, which it understands as a continuum – negative peace, positive 

peace, and security community. This understanding builds on the existing literature on 

peaceful change, yet the conceptualization of the stages is innovated. The main goal of 

this dissertation is to capture the dynamic process of transition from negative to positive 

peace, and from positive peace to the security community. It uses findings from the 

literature on peaceful changes and trust-building to build two comprehensive 

mechanisms of transition that are subsequently traced with the method of process-

tracing in two cases of the region for each type of transition. The focus is on the entities 

and activities producing the qualitative change in the regional relations. For the 

transition from negative to positive peace, Western Balkans in the period from 1999 to 

2011, and Southeast Asia from 1966 to 2003 are chosen. For the transition from positive 

peace to the security community, Western Europe (1957-2004) and North America 

(1940s-2011) are chosen.  

Abstrakt 

Dizertačná práca Regional Transition – From Conflict to Cooperation sa zaoberá 

premenou svetových regiónov z konfliktných na kooperatívne. Prináša 

rekonceptualizáciu mierovej zmeny, ktorú chápe ako kontinuum – negatívny mier, 

pozitívny mier a bezpečnostné spoločenstvo. Toto chápanie buduje na existujúcej 

literatúre o mierových zmenách, konceptualizácia jednotlivých štádií je však inovovaná. 

Hlavným cieľom tejto dizertácie je zachytenie dynamického procesu tranzície 

z negatívneho do pozitívneho mieru, a z pozitívneho mieru do bezpečnostného 



 

spoločenstva. Na základe literatúry o mierových zmenách a štúdiách o budovaní dôvery 

prináša dva mechanizmy, ktoré sa následne pomocou metódy sledovania procesu 

(process-tracing) snaží vystopovať v dvoch prípadoch regiónov pre každý typ tranzície. 

Fokusom sú entity a aktivity, ktoré sú súčasťou kauzálneho mechanizmu tranzície 

a hýbateľmi kvalitatívnych zmien v regionálnych vzťahoch. Pre prechod z negatívneho 

mieru do pozitívneho mieru skúma Západný Balkán v období rokov 1999 až 2011, 

a juhovýchodnú Áziu v rokoch 1966 až 2003. Pre prechod z pozitívneho mieru do 

bezpečnostného spoločenstva skúma západnú Európu (1957-2004) a severnú Ameriku 

od 40-tych rokov 20. storočia do roku 2011.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

How do regions transform from zones torn by violence and bloody conflicts into 

cooperative spaces? This was the primary question that drove my research interest in 

regional dynamics. As Buzan (2012) wrote, all regions started as Hobbesian conflict 

formations, characterized by instability and violent conflicts. Yet some of them evolved 

into more cooperative territorial units, with relations among states characterized more 

by mutual restraint, or even by friendliness with no short-term expectation of use of 

force. How were some regions able to develop mechanisms for cooperation (Europe, 

North America) and some cannot escape the vicious circle of violence (for example 

Middle East, South Asia)? 

My research focus was initially in the South Caucasus, as it was the topic of my 

Master thesis and I was touched on a personal level by the stories of Armenians and 

Azerbaijanis that I heard during one European project on conflict management that I 

was part of. However, it soon became clear that I needed to change my focus. I needed 

to research how the transformation of regions is possible in successful cases, where the 

transition already happened. South Caucasus was thus soon abandoned, even though my 

personal experiences from this region served as the initial motivator for my research on 

regional pacification.  

This dissertation thus focuses on the processes of peaceful transition between 

explicitly defined stages. Based on the existing theoretical literature I devised two 

mechanisms of regional peaceful transition which I applied on four cases of regions that 

matched my conditions.   

One could argue that with the end of the Cold War and thus the end of bipolarity 

in international relations, research on regional dynamics will grow. However, that is not 

entirely the case. Although there is a rich body of literature on conflict and cooperation 

processes in international politics, analyses of these questions at the regional level are 

surprisingly scarce – less than 1% of articles in 11 prestigious IR journals from 2005-

2015 (Volgy et al., 2017). Yet, there is persistent evidence from empirical models 

advanced by scholars studying conflict and cooperation that regions have a significant 

impact on numerous research questions of interest (Volgy et al., 2017). Nevertheless, 

regional context is typically not the focus of these studies. Regional considerations are 
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usually integrated into the analysis for methodological purposes, as controlling for fixed 

effects (Volgy et al., 2017). Explanations and findings from state or dyadic levels of 

analysis are scarcely brought onto the regional level. 

There are few pioneering scholars that explicitly researched regional dynamics 

and attempted to explain conflict and peace at the regional level of analysis (Kacowicz, 

1998; Miller, 2001; Merom, 2003; Thies, 2010; Paul, 2012; Volgy et al., 2017). They 

have mostly examined conditions of various stages of conflict or peace (Kacowicz, 

1998; Miller, 2001; Merom, 2003; Volgy et al., 2017) and variables influencing 

regional peace (Thies, 2010). What I haven´t found in the literature is the examination 

of the actual dynamic transition from one stage of conflict or peace to another. There is 

an agreement in literature about some causes of regional peace, but it has never been 

researched how exactly they produce this outcome.  

This dissertation aims to fill in this gap in the literature. Firstly, it conceptualizes 

different levels of peace, which is not always explicitly done in the papers. Secondly, it 

eclectically examines causal mechanisms of peaceful change on the regional level, 

which has not been comprehensively addressed in the IR literature before.  

Peace is a multicausal phenomenon and explanations derived purely from the 

position of one of the three main paradigms suffered from various shortcomings. Many 

scholars called for synthesis (Adler and Barnett, 1998; Jervis, 2002; Thies, 2010).  Even 

Kenneth Waltz, one of the most influential scholars in the field, said that “the 

prescriptions directly derived from a single image [of international relations] are 

incomplete because they are based upon partial analyses” (cited in Sil and Katzenstein, 

2010, p. 412). However, synthesis requires a marked departure on the part of most 

scholarly communities from their original epistemic commitments, followed by a 

voluntary convergence upon a new, uniform set of foundational assumptions and 

analytic principles to guide research (Sil and Katzenstein, 2010).  

My approach is more modest. It is based on the logic of abduction and analytical 

eclecticism which enables comprehensive explanations of complex phenomena. The 

logic of abduction searches for the most-likely explanation and tries to find the simplest 

and most likely conclusion from the observations. My aim is thus not to create a new 

theory of the peaceful change. The aim of this dissertation is to provide a 

comprehensive abductive explanation of peaceful change. This is done by developing a 

mechanism for each stage of peaceful change, based on existing theories and partial 

research. A comprehensive causal explanation of peaceful change on the regional level 
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has not been done in the literature very often (with a few notable exceptions, addressed 

in the following chapters). The causal connection between regional integration and 

peace is often implicitly assumed but has been researched comparatively little. The 

thesis contributes to this important puzzle by investigating the causal mechanisms of 

peaceful transition in world regions. To use the words of Kenneth Waltz, this 

dissertation tries to derive a prescription from more than one image and thus provide 

comprehensive, not partial analysis. 

Thus, my contribution to the field is mainly in two aspects. Firstly, I analyse 

peaceful transition eclectically and thus attempt to capture the phenomenon of peaceful 

change in all of its nuances and multicausality. Secondly, I examine transition processes 

at the regional level, thus contributing to the growing body of research on regional 

dynamics.  

Regional dynamics emerged as a research topic with the beginning of the Cold 

War. Scholars started to notice that the bipolar structure of the international system 

affected different regions differently (Kaim, 2008, p. 2). Despite the bipolar rivalry, the 

Cold War looked differently in Europe than in the Middle East or sub-Saharan Africa. 

The concept of a regional subsystem appeared in order to deal with these different 

regional dynamics. However, the focus was mostly on how external actors could 

interfere with that dynamics and influence it for their own good.  

One of the first articles that referred to the region as an analytical level between 

the state and the international system was Leonard Binder´s The Middle East as a 

Subordinate International System (Binder, 1958). Ground-breaking was also the work 

of Cantori and Spiegel (1969) The International Politics of Regions: A Comparative 

Approach that introduced an analytical framework for the analysis of international 

relations on the regional level. According to them, international politics can be divided 

into fifteen subordinate systems. They clearly distinguished three levels of analysis 

(though they call it ´arenas´) by which international politics can be described – the 

globe, the region, and the nation-state (Cantori and Spiegel, 1969, p. 361).   

Leon Carl Brown (1984) worked with the concept of penetrated regional system 

in his article International Politics and the Middle East: Old Rules, Dangerous Game 

from 1984, where he tried to find the answer to question why is the Middle East such a 

dangerous place with a history of unsettled disputes and wars. His answer was twofold – 

he saw the sources of instability both in the internal characteristics of the region 
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(extreme multilateralism), and in the external reasons (chronic foreign intervention) 

(Brown, 1984).  

Since the mid-1980s there has been an explosion of various forms of regionalism 

on a global scale (de Lombaerde et al., 2010, p. 732). The widening and deepening of 

the EU is only one example, however, the regionalism was made visible through 

revitalisation of other regional projects around the world (de Lombaerde et al., 2010, p. 

732). However, regionalism was from the very beginning centred predominantly on the 

European integration process and the role of comparison was underdeveloped in the 

regionalism studies in comparison to other fields within the social sciences (de 

Lombaerde et al., 2010, p. 732). Moreover, the most influential approach to regionalism 

initially was neofunctionalist school of thought.   

The end of the Cold War had a profound impact on the whole pattern of 

international security. Various authors saw the regional level of security becoming more 

autonomous and also more prominent after the end of major bipolar struggle (Lake and 

Morgan, 1997; Buzan and Waever, 2003; Katzenstein, 2005).  

It is after the Cold War that important studies of regional dynamics on a more 

theoretical and general level appeared – namely, Lake and Morgan´s and Buzan and 

Waever´s exploration of regional security complexes (RSC). Although they differ on the 

conditions of their memberships – for Buzan and Waever, RSC´s are mutually 

exclusive, for Lake and Morgan they are not, one state can thus be a member of various 

RSC´s.  

According to Lake and Morgan (1997) in their edited volume Regional Orders: 

Building Security in a New World, regions are to large extent different, but their 

comparison is still possible. They understood that while regions vary widely in their 

characteristics, their comparative analysis is possible. Lake and Morgan thus pursued a 

middle ground between saying that international politics is the same around the globe 

and stressing the uniqueness (and thus incomparableness) of each region. Lake and 

Morgan came with a common typology and set of causal variables, they also presented 

theories of regional order that generalize about regions and predict different patterns of 

conflict and cooperation from their individual traits.  

Buzan and Waever came in 2003 with the regional security complex theory that 

combined neorealist and constructivist approaches in a unique and comprehensive 

framework for analysing regional security. They drew on the work of Louise Fawcett 

and Andrew Hurrell Regionalism in World Politics: Regional Organization and 
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International Order; and David A. Lakes and Patrick Morgan´s Regional Orders. 

Building Security in a New World. Buzan and Waever noticed that security concerns 

don´t travel well over long distances and that they are in fact clustered in the 

geographically shaped regions. This geographic proximity creates security 

interdependence between the states. The regional level is where the extremes of national 

and global security interplay; and where most of the action occurs. However, 

international regions do not just represent an intermediate level of analysis between the 

global system and the unit level; they are also an empirical phenomenon with historical 

and geopolitical roots (Buzan and Waever, 2003, pp. 40–47).  

The 1990s saw the emergence of new interest in comparative regionalism and 

so-called “new regionalism”. New regionalism does not really represent a new coherent 

theory, it is better seen as “an intellectual movement to broaden the scope of 

regionalism studies, taking into consideration the impact of globalisation” that attempts 

to “bring nonstate actors and informal processes into the purview of regionalism 

studies” (Acharya, 2012, p. 8-9). New regionalism was on one hand response to 

globalisation, especially the challenge posed by transnational actors and challenges to 

the nation-state; and on the other hand a reaction to disillusionment with the narrow 

regionalist approaches that stressed formal structures and intergovernmental interactions 

to the exclusion of non-state actors and informal linkages and processes of interaction 

(Acharya, 2012). The need for the critique of formal regionalism intersected with the 

so-called constructivist turn in the IR, which brought ideational and normative elements 

into the study of regionalism and introduced the notion of socialisation, in contrast to 

neofunctionalist and neoliberal assumptions of instrumental motives and self-interest of 

the actors (Acharya, 2012, p. 9).  

Importance of research on regions was also stressed in the book by a famous 

regionalist Peter J. Katzenstein (2005) A World of Regions: Asia and Europe in the 

American Imperium that argued that regions have become critical to the contemporary 

study of world politics.  

Moreover, there is a body of literature on regional diffusion that also stresses the 

importance of regional factors in the diffusion of democracy/autocracy or policies (e.g. 

Mooney, 2001; Gleditsch and Ward, 2006; Kuru, 2014) that started to emerge after the 

Cold War ended. The main argument of these articles is that a state is more likely to 

adopt a law or democracy/authoritarian regime if its neighbouring states have already 

done so. The importance of regional diffusion for democratization was documented with 
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statistical analyses, which show that "countries often democratize in clusters within 

regions of the world” (Kuru, 2014, p. 421). Moreover, this is not some recent trend, but 

has been consistent characteristics of democratization for a long time (Kuru, 2014, p. 

421). Geographic proximity, shared institutions, regional organizations or powerful 

country in the region can shape the regimes in the region.   

One of the most important (and one of very few) sources comprehensively 

dealing with regional transition is edited volume by T.V. Paul (2012) International 

Relations Theory and Regional Transformation. It provided a rare insight into the topic 

of regional transition from the perspectives of main IR paradigms – realism, liberalism, 

constructivism, and eclectic perspective. This volume served as a very useful starting 

point for further theorization and analysis. 

Finally, the latest comprehensive analysis of world regions was made by Thomas 

J. Volgy et al. (2017). With their large-N quantitative analysis of world regions since 

World War II, they attempted to bring comprehensive definition and delineation of 

regions and to establish conditions for regional conflict and peace. However, with their 

positivist epistemology, they were not able to go beyond probabilistic assertion about 

one effect of dominant power on an unspecified level of peace.  

As Acharya (2012) argued, the contemporary interest in comparing regions and 

regionalisms may be not completely new, yet it is different from older approaches 

(Acharya, 2012, p. 3). As he further argued: “Our understanding of what makes regions 

has changed with social constructivist and critical theoretical approaches that have led 

to a less behavioural and more nuanced, complex, contested and fluid understanding of 

regions.” (Acharya, 2012, p. 3) 

This doctoral thesis builds on the existing literature of conflict and peace studies, 

and also on the literature of regional orders and their transformations. It attempts to fill 

the existing gap and bring a theorization of a comprehensive mechanism of regional 

peaceful change. 

Chapter 1 addresses the problem of capturing change as a general phenomenon. 

Then I move on the ladder of abstraction down to capturing the peaceful change 

specifically, where I introduce the stage-wise understanding of this transition, and how 

is it explained from the point of view of the main IR paradigms – realism, liberalism, 

and constructivism.  

In Chapter 2, I introduce the theoretical framework and main concepts that I am 

using, namely negative peace, positive peace, the security community, region, and 
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hegemon. Peaceful change is examined within the theoretical framework of analytical 

eclecticism, which combines well with my metatheoretical position of scientific realism 

and chosen method of process-tracing.  

Chapter 3 then focuses on the mechanisms themselves. I devised two 

mechanisms – one for the transition from negative to positive peace, and one for the 

transition from positive peace to the security community.  

Chapter 4 introduces my metatheoretical position – scientific realism – its main 

characteristics and benefits for causal research. I am also describing process-tracing as a 

chosen method and discussing the generalizability of my research. Finally, case 

selection is explained and I briefly describing chosen regions in the chosen time-

periods. There are two typical cases examined for every transition.  

In Chapters 5 – 8 are individual case studies, where I performed process-tracing. 

In Chapter 5 (Western Balkans) and Chapter 6 (Southeast Asia), I trace the mechanism 

of transition from negative to positive peace. In Chapter 7 (Western Europe) and 

Chapter 8 (North America), I trace the mechanism of transition from positive peace to 

the security community.  

Finally, I discuss my results in the Conclusion.   
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1. PEACEFUL CHANGE IN IR LITERATURE 

1.1 Change as a theoretical problem in IR 

 

The puzzle of examining peaceful transition is connected to the wider debate in 

IR literature of investigating a change per se. As Kalevi Holsti (1998) wrote, one of the 

most important features distinguishing different schools of thought about international 

relations is the notion of change and despite its critical importance, it remains under-

theorized. Maclean eloquently captured the paradox involved in the concept of change – 

it is ubiquitous and has transhistorical quality on one hand because in reality, everything 

changes, but on the other hand criteria for establishing what kinds of changes are 

significant or causal are not self-evident (Maclean, 1981, p. 48).  

There are few exceptions in IR literature that theoretically analysed the issue of 

change in international relations and international system. Buzan and Jones (1981) 

addressed the change in their edited volume, where various authors provided insights 

from the international political economy, Marxism, game-theoretic simulations, etc. on 

the question of change of the international system. Various school of thoughts see 

change differently – whereas Marxism sees change generally as dialectical (arriving to 

synthesis via antithesis – some cataclysmic event like war can thus bring about peace); 

game-theoretical simulation of prisoner´s dilemma teaches us that to change behaviour 

into the international system to more cooperative, we need to improve its predictability. 

Tooze in his chapter inspired by economics adopted system-perspective and concluded 

that the significance of change will derive from its nature, the nature of inter-

relationship of the national economy to the international system, and the overall 

structure of that system (Tooze, 1981). While there are interesting insights in various 

chapters, the book lacks a more comprehensive treatment of change. Moreover, the 

chapters differ in their quality and lack an over-arching framework.  

Interesting insights on change of international politics can be found also in the 

book from the same year by Robert Gilpin (1981) War and Change in World Politics. 

Gilpin asserted that a shift in the balance of power – economic or military – weakens the 

foundations of the existing system because those that are gaining power see the 

increasing benefits and the decreasing cost of changing the system. As a result, actors 
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seek to alter the system through territorial, political, or economic expansion until the 

marginal costs of continuing change are greater than the marginal benefits (Gilpin, 

1981). When states develop the power to change the system according to their interests 

they will strive to do so – either by increasing economic efficiency and maximizing 

mutual gain or by redistributing wealth and power in their favour. Gilpin´s account on 

change in the international system stems from realism yet it is arguably more focused on 

the decay than on the rise. Even though he wrote about change, he is also sensitively 

captured the continuities within the system.    

Holsti (1998) approached the problem of change more philosophically, 

distinguishing four major conceptions of change in general – change as replacement, 

change as addition, dialectical change, and transformation (Holsti, 1998). He concluded 

that a critical benchmark to identify and measure change is the international institutions, 

meaning the Bull´s combination of ideas, practices, and norms. Once we see that a 

certain practice is taken for granted, we can say it was institutionalized. This focus on 

institutions introduced more dynamics into theorization, which is crucial when 

capturing such a dynamic phenomenon as change inherently is. However, Holsti´s 

article represented more of a suggestion of how to think about change, rather than a 

comprehensive treatment of this phenomenon. It remains a theoretically interesting and 

inspiring but short contribution that would need more elaboration and confrontation 

with empirics.   

An important contribution to the theorization of systemic change was made also 

by Alexander Wendt in his article on collective identity formation and its impact on 

change from systemic anarchy to international state (Wendt, 1994) and later in his 

seminal book Social Theory of International Politics (Wendt, 1999). Wendt argued 

from a constructivists point of view that structural change on the level of international 

relations happens when actors redefine who they are and what they want (Wendt, 1999, 

pp. 336–337). Essentially, structural change on the macro-level is the consequence of 

identity change on the micro-level. Thus, structural change is a problem of collective 

identity formation. Wendt also identified four “master variables”, as he called them – 

self-restraint, interdependence, common fate, homogeneity (Wendt, 1999, p. 343). They 

are the same time variables and causal mechanisms, self-restraint is understood as a 

necessary one that must be present always, the other three in combination with self-

restraint create a sufficient condition for collective identity change. All four may be 

present in a given case, and the more that are present the more likely collective identity 
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formation will occur. Wendt´s theory represents a comprehensive attempt to describe a 

structural change in the relations between states (cultures of anarchy). However, his 

theory is unprepared for sudden changes (like domestic change or change in a non-state 

arena). Moreover, his social theory is often criticized for state-centrism and losing sight 

of individuals. Who exactly should change their identity in order to cause structural 

change?  

Sinha (2018) distinguished for types of change depending on two-dimension – 

process and outcome. Change to the international system can be in terms of process 

slow and incremental or sudden and sharp. In terms of outcome, the result of change 

may lead to either continuity of system/institutions or a complete breakdown and the 

creation of a new order. These two dimensions then lead to four types of change – slow 

and cumulative; slow and revolutionary; sudden and cumulative; sudden and 

revolutionary (Sinha, 2018, p. 199). With slow-moving changes, change in a variable is 

continuous but extremely gradual and it is a result of cumulative causal mechanisms. 

Another type of process is when “threshold effects” are salient. Here, the historical 

process moves slowly until a critical threshold or tipping point is reached, which then 

triggers major changes (Sinha, 2018, p. 200).  

The most important added value of Sinha´s article is arguably the focus he 

brought to the incremental change. IR scholars often develop theories on revolutions 

and wars transforming system (violence-mediated mechanisms of usually sudden and 

sharp change), however, slow and incremental change is usually overlooked. And this 

type of change can also be powerfully transformative. The peaceful change that is the 

focus of this thesis is theorized as precisely this type of incremental, slow-moving, 

cumulative change. 

 

1.2. Peaceful change – differentiation of stages 

 

Interwar period offered a significant context for the emergence of the question of 

peaceful change (Kristensen, 2019). Peaceful change particularly interested scholars 

since the beginning of modern IR after First World War – in the seminal book of E.H. 

Carr The Twenty Years Crisis there is a whole chapter devoted to it. Interestingly, father 

of realism offered a synthetic mechanism of peaceful change, not a purely realist one. A 

realist stress on the role of power and mechanism of adjustment to a changed 
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equilibrium of power was complemented by the importance of a “common feeling of 

what is just and reasonable”. Carr argued that the object of peaceful change can be 

expressed neither in terms of pure power nor of pure morality (Carr, 1939, p. 209).  

After the 1930s, and especially after Second World War, the question of 

peaceful change lost something from its relevance. Hedley Bull argued that peaceful 

change had “lost its urgency” in a bipolar world – the two superpowers were mainly 

concerned with conserving the status quo, not with its change (Bull, 1969). However, 

the presence of nuclear arms had arguably made the question of peaceful change more 

urgent, since the alternative to peaceful change became not violent but cataclysmic 

change (Kristensen, 2019). The question of peaceful change did occasionally resurface, 

however, with decolonization, détente, Ostpolitik, France’s withdrawal from NATO to 

mention a few examples (Kristensen, 2019, p. 23-24) . 

The urgency of better understanding of peaceful change rapidly increased in the 

recent years. Former president of International Studies Association T.V. Paul contended 

that peaceful change ‘deserves greater attention from IR scholars’, and called ‘on the IR 

discipline to think more clearly about strategies for peaceful change’ (cited in 

Kristensen, 2019, p. 2). 

Peaceful change is a more specific phenomenon than change per se, however, 

equally elusive when it comes to its conceptualization. Defining and capturing peaceful 

change has not been such a straightforward task in the literature. One of the main 

reasons is that it is closely connected to the concept of peace itself and there is no 

unified definition of it in IR (Chernus, 1993; Anderson, 2004; Kavalski, 2008).  

There have been numerous attempts to conceptualize a peaceful change in the 

literature. Various scholars have noticed that the mere absence of violence is 

qualitatively a very different condition than interstate relations characterised by the 

dependable expectation of peaceful resolution of conflicts or by deeper levels of 

integration in various fields. 

Kristensen (2019) in his excellent overview of the understanding of peaceful 

change in the IR literature showed that it is not an ahistorical concept. His ´conceptual 

archaeology´ showed that “peaceful change was a distinct conceptual figure in 1930s 

discourse. The fact that it often appeared in quotation marks indicates that it denoted 

more than simply any change occurring without violence (for which ‘change’ suffices). 

But ‘peaceful change’ also denoted more than non-violent power shifts. It was based on 

an ontological distinction between changes in the ‘fundamentals’ of world politics (i.e. 
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demographic, economic, industrial, technological, military political, ideological, and 

other changes) and change in an artificially erected superstructure.” (Kristensen, 2019, 

p. 3). He argued that peaceful change was conceptually richer that is typically 

appreciated in contemporary international theory.  

Kristensen (2019) via his conceptual archaeology brought attention to the fact 

that peaceful change showed that there were two contending conceptualization of 

peaceful change in the 1930s. A minimalist and negative approach defined peaceful 

change as non-violent changes of the status quo while a comprehensive and positive 

definition defined it as consensual, legal, and just changes (Kristensen, 2019, p. 10).  

This distinction is similar to the distinction between negative and positive peace 

that was introduced by Johan Galtung (Galtung, 1969) who significantly revolutionized 

thinking about peace. Galtung coined the term negative peace and thus highlighted the 

fact that the mere end of violence is a qualitatively different state than the actual 

resolution of conflicts. Scholars examining regional transitions usually recognize 

several stages of conflict and peace. 

Benjamin Miller distinguished four regional outcomes or patterns: hot war, cold 

war, cold peace, and hot peace (Miller, 2001: 202-203). Hot war referred to a situation 

of the actual use of force aimed at destroying the military capabilities of the adversaries 

through offensive or defensive strategies, leading to no fewer than 1000 battle deaths on 

all sides fighting the war. Cold war referred to a mere absence of hot war in which 

hostilities may break out at any moment. Cold peace referred to an absence of war and 

of threats of force among the regional actors; however, the underlying issues of a 

regional conflict were far from being fully resolved, though they were in the process of 

reduction and moderation. The danger of a return to force still loomed in the 

background. Lastly, warm peace referred to a situation, in which stable expectations 

were shared by the parties that no resort to armed violence was likely in the foreseeable 

future. 

Cameron Thies (2010) differentiateed between negative and positive peace, 

where he took the definition of negative peace from Kacowicz (1998). Kacowicz 

distinguished between three qualitatively different gradations or categories of ´zones of 

peace´: negative peace, positive peace, and pluralistic security community. Negative 

peace was conceived as the absence of systematic, large-scale collective violence 

between political communities. Positive peace was a situation, when actors did not 

expect to use violence, and peace was maintained on a reciprocal and consensual basis. 
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The probability of war is so small that it does not really enter into the calculations of 

any of the parties involved. Pluralistic security community was when nation-states have 

dependable expectations of peaceful change. Member states shared common norms, 

values, and political institutions, sustained an identifiable common identity and were 

deeply interdependent. The concept of a pluralistic security community was directly 

linked to the notion of integration. There was a great overlap between positive peace 

and pluralistic security communities, the difference being that the latter implied an even 

higher sense of community and institutionalization through the emergence of a regional 

identity, the sharing of similar political systems (such as democratic regimes), political 

institutions, and economic interdependence. 

On a closer look, Kacowicz´s negative peace resembled Miller´s cold war – both 

are defined mainly by the mere absence of hostilities, and a pluralistic security 

community could roughly be compared to Miller´s hot peace. Both authors effectively 

distinguish qualitatively different stages of peace, though Miller focuses more on 

military aspects of different stages and Kacowicz on more far-reaching qualitative 

change in international relations. Moreover, the concepts Kacowicz uses for 

descriptions of qualitative change are more prevalent in the literature and thus more 

elaborated. The shortcomings of Kacowicz´s conceptualization is rather blurry 

differentiation between positive peace and security community, where the two concepts 

seem very similar. War doesn´t enter calculations of the states already in positive peace 

and the two stages are not qualitatively very different in his understanding. Thus, the 

only difference is in the shared identity in the security community.  

Differentiation based on the qualitative change of international relations brings 

us to the influential conceptualization of Buzan, Waever, and de Wilde. In their regional 

security complex theory, they also came with the three ideal types of regional 

complexes: conflict formation, security regime, and security community, based on the 

nature of existing regional security interdependence – if it is characteristic more by 

amity or enmity (Buzan, Waever and de Wilde, 1998: 12).  

The three ideal types can be described as following: 

• conflict formations (the main drivers of security interdependence there are fear, 

rivalry, and mutual securitizations);  

• security regimes (states have made arrangements to reduce security dilemma 

among them, they constrain processes of mutual securitization);  
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• security communities (states have already desecuritized their relations and no 

longer expect or prepare to use force against each other). 

These types also roughly corresponded to Alexander Wendt´s notion of structures of 

anarchy – Hobbesian, Lockean, and Kantian (Wendt, 1992). However, conflict 

formation is rather wider than Wendt´s Hobbesian model, and the security regime is 

probably a rather narrower idea than his Lockean model. This conceptualization allows 

us to capture the qualitative change in interstate relations and generalize the overall type 

of the regions based on these relations.  

Using the conceptualization of Buzan, Waever and de Wilde to capture the 

peaceful change of relations faces, however, several problems. Firstly, the main 

descriptive feature of the region-type is a level of securitization of inter-state relations 

(Zelinka, 2008). However, they do not elaborate on other defining features that 

influence the quality (or level) of peace – for example regime type, institutionalization, 

shared norms, and common identity, etc. Secondly, one stage of peaceful/conflictual 

relations is missing. There are regions, where there is no violent conflict going on (so 

they are not conflict formations), however, the relations are far from being cooperative. 

The conceptualization of regional ´zones of peace´ by Kacowicz (1998) seems to 

capture the nuances in the peaceful transition of regions more fittingly. Moreover, 

Kacowicz´s conceptualization introduces attempt to differentiate between positive peace 

and (pluralistic) security communities, the latter being a very specific and rare regional 

order.  

Despite various shortcomings, Kacowicz´s conceptualization is used as a point 

of departure in here. However, this thesis aims to address not just his shortcomings in 

defining these concepts, but the criticism of these concepts in the IR literature in 

general. I especially paid attention to the concept of positive peace, which is 

qualitatively enriched in my thesis and differentiated from the concept of security 

community (which is not so well done in Kacowicz´s work). It is described in greater 

detail in the Chapter 2.  

Thus, a peaceful transition is here understood as having three stages: negative 

peace, positive peace, and security community. This thesis does not focus on the 

transition from some conflict formation into negative peace, as this is more study of the 

dynamics of war, than dynamics of cooperation. The conceptualization begins with 

negative peace as a sort of “point zero” in the evolution of cooperation.  
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What is important to mention is that this conceptualization is not a “ladder to 

heaven”. Positive peace can turn back to negative peace. Security communities can 

disintegrate back to positive and negative peace. Regions and states can also hover for 

decades in the transition zones. The fact that region is at one point characterized as a 

security community does not mean that it cannot disintegrate back to less peaceful 

orders (cf. Koschut, 2016). These stages are not carved in stone and not permanent. 

However, this conceptualization captures the qualitative change in practices that 

demonstrates an increasing level of cooperation and trust between the regional states. 

More work needs to be done on opposite processes – disintegrations of security 

communities, degradation of positive to negative peace, etc. Unfortunately, that is not 

the aim of this dissertation as it only captures processes of peaceful change in the 

direction of deepening cooperation. 

To come back to Kalevi Holsti (1998) that I cited in the beginning, one of the 

most important features distinguishing different schools of thought about international 

relations is the notion of change, especially peaceful change. Before the introduction of 

the main concepts and formulation of my mechanisms of change, it is worth examining 

what insights offer the main paradigms of IR to this topic.   

 

1.2.1. Realism 

 

Realism offers only limited insight into the topic of peaceful change and on 

regional transition or regional dynamics in general. Its main level of analysis is global 

(international system) and its main concern are interstate relations. Realism does neglect 

regional analysis and lacks explicit theories of regional conflict and more importantly 

on regional peace. The idea of a long-term peaceful transition goes against the realist 

logic. Realism, for example, cannot fully explain the evolution and most importantly 

perseverance of the European Union or European security community (Rynning, 2005). 

Mearsheimer was convinced that Europe will fall back to a violent state of war after the 

end of the Cold War (Mearsheimer, 1990). The main factor in realist theories, power, 

seems like a not effective tool for pacifying regions (Oneal, 2012, p. 173). However, 

realism offers some important insights that can be discussed and theoretically applied on 

the regional level. This section does not strive to provide a comprehensive 

characterization of different streams of realism (e.g. classical, neoclassical, neorealism, 
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etc.), just to pinpoint the general view and introduce explicit realistic theories dealing 

with a regional peaceful transition. 

Firstly, all streams of realism would deal with the regional dynamics from the 

global level. Except for classical and neoclassical realism, realist thought does not deal 

with the unit-level variables (classical and neoclassical do consider them in analysis, but 

only as intervening variables). As Kenneth Waltz explicitly stated, the explanation of 

states' behaviour is found at the international, and not at the national level (Waltz 1996: 

54). Applied to regional transition, a realist would look for an explanation of the 

regional change in global power politics. Like Mearsheimer (1990), they would look at 

the politics of great powers and how they influence the regional order (Miller, 2001; 

Merom, 2003; Taliaferro, 2012). On the regional level, realists would mainly look at the 

regional balance of power (Copeland, 2012). Copeland (2012), interestingly, debated if 

the realist paradigm can, in fact, be used on the regional level. One of the core 

assumptions of realism is anarchical order of units and it can be debatable, if regional 

states truly are, given the possible intervention of greater power and special kinds of 

relations between regional states and their global patrons. However, for example, 

Merom (2010) or Taliaferro (2012) don´t consider this as a problem and assume 

anarchy also on the regional level.         

Taliaferro offers the neoclassical realist theory of regional transition. He 

contends that relative distribution of power and the clarity of emerging threats at both 

the systemic and the regional levels provide incentives for extra-regional hegemons and 

pivotal states within particular regions to coordinate their respective foreign and 

security policies. Unit-level variables, specifically state power or the ability of the great 

power and the pivotal state to extract and mobilize human and material resources, 

channels those systemic incentives into the types of coordinated strategies that decrease 

the near-term likelihood of interstate conflict and make the regional transition over the 

long term more likely (Taliaferro, 2012, p. 76).  Regarding regional order neoclassical 

realism essentially offers top-down hypotheses. Any causal explanation of regional 

order and its change must begin with the analysis of the global distribution of power and 

it is a function of the grand strategic choices of an extra-regional hegemon and the 

pivotal state.  

Gil Merom (2010) also developed a realist approach to regional transition. He 

distinguished four types of regions, based on the engagement of great powers, the power 

of region vis-á-vis these great powers, and the interest of great powers in them. The 
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smallest chance for peaceful transition he sees for autonomous drifting regions that 

suffer from the low interest of great powers, and thus are left like the bad 

neighbourhood in the Hobbesian world of cruelty and violence (Merom, 2003, p. 118). 

But even interest of great powers doesn´t secure peace for regions – in case of contested 

regions they are an object of high systemic competition between powers. However, the 

patron does restrain its client in the local wars. The greatest chances for peaceful 

transition have regions that are captive – there is a high interest of one great power in 

them, but the systemic competition is low. The systemic master then enforces and 

upholds peace (Merom 2010:119). This overlaps with Buzan and Waever´s theory when 

the great power can overlay a region and thus suppress regional conflict (Buzan and 

Waever, 2003, p. 54). However, as Merom admitted, even in captive regions (which 

have the greatest chance for peaceful transition according to his analysis) the realist 

hypotheses of peace are restricted and don´t expect peace to last long (Merom, 2003, p. 

119). He was also uncertain if peace will always be enforced by the patron and sees the 

highest potential for it in situations of intense global rivalry.  

A pacifying role of a major power was further examined in numerous works. 

Miller (2001) argued that conflict reduction (transition from a cold war to cold peace) is 

likely to occur under a great power hegemon or great power cooperation (Miller, 2001, 

p. 199). Volgy et al. (2017) confirmed in their large-N analysis of world regions since 

World War II that existence of dominant power (and it is valid for both major powers 

and regional powers) in the region is strongly associated with the reduction of both the 

frequency of regional conflict and number of states engaged in the conflict (Volgy et al., 

2017, p. 53). It is however not clear what is the causal mechanism behind this effect. 

All of these positions have similar assumptions as the hegemonic stability theory 

(Kindleberger, 1973; Gilpin, 1981). That is, when a hegemon exercises leadership, 

either through diplomacy, coercion, or persuasion, it is a contribution to the stabilization 

of the system. 

While liberal scholars claim that power itself might not be enough to pacify a 

region, it seems to play some role in eclectic perspectives, at least in the first stages of 

peace. Norrin Ripsman (2005) proposed an idea of sequential peaceful transformation 

where he concluded that realist mechanisms (such as the balance of power) may initially 

be required to compel regional rivals to put aside their differences and cooperate, but 

liberal mechanisms are ultimately useful to sustain and deepen the regional peace 

(Ripsman, 2005, p. 669). 
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E. H. Carr also argued that the element of power is crucial and to eliminate it and 

base the process of peaceful change on a common feeling is unreasonable, although 

morality does play some role as well – as it will influence the attitude of the mass of 

people affected by the change (Carr 1939, p. 220). He further stressed that any 

international moral order must rest on some hegemony of power. Even constructivists 

Emanuel Adler and Michael Barnett argued that power can serve as a magnet (Adler 

and Barnett, 1998, pp. 39–40). It thus seems that the role of powerful hegemon (be it 

some great power or regional power) is an important part of any causal mechanism of 

peaceful change at least in the lower stages.    

 

1.2.2. Liberalism 

 

Liberalism offers much more insight into the regional change, especially into the 

evolution of peaceful order. Many such theories were developed on the case of the 

European Union and mostly examine regional integration. As Joseph Nye puts it, major 

developments in the liberal tradition of international relations theory in the post-1945 

period occurred in studies of regional integration (Nye, 1988, p. 239). Again, the aim of 

this brief discussion is not to describe every liberal stream, but to provide a general 

overview of the approaches to regional transition from a liberal perspective.  

The liberal view of regional transition stands on the legs of the Kantian tripod – 

democracy, economic interdependence, and institutions (Russett and Oneal, 2001; Paul, 

2012). Democratic peace theory can be traced back to the intellectual legacy of 

Immanuel Kant and asserts that two constitutional democracies will not wage war 

against each other (Doyle, 1983; Hayes, 2011). This apparent peacefulness of 

democracies is explained on one hand by the public control over their elected leaders 

(public is carrying the main costs of wars and therefore is hesitant to go to war), and on 

the other hand by the fact that democracies essentially don´t view each other as hostile.  

Proponents of economic interdependence can be traced to Norman Angell and his 

seminal work The Great Illusion (Angell, 1910). According to commercial liberal 

theories, interdependent states are less likely to resort to force to resolve disputes, due to 

the opportunity costs of force in terms of lost trade and investment. They claim that 

when the economies of states are interlinked, war becomes on hand expensive (because 

the aggressor would also harm his own assets), and on the other hand less effective in 

gaining state´s resources than trade (cf. Copeland, 1996). Oneal (2012) proved using the 
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liberal-realist model (LRM) that economic interdependence reduces the conflict (Oneal, 

2012, p. 166). John M. Owen IV also stated that any serious treatment of how regions 

become more cooperative and peaceful must consider commercial-liberal thesis (Owen 

2012: 107).   

Last but not least, liberal institutionalists claim that institutions create space for 

states to link issues and solve problems of coordination. Institutions provide 

information, coordination, enforcement, or other benefits that states could not provide 

on their own and can persist even after the fall of a hegemon that created them if they 

keep providing these benefits (Keohane, 1984).  

However, each of the tripod´s legs has been questioned. Pacifying effect of 

democratization was questioned by Mansfield and Snyder (1995) in their famous article 

Democratization and the Danger of War. According to their research, democratization 

is enhancing peace in the long run, but the transition is chaotic and unstable. During this 

unstable period of democratization, states are more likely to go to war (Mansfield and 

Snyder, 1995). Bayer (2010) also argued in his quantitative analysis that the thesis of 

democratic peace does not work for the ´lowest level of peace´ (Bayer, 2010). Thies 

(2010) and Kacowicz (1998) would agree with Bayer on that because both concluded, 

that to reach the negative peace, a democratic regime of regional states is not a 

necessary condition. However, for reaching the positive peace and more importantly 

security community, they tentatively claim democratic regime to be necessary. 

The second leg of the Kantian tripod, economic interdependence does have a 

pacifying impact, according to various analyses. However, an assumption of the 

pacifying effect of trade is not always found in an empirical world without 

preconditions (Kupchan, 2010; Hofmann and Merand, 2012). Kupchan´s (2010) 

analysis of successful and unsuccessful rapprochement between a number of dyads of 

states showed that political reconciliation precedes and clears the way for growing 

economic interdependence, not vice versa. Economic cooperation might have been the 

beginning of the European Union, but it is not automatically replicated in other regions 

or bilateral relations.  

Regarding the last leg of the Kantian tripod – liberal institutions – the effect is 

also not straightforward. Three original regional organizations (Organization of 

American States, Organization of African Unity, The Arab League), although initially 

somewhat effective in conflict control, became progressively ineffective (Haas, 1986). 
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Other authors argued that institutions aggravate regional relationships because they 

create rigidities that can become a source of conflict (Ikenberry and Mastanduno, 2003).  

Despite all this criticism, liberal theories still offer the most comprehensive view 

of regional pacification. Contrary to realism, they look at the unit-level variables and 

conditions and beyond the balance of power and alliance formation. 

 

 

1.2.3. Constructivism 

 

According to constructivist perspectives, the order is fundamentally a function of 

the intersubjective ideas about peace or conflict that regional elites hold, rather than a 

product of material/structural conditions or distribution of power (Paul, 2012, p. 14). 

The agency, by way of ideas, norms, and practices is given considerable significance in 

the formation and persistence of a given regional order (Paul, 2012, p. 14). Dimitar 

Bechev for example also considered regional cooperation, especially in Southeast 

Europe as driven by and reflective of identity politics (Bechev, 2011, p. 10).  

Pioneering work regarding the peaceful change in international relations was 

made by Karl W. Deutsch and his transactionalist approach. He coined the term security 

community – a special type of political community where war is eliminated because its 

members have a dependable expectation of peaceful change (Deutsch, 1957). Defining 

aspects of security communities is a sense of “we-ness” and shared understanding based 

on the dense transaction flows (such as trade, migration, tourism, cultural or educational 

exchanges, etc.). Communication and transaction flow between peoples become 

factories of shared identification. Even though focus on letter exchanges that Deutsch 

used as a measure of transaction flows might be outdated in today´s era of social media, 

the fact that he added the agency of people to the whole process of peaceful change is 

an important enrichment.  

Deutsch´s work was a few decades later resurrected by Adler and Barnett 

(1998), who broadened Deutsch´s original understanding of the security community and 

thus peaceful change. They added steps into the whole process of becoming a 

(pluralistic) security community – nascent, ascendant, and mature security community 

(this can be loosely or tightly coupled). Alder´s and Barnett´s conceptualization 

continued with their model of development of security communities. It consists of three 

tiers of precipitating conditions. They include factors and conditions from external 
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threats and changes; to structural factors (power and knowledge), process factors (social 

learning), mutual trust, and collective identity (Adler and Barnett, 1998). Adler and 

Barnett brought the concept of a security community back into the spotlight and offered 

a comprehensive framework of the evolution of security communities. This concept is 

important for the understanding of peaceful change because, at the international level, 

community formation is transforming the very character of the state’s system - some 

states are integrated to the point that peaceful change becomes taken for granted (Adler 

and Barnett, 1998, p. 8).  

Yet, their conceptualization suffered from several drawbacks. The definition of 

the nascent security community was so loose and conditions so minimal, that almost 

everything can be defined as a nascent security community. It was enough that states 

considered how they might coordinate their relations in the future, the trust is absent, 

and states perform a sort of ´search missions´ to test future cooperation. Only in mature 

security community war became improbable and it is expected that states will practice 

self-restraint towards partners (Adler and Barnett, 1998, p. 55). Moreover, geographic 

proximity was not a necessary condition for members of the security community, which 

adds to an unproductive broadening of the concept. They were also criticized that they 

anachronistically made a proto-constructivist out of Deutsch and appropriated his 

thoughts in a superficial way (Ditrych, 2014). They left out communication as the 

foundation of Deutsch’s concept and substituted it with a much more ambiguous and 

less tangible assemblage of common meanings, interactions, and diffuse reciprocity 

(Ditrych, 2014, p. 353).      

An important constructivist take on peaceful change is already mentioned 

Wendt´s (1999) Social Theory of International Politics. Since it was discussed in more 

detail above, I will not repeat the same. However, I considered it important to mention 

him among the constructivist approach to peaceful change as well, since he is a very 

influential thin constructivist and an overview of constructivism wouldn´t be complete 

without him. He introduced three cultures of anarchy – Hobbesian, Lockean and 

Kantian – based on the quality of relations between the states. He also described, how a 

change from Hobbesian, more violent culture, to Lockean (cooperative) and Kantian 

(most peaceful one) is possible. The change from one culture to another, more peaceful 

one, is influenced by four master variables – interdependence, common fate, 

homogeneity, and self-restraint.  Constructivist social theory is often associated with the 

belief that change is easy (Wendt, 1999, p. 314). However, Wendt contradicted this by 
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saying that the culture, as a self-fulfilling prophecy, has natural homeostatic tendencies, 

and the more deeply it is internalized by actors the stronger those tendencies will be 

(Wendt, 1999, p. 315). Contrary to liberalism it considered possibilities of change in the 

interaction between actors themselves. In their understanding, interaction is not just a 

simple communication of domestic preferences and price, but the way in which 

identities and interests are changed or reproduced.  

Some authors writing from a constructivist perspective give much value to 

practices – in this case especially diplomatic practice (Pouliot, 2007, 2012). Pouliot 

agreed with Wendt that common interests are socially constructed through interaction 

and the social construction of identities (Pouliot, 2012, p. 214). Narratives that highlight 

similarities and differences become important for the characterization of the region. 

Some authors move from constructivism towards psychology and stress the role of 

emotions (Koschut, 2014a).  

The role of trust, practices, and intersubjective ideas plays a prominent role in 

the constructivist approach to peaceful change. Despite the criticism, it seems that this 

approach can explain well especially dynamics in the higher levels of peace.  
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND 

CONCEPTUALIZATION 

 

2.1. Eclectic theoretical framework 

 

After discussing the main arguments on the possibility of peaceful change and their 

criticism from the perspective of the three main paradigms, it is important to clarify the 

stance I am taking in this dissertation. I will be looking at the processes of peaceful 

change from the perspective of analytical eclecticism (Katzenstein and Okawara, 2001; 

Sil and Katzenstein, 2010).  

As demonstrated, previous efforts to explain regional or even dyadic transition from 

conflict to peace via lenses of realism, liberalism, or constructivism did not enable 

researchers to see the whole picture. Peace is a complex and multicausal phenomenon 

that cannot be reduced to a single causal explanation.  

Many scholars in IR literature not just combined arguments and factors from 

main IR paradigms in their quest for an explanation of peaceful change but have 

explicitly called for synthesis (Adler and Barnett, 1998; Jervis, 2002; Thies, 2010).  

Thies (2010) spoke about three paths to a negative peace – realist path, liberal 

path, and constructivist path. As the most salient for explaining a negative peace he saw 

the realist path, however liberal and constructivist may contribute to positive peace and 

security community evolution. Thies acquired his results from statistical analysis of 

West Africa and his empirical test is largely in agreement with Kacowicz´s results from 

West Africa and South America 

Norrin Ripsman (2005) is another scholar that tried to combine comparative 

advantages of the IR paradigm in explaining the peaceful transition. He inductively 

concluded that realist mechanisms may initially be required to compel regional rivals to 

put aside their differences and cooperate, but liberal mechanisms are ultimately useful 

to sustain and deepen the regional peace (Ripsman, 2005, p. 669). Ripsman developed 

this theory on the case of Western Europe after the Second World War. John A. Hall 

tried to further refine this theory; however, he also applied and tested it on the case of 

Western Europe (Hall, 2012). Hall is largely in agreement with Ripsman´s stressing of 
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the importance of realist considerations in the creation of a zone of peace, and of liberal 

factors then solidifying this achievement (Hall, 2012).  

Pedersen (2002) also argued that although cooperative hegemony is expected to 

have the highest explanatory power, when it comes to explaining the formative phase of 

regionalism; other theories might be necessary to help account for other stages in a 

regional institutionalisation process (Pedersen, 2002, p. 678).  

Kacowicz, Thies, Ripsman, Pedersen and Hall all agree that factors stemming 

from different IR paradigms play a greater or lesser role in certain stages of peaceful 

transition.  

Analytical eclecticism enables the researcher to combine parts of established 

theories in order to most comprehensively explain the process of peaceful change. 

Analytic eclecticism does not constitute an alternative model of research. It is an 

intellectual stance a researcher can adopt when pursuing research that engages, but does 

not fit neatly within, established research traditions in a given discipline or field (Sil and 

Katzenstein, 2010, p. 412). 

Analytical eclecticism does not aim to synthesize all the knowledge from the 

main paradigms, its aim is more modest and pragmatic. It is intended to generate diverse 

and flexible frameworks, each organized around a concrete problem, with the 

understanding that it is the problem that drives the construction of the framework. 

Neither aspiring to uncover universal laws nor content with statistical associations or 

interpretations of specific phenomena, analytic eclecticism is best thought of as 

operating at the level of what Robert Merton called “the middle range” (Sil and 

Katzenstein, 2010, pp. 415–416). Analytical eclecticism thus picks the best from all the 

theories that enable explanation of the given phenomena, with the condition that 

building blocks taken from established theories are mutually compatible.  

If the goal to create a grand theory, or a general law is relinquished, an eclectic 

perspective might help to explain a complex phenomenon and even aid in the creation 

of a mid-range theory. Causal links, paths, and mechanisms, are better explained with 

analytical eclecticism because it generates complex causal stories that forgo parsimony 

in order to capture the interactions among different types of causal mechanisms 

normally analysed in isolation from each other within separate research traditions (Sil 

and Katzenstein, 2010, p. 412). Analytical eclecticism is thus best suited for capturing 

the process of peaceful change and is fully in line with my metatheoretical position. I 

approach regional transition from the position of scientific realism that enables logic of 
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abduction and combination of parts of different paradigms (provided the building blocks 

are not incompatible on the metatheoretical level). Scientific realism is discussed in 

greater detail in the metatheoretical section of this dissertation.   

One danger of analytical eclecticism is conflating incompatible ontological and 

epistemological assumptions (for example, mixing a material ontology with a social 

ontology or an individual methodology with a structural methodology). The problem of 

incommensurability across research traditions represents a challenge. However, as Sil 

and Katzenstein (2010) demonstrated, it might be less serious than assumed. Firstly, 

sometimes even scholars writing from the same research tradition can have very 

different metatheoretical positions (e.g. thick vs. thin constructivists). Thus, writing 

from the perspective of the same paradigm does not necessarily mean same ontological 

and epistemological assumptions. As Sil and Katzenstein (2010)  argued: “Challenge of 

establishing equivalence among concepts and mechanisms across research traditions is 

only somewhat greater than that of doing so across diverse strands of research 

traditions.” (Sil and Katzenstein, 2010, p. 415).  

Secondly, as Donald Davidson, Hilary Putnam and others have argued, there do 

exist possibilities for translation and redefinition (cited in Sil and Katzenstein, 2010, p. 

414). Combining concepts from different research traditions is not insurmountable if 

proper care is taken to consider the premises upon which specific analytic components 

are operationalized in relation to the empirical world. 

Researcher thus must be careful when picking the building blocks from established 

theories. Conceptualization and operationalization are crucial here, to ensure the 

concepts are properly understood and compatible.   

I addressed this by assigning different theoretical assumptions to different stages of 

peaceful transition. This was already suggested by Thies (2010) and Ripsman (2005). 

Based on statistical analysis Thies (2010) argued that realist path (or in other words, 

factors typical for realist theories of peace) is the most salient for explaining of negative 

peace. Ripsman (2005) also concluded that realist mechanism might initially be needed 

to enforce peace, yet they lose their explanatory power in later stages, when peace is 

already embedded. In the later stages, liberal and constructivist factors proved to have 

more explanatory power, not just in Ripsman’s qualitative analysis, but in the statistical 

analysis of Thies (2010) as well.  

One could argue that as the mechanism slowly progresses, it gradually brings about 

the changes in the regional relations. Thus, a different paradigm can be applied in the 
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later stages, because the environment is qualitatively different and the assumptions 

about the new reality of regional relations changed.  

The stages are conceptualized in detail in the next section. However, it is important 

here to explain what building blocks from the IR paradigms I am using to create my 

models of transition.  

I have considered the most prominent theories addressing the evolution of 

cooperation and spreading of peace from all three paradigms when creating my models 

of peaceful change and took what I thought best explained transition from different 

stages of peaceful order. Since peace is complex and multicausal phenomenon, none of 

the paradigms per se can explain it comprehensively. However, they have comparative 

advantages in the explanation of certain stages.  

For the ´first cut´ or the beginning of transition from negative to positive peace, I 

have taken the role of hegemon from the realist hegemonic stability theory. That is, 

when a hegemon exercises leadership, either through diplomacy, coercion, or 

persuasion, it is a contribution to the stabilization of the system. A hegemonic 

distribution of power, defined as one in which a single state has a predominance of 

power, is most conducive to establishment of a stable, open international economic 

system (Webb and Krasner, 1989, p. 183). Co-operative hegemony is expected to have 

the highest explanatory power, when it comes to explaining the formative phase of 

regionalism also according to Thomas Pedersen (2002).  

Once the new system is created, our understanding of the deepening of peace and 

cooperation arguably cannot be furthered much more by focusing on states as primary 

units. The so-called black box of causality remains closed from this perspective. Even 

Kenneth Waltz said: “The prescriptions directly derived from a single image [of 

international relations] are incomplete because they are based upon partial analyses. The 

partial quality of each image sets up a tension that drives one toward inclusion of the 

others . . . One is led to search for the inclusive nexus of causes.” (cited in Sil and 

Katzenstein, 2010, p. 412)  

Johnston (2001) suggested to think about international institutions as social 

environments. There, actors (politicians, statesmen) who enter social interactions within 

them, rarely emerge as the same. Constructivists generally explain this via socialization. 

In fact, for social constructivists, socialization is a central concept. As Onuf puts it, 

"social relations make or construct people-ourselves-into the kinds of beings we are.” 

(cited in Johnston, 2001, p. 492) Ikenberry and Kupchan defined socialization as a 
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process of learning in which norms and ideals are transmitted from one party to another 

(Ikenberry and Kupchan, 1990). However, socialization is not a purely constructivist 

concept.   

I do not use the typical constructivist conceptualization of socialization. I understand 

socialization as simply an increase in communication and mutual contact, not 

necessarily as social learning or internalization of new norms, similarly to the implicit 

understanding of Kavalski (2008). He argued that: “Elite socialisation is important 

because the repeated practice of decision-making according to the externally promoted 

norms and rules tend to routinize policy-behaviour. It also develops the competences of 

domestic institutions and in this way influences also foreign-policy formation” 

(Kavalski, 2008, pp. 56–57).  

Since path-dependency is a rationalist concept, it fits well in the framework of the 

first mechanism of transition from negative to positive peace. I argue that in order to 

reach the stage of positive peace, internalization of new norms is not necessary, 

although it may inadvertently happen later. Routinization of new behaviour via path-

dependency is sufficient for the positive peace to ensue. Thus, the ontological and 

epistemological assumptions underlying the building blocks I chose for my first 

mechanism are compatible.  

The second mechanism describes transition from positive peace to the security 

community. Sine qua non of the security community is mutual trust, which meant I 

couldn´t draw from realist and liberal theories. In general, realist theories view the 

international system as anarchical and based on self-help, where trust is practically not 

present and even cooperation is only short-lived. This is closely connected to the 

general realist view of cooperation as a zero-sum game. Liberal (rationalist) 

perspectives do operate with certain type of trust, because they work with the possibility 

of non-zero-sum games, but it is instrumental or “strategic” trust, based on rational 

calculation and self-interest (Ripsman, 2005; Rathbun, 2018).  

However, in the security community socialization must trickle down to people, not 

just political elites. Thus, in order to understand the emergence of trust based on sense 

of “we-ness” (as Deutsch described it), I drew predominantly from constructivist 

perspectives. To complement the understanding of the evolution of interpersonal trust, I 

drew also on social and political psychology.   

Valuable insights on the development of trust between groups are found in social 

and political psychology. Tam et al. (2009) found out, studying intergroup trust between 
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Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland that direct contact and extended contact 

elicited more positive and less negative behavioural tendencies by establishing outgroup 

trust rather than through promoting more positive attitudes toward the outgroup (Tam et 

al., 2009, p. 54). 

Thus, the second mechanism is also coherent regarding its ontological and 

epistemological assumptions, as it takes its building blocks from constructivism.  

 

2.2. Main concepts 

 

I conceptualize peaceful change as having three stages – negative peace, positive 

peace and security community. These three concepts faced criticism in IR literature, 

therefore it is important to clearly define my understanding of them. Moreover, since 

my interest is in the reginal peaceful change, it is also important to clearly define what 

is meant by region here. The next section discusses the main concepts, including their 

criticism, and establishes working definitions. 

 

2.2.1. Negative peace 

 

I am using negative and positive peace aware of the criticism of these concepts 

in the literature. This dual conceptualization was questioned by scholars, namely 

Emanuel Adler or Kenneth Boulding (1977). Adler (1998) argued that negative peace is 

epistemologically ungraspable (defined only negatively, as an absence of something), 

whereas positive peace has no ontological existence at all because it can never be 

achieved. Boulding (1977) criticized this original Galtung´s dual conceptualization in 

two major aspects: 1) the negative peace is just a negative war or non-war; 2) concept of 

positive peace has overly normative connotations (Boulding, 1977, p. 78). Boulding 

essentially viewed the international system as having only two complex phases – peace 

and war – that alternate, same as water turns to ice and back.  

Boulding´s criticism of negative peace being a “non-war” is justified. However, 

there are no better concepts in the IR literature to capture the qualitative difference this 

thesis is focusing on. According to Hedley Bull´s definition, “war is organised violence 

carried on by political units against each other.”(Bull, 1977, p. 178) Even when the 

definitions of war might slightly differ depending on the number of deaths, warring 
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parties, etc. (for example, Correlates of War is using 1 000 battle-related fatalities 

within twelve months as a threshold; Uppsala Conflict Data Program using only 25 

battle-related deaths), the focus on sustained organised violence is omnipresent.  

However, it is much trickier with the definition of peace. Is it just an end of 

armed conflict – in other words, it is just a non-war? There is no consensus on a 

conceptually clear definition of peace in the literature (Anderson, 1985, 2004; Smith, 

1993). Both social science and American cultural discourse have traditionally defined 

peace in terms of predictable order (Chernus, 1993; Kavalski, 2008). We intuitively 

understand that a mere end of violence is a qualitatively different situation than states 

practicing multilateral decision-making or common problem-solving. To use Boulding´s 

metaphor of ice and water, there are moments of both ice and water at the same time, 

plus there is also steam. The reality is just not so straightforward. Since this thesis 

focuses on the evolution of cooperation, it needs to distinguish between peace in most 

basic understanding as a folding of weapons and cessation of violence; and peace with 

cooperative elements.    

Negative peace is thus characterized by the absence of systematic, large-scale 

collective violence between political communities in the region. Peace is maintained 

only on an unstable basis by threats, deterrence, or a lack of will or capabilities to 

engage in violent conflict at a certain time. The possibility of war remains tangible and 

real, civil wars, domestic international conflict, and crises are still possible (Kacowicz, 

1998, p. 9). However, we can observe that states start to practice self-restraint in the 

foreign policy against other regional members. 

 

2.2.2. Positive peace 

 

To react to Boulding´s (1977) criticism on my second concept – positive peace is 

not characterised as “positive” because of its higher normative value over negative 

peace. It is positive because there is a presence of some level of cooperation, whereas in 

the negative peace there is none. In math, plus sign indicates a positive value without 

passing any normative judgment. The same logic is invoked here when conceptualizing 

positive peace. In comparison to negative peace, it is enriched by the presence of 

cooperation. On the top of the absence of armed violence and self-restraint, positive 

cooperative elements are present in positive peace – namely multilateral decision-
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making, efforts to resolve issues in a peaceful way, increase of cooperation in various 

fields in the forms of joint initiatives, projects, institutions or organizations.  

This understanding thus also tackles Adler´s criticism about the ontological non-

existence of positive peace. It is not a complete opposite of negative peace. It is not 

some utopia, incorporating the highest morality, justice, and human progress. It is also 

not the highest standard of relations the states can achieve – the security community in 

its original Deutschian sense is considered as the highest peaceful order. Positive peace 

is understood more in terms of what Ole Waever called “the non-war community.” An 

important sign of positive peace can be a series of non-wars; that is, there have been 

several conflicts about issues that would typically lead to war, but these were peacefully 

resolved (Waever, 1998, p. 70). The two declarations of independence in the Balkans 

(2006 Montenegro, 2008 Kosovo) can serve as a good example. Similar declarations of 

independence led to armed conflict in the past (1991 Croatia, 1992 Bosnia), yet now 

they were solved peacefully, by cooperative measures. Positive peace thus becomes just 

a qualitatively different stage of peaceful relations between states that differs from 

negative peace and differs from the security community. 

Positive peace is thus characterized as such an order, where peace is maintained 

on a reciprocal and consensual basis. Positive peace is not just an absence of direct 

violence. On top of self-restraint, we can observe also common projects or initiatives, 

multilateral decision making in some areas, and diplomacy is becoming a normal 

practice. Conflicts between regional members don´t have to be entirely resolved at this 

point and might occur. However, they are kept within nonviolent limits and states are 

actively working on their resolution by peaceful means. The keyword is cooperation 

here – states have begun to cooperate in certain areas and practice multilateral decision-

making. 

 

2.2.3. Security community 

 

The security community is originally a concept coined by Karl W. Deutsch 

(1957). According to Deutsch, the security community is a group of people that became 

integrated to the point that they attained a sense of community and of institutions and 

practices strong enough and widespread enough, to assure for a long time dependable 

expectation of peaceful change. Security community can be either amalgamated or 
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pluralistic – amalgamated if states formally merge to one unit; pluralistic if they retain 

formal and legal independence. The pluralistic security community is a more common 

type. When scholars write about security community, they usually mean pluralistic 

security community and it is also the point of departure here. 

 The concept was resurrected forty years later by Adler and Barnett (1998). In 

their seminal edited volume Security Communities, they offered new conceptualization 

of a pluralistic security community and rich empirical application of the concept on 

world regions. Adler and Barnett defined pluralistic security community as ´a 

transnational region comprised of sovereign states whose people maintain dependable 

expectations of peaceful change´ (Adler and Barnett, 1998, p. 30). The innovation in the 

understanding of the concept is mostly in their state-centrism, broadening of the concept 

to different stages of security communities (nascent, ascendant, and mature) and 

transnational understanding of a region, where members of the security community 

don´t have to be geographically proximate. This, I argue, made the concept 

unnecessarily broad and ungraspable. If practically any cooperative effort aimed at 

diminishing the possibility of war can qualify as a nascent security community and at 

the same time states do not even need to be contiguous, then almost everything can be a 

security community.   

 Adler and Barnett´s take on security communities popularized this concept and 

let to its quick proliferation (Lanteigne, 2006; Ngoma, 2003; Khoo, 2004; Pouliot, 2007; 

Diamint, 2010; Wagnsson, 2011; Koschut, 2014b, 2016). As Koschut noted, many 

scholars have made use of the concept and expanded its original scope in order to make 

it more applicable to the study of contemporary IR, broaden its empirical use and 

position it as an alternative concept to other forms of security governance and peaceful 

orders, such as alliances, regimes, international organizations (IOs) and imperial orders 

(Koschut, 2014b).  

In my conceptualization, I propose to return to the original Deutschian 

understanding of the concept in its much narrower and more exclusive sense with more 

focus on people and interpersonal contact. Contra Adler and Barnett (1998) I also 

propose to retain focus on geographic proximity, since my centre of interest is peaceful 

change in the regions. Geographic proximity is by many authors considered crucial 

(Bremer, 1992; Miller, 2001; Volgy et al., 2017) in explaining conflict and cooperation. 

To paraphrase Bremer and Miller, from regions of contiguous states comes the hottest 

war and the hottest peace. Thus, the analyses of regional groupings can generate the 
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most interesting and policy-relevant knowledge. More so, because the geography and 

neighbours are something that states cannot choose.  

Security community thus refers to such an order, where there is a dependable 

expectation of peaceful resolution of any conflicts. Apart from self-restraint, common 

projects, and multilateral decision-making, collective and cooperative security emerges. 

Defence and security are closely connected to sovereignty and thus belong to the most 

sensitive issues. Cooperating in this area in combination with other practices shows high 

levels of trust. Moreover, cooperative security makes effective defence from another 

regional partner/s practically impossible. Therefore, it not only shows a high level of 

trust, but guarantees peaceful resolution of any future conflict.  

Many authors also mention collective identity or sense of “we-ness” as a sine 

qua non of the security community (Deutsch, 1957; Wheeler, 2012). However, I argue 

that we are not speaking about collective identity in the primary understanding of the 

term. If we look on Western Europe or North America – prime examples of security 

communities – we do not see “European” or “North American” identity spread among 

people (or the argument could be that this identity is only manifested when its members 

are in a different environment, so this identity becomes their unifying common 

denominator). Americans and Canadians are not really “North Americans”, even 

Canadians struggle to have common Canadian identity when the voices calling from 

independence from the francophone part haven´t completely disappeared throughout 

centuries. Yet perhaps this narrow, intuitive conception of common identity is not 

correct. As Adler and Barnett (1998) suggested, it is possible to speak about common 

identity to the extent that actors locate themselves within a shared or congruent storyline 

(Adler and Barnett, 1998, p. 54).  In that sense, it would be possible to speak about 

common identity in North America or Western Europe as long as there is enough 

positive intergroup contact and commonalities. The shared storyline, and thus shared 

identity, is, therefore a dynamic feature that evolves with time.  

Thus, the members of security community identify with each other on a certain 

level. They share common norms, values, and political institutions, and are deeply 

interdependent. While cooperation was a keyword that characterized positive peace, 

integration is the sign of a security community. Decision-making in certain fields is 

integrated and spreads to other fields as well. The security community is understood 

here as the most cooperative and peaceful order, where the expectation of peaceful 

resolution of future conflicts is truly dependable.  
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2.2.4. Region 

 

To be able to study regional dynamics, defining the region is crucial because from 

the definition stems delineation. However, this has not been a straightforward task in the 

IR literature. Volgy et al. analysed eleven major IR journals from 2010 to 2015 and 

found very little consensus about conceptual meaning or operationalization of regions 

(Volgy et al., 2017). Scholars mostly don´t explicitly deal with the conceptualization of 

regions. If they do, their views on the crucial aspects of regions differ. On one side there 

are authors that consider geographic proximity as the crucial feature; on the other side, 

there are authors that consider ideational variables as more important.  

Volgy et al. (2017) defined regions as those spaces in which a group of 

geographically contiguous states possesses both the opportunity and willingness to 

interact with one another as a function of their capabilities and foreign policy 

interactions (Volgy et al., 2017, p. 7). Proximity is crucial for their delineation – states 

must be contiguous over land or less than 500 miles over water. Their ROW (Regional 

Opportunity Willingness) approach is flexible regarding regional composition, because 

both the number and scope of regions may evolve with changes in the geopolitical 

context. 

For Buzan, the region is geographically clustered subsystem of states that is 

sufficiently distinctive in terms of its internal structure and processes to be meaningfully 

differentiated from a wider international system or society of which it is part (Buzan, 

1991). The region is also a level of analysis located between the international system 

(global) level, and the unit (state) level. Regions are specific types of subsystems 

defined by geographical clustering (Buzan, 2012, p. 22).-  

In a similar line of thought, Räimo Väyrinen, for example, spoke about regional 

subsystems and understood region in the IR as a system between the international 

(global) level of analysis and domestic level of analysis. He defined a regional 

subsystem as characterized by a certain distinctiveness and proximity, not only in the 

geographical but also in the economic and political sense. Proximity is institutionalized 

by means of mutual interaction and common organizations (Väyrynen, 1984). 

Geography thus plays a crucial role in his definition. 

Peter Katzenstein, on the contrary, understood region as not simply geographical 

constant, but an expression of changing political practices with distinctive institutional 
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forms (Katzenstein, 2005, p. 12), thus prioritizing institutional and political features. 

Very similarly Joseph Nye suggested that regional boundaries reflect the changing 

powers, norms, and interests of political leaders. Thus, they are not presumed ´givens´ 

of geography or culture (Nye, 1968, pp. vi–vii). Hettne stepped the definition even 

further from geographical delimitation. He defined the region as being represented by 

states with some level of social, economic, political, and organizational cohesiveness, 

thus omitting geographic proximity entirely  (Hettne, 2005, p. 544). In the same line of 

thought is also Amitav Acharya´s definition of regions as those that not only self-

organize their economic, political and cultural interactions and identity but also produce 

their own mental image of other regions and the global space in general (Acharya, 

2009).  

Though human geographers speak about regions and regional change, they mostly 

refer to intrastate regions. However, their idea of how the regions come to existence can 

be interesting also for the debate on world regions. According to Anssi Paasi, regions 

are institutionalized, i.e. socio-spatial process during which some territorial unit 

emerges as a part of the spatial structure of society and becomes established and clearly 

identified in different spheres of social action and social consciousness (Paasi, 2003, p. 

436). Paasi also spoke about regional identity that implies the mixing of cultural-

historical and political-economic contexts (Paasi, 2003). 

Though this sociological aspect is clearly important, geographic proximity is 

considered crucial by this author. It is considered a necessary condition of the 

interaction of people and security objectives to such an extent, as to make it analytically 

distinguishable. Proximity implies shared history and intensive interaction for a long 

time that enabled deep rooting of patterns of amity or enmity and evolution of specific 

regional dynamics. It is not sufficient to say territorial unit (in that way north Atlantic 

could be considered a region), the states must be proximate to each other. Echoing 

Mearsheimer (2003) and his idea about stopping power of water that prevents any 

power from reaching world hegemony, the distance is considered a crucial factor for 

both power projection and intense interaction.   

The initial desire to provide a new definition of the region turned out unnecessary. 

By region is here understood a geographical (emphasis and word added) cluster of 

states that are proximate to each other and they are interconnected in spatial, cultural, 

and ideal terms in a significant and distinguishable manner (Paul, 2012, p. 4). 
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2.2.5. Hegemon 

 

Hegemonic stability theory inspired the initial part of my mechanism number 1 that 

captures transition from negative to positive peace. Since it operates with the key 

concept of hegemony it is important to clarify my understanding of it.  

Hegemony is one of the most important concepts in IR. It is impossible within the 

scope of this dissertation to cover all the strands of thoughts and conceptualizations of 

hegemony present in the IR literature, yet it is important to describe the most prevalent 

differences in the approaches and to clarify my understanding of it. More so, because as 

Prys (2010) criticized, concept of hegemony is often imprecisely used in the literature. 

Most authors chose to approach a hegemony along the lines of “we recognize hegemony 

when we see it” attitude (Prys, 2010, p. 482), without clearly stating its defining criteria.   

As Schmidt (2018) wrote in his essay, there are essentially two main ideas, around 

which various definitions of hegemony revolve. “The first is the notion that hegemony 

entails an overwhelming or preponderant material power. The second is the idea that 

hegemony involves the exercise of some form of leadership, including domination, over 

others.” (Schmidt, 2018) 

However, as Miriam Prys pointed out, the majority of used theories of hegemony 

are intentionally stated at the global level. Most of the preponderance and domination 

the theories refer to is based on the global level. This is where their assumptions, such 

as the provision of a certain type of global public goods or the existence of a more or 

less loyal followership, are said to be valid (Prys, 2007).  

Prys (2010) provided an elegant overview of what six dominant theories of IR 

consider as constitutive factors of hegemony. Neorealism, theory of hegemonic stability 

and world-system theory work solely with material (economic) preponderance as a 

constitutive factor of hegemony (Prys, 2010, p. 488).  

Realists usually define hegemony along the lines of a domination of the 

international system. For John Mearsheimer, hegemon is a “state that is so powerful that 

it dominates all the other states in the system” (Mearsheimer, 2003, p. 43). Domination 

of the system is usually understood as the entire world.  

Hegemonic stability theory argues that a hegemonic distribution of power is the 

most conducive to establishment of a stable, open international economic system. It is 
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defined as one in which a single state has a predominance of power (Webb and Krasner, 

1989, p. 183). 

Marxian or world system theories also defined hegemony on the global level. 

Immanuel Wallerstein defined hegemony in economic terms as “situation wherein the 

products of a given core state are produced so efficiently that they are by and large 

competitive even in other core states, and therefore the given core state will be the 

primary beneficiary of a maximally free world market” (Wallerstein, 1980, p. 38). 

Wallerstein´s understanding is focused on economic dominance. Neo-Marxists added 

ideas to the objective material forces. Antonio Gramsci viewed hegemony as “a unity 

between objective material forces and ethico-political ideas – in Marxian term, a unity 

of structure and superstructure – in which power based on dominance over production is 

rationalized through an ideology incorporating compromise or consensus between 

dominant and subordinate groups” (cited in Keohane, 1984, pp. 44–45).  

Yet as already pinpointed by Prys (2010), all of these theories focus on economic 

domination. Even hegemonic stability theory in the original Kindleberger´s notion was 

arguing that the world economy needs one stabilizer to be stable (cited in Lake, 1993, 

pp. 463). Kindleberger believed that the maintenance of free trade requires what he 

approvingly called approvingly a "benevolent despot" to provide certain institutional 

public goods (Snidal, 1985, p. 580).  

As Snidal (1985) concluded, hegemonic stability theory has two major and separate 

conclusions. First, the presence of a dominant actor will lead to the provision of a stable 

international regime of free trade (Snidal, 1985, p. 581). Second, although the dominant 

leader benefits from this situation, smaller states gain even more – thus, they bear none 

of the costs of provision and yet share fully in the benefits (Snidal, 1985, p. 581). The 

second one is more novel – notion that domination will be beneficial for the weaker 

states turned a stereotypical notion of hegemony on its head.   

Thus, the Kindleberger´s definition of hegemony, building on Olson´s theory, could 

be characterized as follows: hegemony is an asymmetric, benevolent system where a 

single leadership provides international public goods and accepts unfair burden (Min, 

2003, p. 24). Naturally, this asymmetry is primarily understood in material terms. 

Realist understanding of hegemony, underlying original version of hegemonic 

stability theory, would thus assume not just that the hegemon is responsible for the 

formulation of the rules of international system, but also that he is prepared to 
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underwrite the system’s security with its military might. The reason why the hegemon 

does that is that he has a self-interest in the preservation of the system. 

However, the stress on the preponderance of material power as the crucial feature 

of the hegemon does not necessarily lead to some form of "hegemonic" behaviour or 

outcomes, such as public goods provision or a relative absence of conflict (Prys, 2010, 

p. 481). 

Joseph Grieco also studied correlation between resource asymmetry and regional 

institutionalization to see if hegemons are conducive to institutionalization (Grieco, 

1995). Apart from lack of discussion on the motives of institutionalizing hegemons, 

Pedersen (2002) criticized also Grieco´s focus on resource asymmetry. Pedersen argued 

that it poses problems for a traditional hegemonic theory in that both Europe and Asia 

are anomalies. “In fact, the region with the highest degree of institutionalisation 

(Europe) is also the region with the lowest degree of resource asymmetry” (Pedersen, 

2002, p. 684). 

According to Miriam Prys (2010), it is mostly liberal approaches that consider order 

determined by political system and preferences of hegemon on top of material 

preponderance as constitutive factors (Prys, 2010, p. 488).  

However, defining hegemony completely on ideational terms has its dangers too. 

Robert Keohane in his seminal book warned about dangers of defining hegemony as the 

ability and willingness of a single state to make and enforce rules (Keohane, 1984, pp. 

38–39). He argued that if hegemony is defined like this, the claim that hegemony is 

sufficient for cooperation becomes virtually tautological.  

Yet it is possible to think about hegemony also beyond traditional view of some 

sort of static dominance or leadership. Interesting view of the nature of hegemony was 

provided by Adam Watson (1997) who introduced a model of hegemony that became 

known as Watson´s pendulum. It seeks to characterize the degree of centralization 

present within an international order – that is, the relative amount of power and 

influence held by the leading hegemon at a given moment (cited in Paikin, 2020, p. 4). 

Thus, hegemony in his view is not a static characteristic, it is a continuum. Depending 

on the level of centralization, the pendulum moves from multiple independencies, over 

suzerainty and dominion, to an empire. Watson, however, was concerned not only with 

material advantages but also with standards of civilization when assessing the 

hegemonial authority (Watson, 1997, p. 127). In other words, the pendulum measures 

both material and normative clout. 
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What Paikin (2020) criticized about Watson´s pendulum was that it failed to 

measure the evolving character and content of hegemony – rather than simply the 

degree thereof – which has gradually strengthened throughout the centuries (Paikin, 

2020, p. 9). Thus, in Paikin´s understanding, hegemony is not an ahistorical concept. 

Even more interestingly, according to some authors, hegemony in general is just 

one of the strategies a great power can choose. Pedersen (2002), saw four grand 

strategies a great power can choose from that can become regional orders when 

successful – unilateral hegemon; co-operative hegemon; empire and concert (Pedersen, 

2002, p. 682). For Prys (2010), hegemony is a role a regional power can assume, or in 

her words “one of three types of regional powerhood”, along with domination and 

detachment (Prys, 2010, p. 484).  

Pedersen and Prys showed that the concept of hegemony can be applied on the 

regional level as well. If we relinquish traditional realist, world-system and Marxian 

theories that work with domination on global level, it is possible to look for signs of 

material preponderance or leadership on the regional level. Hegemony as a political 

order or a strategy a great power chooses can also be applied on the regional level.  

There is another aspect of hegemony that is important here – the strategy hegemon 

chooses to assert his dominance. David A. Lake brought attention to the distinction 

between coercive and benevolent hegemony. According to Lake, when benevolent, the 

leader provides the international economic infrastructure unilaterally, or at least bears a 

disproportionate cost of providing the public goods, and thereby gains relatively less 

than others (Lake, 1993, p. 467). When coercive, the leader forces other, smaller states 

to contribute to the international economic infrastructure and, at an extreme, to bear the 

entire burden (Lake, 1993, p. 467). Prys (2007) also brought attention to the fact, the we 

often associate hegemony with benevolent strategies and redistribution of public goods. 

Yet, when we observe regional hegemons such as China, it is clear that benevolent 

approach is not necessarily the one a hegemon chooses.  

The strategy hegemon uses to assert his dominance is important. Although founding 

father of hegemonic stability theory Kindleberger casted hegemon in a benevolent role 

and this strand became probably the most influential, there are also coercive versions of 

hegemonic stability (Pedersen, 2002, p. 681).  

I am drawing from Pedersen´s (2002) theory of cooperative hegemony, since he 

pointed out that it may over time have unintended consequences of paving the way for 

federalisation or security communities (Pedersen, 2002, p. 682). As Pedersen further 
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explained, co-operative hegemony is reminiscent of Kupchan's 'benign unipolarity' 

(Pedersen, 2002, p. 686). Thus, it will be assumed here that a hegemon is mostly 

benevolent.  

Despite all the criticism of materialistic understanding of hegemony characteristic 

for the hegemonic stability theory and presence of alternative definitions stemming 

from other research traditions, I am using the definition most common in hegemonic 

stability theory. It is a logical choice, since the first building block in my mechanism is 

hegemonic stability theory. Thus, as a hegemon in my thesis is understood a state that 

acquired a material preponderance (usually understood in terms of economic and 

military domination) in the international system and is able to underwrite its security. 

As the hegemonic stability theory postulates, this material preponderance enables 

hegemon to enforce rules and create a new system beneficial for smaller states.  
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3. MECHANISMS OF CHANGE 

This research is focused not on the static description of three types of peaceful 

orders, but in the dynamic transition phases between them. Transitions from one order 

to another are understood as periods of overlap, where new practices are being 

introduced. In the following part, causal mechanisms of change from negative to 

positive peace and from positive peace to the security community are theorized based 

on existing theoretical literature and the first preliminary analysis of chosen cases.  

While the birth of negative peace can be a sudden change – it usually arises from 

armistice, peace treaty, or some agreement on peace of arms – the transition from 

negative to positive peace is a cumulative and much slower process. It is not linear 

progress, it is a process with its ups and downs, during which cooperative behaviour 

takes roots in the regional relations and new norms become institutionalized.  

Thus, this thesis builds on Deutsch and his collaborators who concluded that 

instead of clear thresholds for birth and death of security communities, there are “zones 

of transition” (Deutsch, 1957). To trace this process, a researcher must look into this 

turbulent “zone of transition”. It can be done by ascertaining a moment, when the region 

was clearly characterized by a positive peace, then ascertain the closest moment when it 

clearly showed signs of the security community. Then researcher analyses the period 

between these moments. The same principle is assumed to hold for a transition from 

negative peace to positive peace. The basic logic underlying this process-tracing is 

provided on the simplified illustration below (Picture 1). 

 

Picture 1: Illustration of the process-tracing of the transition processes 
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3.1. Transition from negative to positive peace 

It is argued in this thesis that in the initial stages of peace and cooperation, a hegemon 

(be it great power or regional power) is crucial to the process. The role of hegemon in 

establishing a peaceful change has theoretical support even from one of the founding 

fathers of the modern IR – E. H. Carr – who argued that the element of power is crucial 

and to eliminate it and base the process of peaceful change on a common feeling is 

unreasonable, although morality does play some role as well – as it will influence the 

attitude of the mass of people affected by the change (Carr 1939, 220). He further 

stressed that any international moral order must rest on some hegemony of power. The 

idea that the hegemon or a great power shapes and influences regional order found a 

wide resonance in the literature and has prominence especially among realist scholars, 

as was mentioned previously (Miller 2001, Merom 2003, Copeland 2012). 

The way by which hegemon contributes to the stability of the system was most 

prominently elaborated in the hegemonic stability theory. The theory argues that when a 

hegemon exercises leadership, either through diplomacy, coercion, or persuasion, it is a 

contribution to the stabilization of the system. A hegemonic distribution of power, 

defined as one in which a single state has a predominance of power, is most conducive 

to establishment of a stable, open international economic system (Webb and Krasner, 

1989, p. 183). Hegemon erects new institutions and thus creates a new international 

system.  

There is powerful evidence to support the crucial role of an active hegemon in the 

outbreak of peace not just in large-N quantitative studies (Volgy et al., 2017), but in the 

case studies as well (Ripsman, 2005; Thies, 2010; Hall, 2012). Take the most famous 

case of regional pacification – Western Europe. The American role in inspiring Franco-

German cooperation was striking (Lundestad, 1986; Ripsman, 2005). Moreover, 

Ripsman (2005) did a thorough analysis of possible competing explanations both from 

liberal and realist tradition. Liberal mechanisms were not effective at all in the early 

stages. Balancing against power (USSR) and balancing against threat (Soviet threat), the 

most viable realist contenders, had some effect but did not explain outbreak of regional 

cooperation. As Ripsman concluded: “Soviet threat was a nearly necessary condition for 

the peaceful cooperation and stability that was forged in Western Europe in the decade 

after World War II. It was not, however, a sufficient condition, since the direst military 
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threat in the summer of 1950 was unable to inspire Franco-German security cooperation 

until 1954, when Washington provided the guarantees that overcame French distrust of 

Germany.” (Ripsman, 2005, p. 681)  

Even liberal scholar Robert Keohane, who famously argued contra theory of 

hegemonic stability, admitted that hegemon can facilitate a certain type of cooperation 

(Keohane, 1984, p. 32). Keohane disagreed that the hegemony is necessary for 

continuation of that cooperation. However, he argued that the institutions that hegemon 

erected can persist without the hegemon overseeing it when they provide information, 

coordination, enforcement, or other benefits that states could not provide on their own 

(Johnson and Heiss, 2018).   

Cooperative hegemony is expected to have the highest explanatory power, when it 

comes to explaining the formative phase of regionalism also according to Thomas 

Pedersen (2002). As he further argued, “other theories might be necessary to help 

account for other stages in a regional institutionalisation process. Unlike many other 

theories of regionalism, the theory of co-operative hegemony transcends the borders of 

Europe providing a general theory of regionalism” (Pedersen, 2002, p. 678). This is 

very important, since many theories of regional integration were developed on the case 

of the EU, making its applicability to other regions more problematic.  

Pedersen (2002) also pointed out that co-operative hegemonies may over time have 

unintended consequences, paving the way for federalisation or security communities 

(Pedersen, 2002, p. 682). This makes hegemony crucial starting point for the 

mechanism of evolution of cooperation.  

It also brings us to conditions, when hegemon decides to be active and to create 

stable cooperative order. According to Pedersen (2002), hegemon must be cooperative 

and benevolent.  

Ripsman (2005) builds upon Owen’s (2001/02) observation that a hegemonic 

international structure will provide stability only if the hegemon is liberal and constructs 

a liberal international order. As he further argued: “Only great power involvement in the 

first instance, coupled with a liberal order founded on liberal domestic and international 

institutions, should be able to produce enduring stability.” (Ripsman, 2005, p. 688)  

When I was originally creating the mechanism 1, I designed the first parts of it as 

hegemonic stability theory expected. I assumed it is the hegemon who guarantees 

security and enforces and institutionalizes new norms that in effect create a new system. 
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However, after the first confrontation of the theoretical model with empirics, it became 

clear that the mechanism is more nuanced.  

Hegemon is necessary at the beginning of the transition to provide security 

guarantees. Shared identity and trust are in short supply in initial stages of positive 

peace, because the violent past is still quite fresh in the memory of people.  

Thus, a hegemon with its material preponderance can effectively guarantee that 

regional members will not abuse power against one another. This is achieved either 

through military alliances of regional members with the hegemon; stationing of 

hegemon´s troops in the region; or any other way with which a hegemon can guarantee 

security in the region.  

While power itself is not enough to pacify the regions (Oneal, 2012, p. 173); it is 

the crucial first step. I also noticed that hegemon becomes part of the scope conditions 

for the later parts of the mechanism and remains important for the whole process. 

What is, however, equally important, is that the way by which he is engaged in 

the region can change as the mechanism progresses. At the beginning, hegemon´s 

material power (especially its military component) is crucial. Later, his power can serve 

more as a magnet. A community formed around a group of strong states creates the 

expectation of the weaker states that if they join the community, they will be able to 

enjoy the security and potentially other benefits that are associated with that community 

(Adler and Barnett, 1998). Even coercion depends on magnetism, as it makes the 

decision to comply more attractive than the decision to not comply (Marinov, 2005; 

Kavalski, 2008). Thus, hegemon´s involvement later in the mechanism can be less about 

coercion and direct use of its material power and more about magnetism and leadership 

that his material capabilities create. 

My first confrontation with data showed that what must happen as a next step is 

that a key regional actor changes its confrontational foreign policy to a cooperative one. 

Working on my case studies of Western Balkans and Southeast Asia clearly showed that 

efforts to create regional institutions or cooperate more deeply on a regional scale 

before the change of foreign policy of Serbia and Indonesia were ineffective. Only after 

the fall of Miloševic and Sukarno could regional cooperation progress. Even though 

Western Europe is not showed in my dissertation as an individual case study for 

transition from negative to positive peace, I used it when developing the mechanism 1. 

Pedersen (2002) mentioned in his paper that power-sharing capacity of Germany was 

important precondition to regional institutionalization (Pedersen, 2002, p. 690). 
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However, we could argue the same about France. Initially, France took a hard stance 

towards Germany, generally preferring Morgenthau´s plan of complete elimination of 

Germany´s industry. This foreign policy was not conducive to regional cooperation. 

Only after French foreign policy towards Germany changed, could the European 

integration begin. Thus, the willingness and readiness of key regional player to share its 

power is an important step towards regional cooperation. 

Once a hegemon guarantees security and key regional actor(s) change their 

foreign policy to a cooperative one, a powerful actor with an interest in the region needs 

to initiate the institutionalization of new norms. I originally assumed, based on the 

hegemonic stability theory, that it is the hegemon that actively spreads new norms. 

However, my data showed that this role does not necessarily have to be assumed by the 

hegemon.  

In the case of Western Balkans, it is the EU that initiated and supported the 

institutionalization of new norms. In the case of maritime Southeast Asia, it is Indonesia 

that initiated this. Hegemon is understood here as a state that has preponderance of 

material power in the system. The role of initiation of the institutionalization of new 

norms can be assumed by other powerful actor with interest in the region. It does not 

need to have material preponderance, nor guarantee security in the region. It also does 

not have to be a unitary state. A powerful actor is an individual or collective entity able 

to influence regional members and exercise leadership. However, what is crucial is that 

this activity of another powerful actor in the region is supported by the hegemon. In 

other words, it must be in line with the hegemon´s interest and the hegemon must agree 

with this. 

Since the EU institutionalized new norms in Western Balkans, it is important 

here to shortly defend its “actorness”.  

The nature of the EU is tricky from the point of view of International Relations. 

The EU was created as an intergovernmental organization, yet it transcended that box 

and is now considered sui generis. Ginsberg described the EU in 1999 as „neither a state 

nor a non-state actor… neither a conventional international organisation nor an 

international regime‟ (cited in Wright, 2011, p. 9), thus capturing its unique nature. 

Realists in International Relations usually argue that the EU is not a state and, 

therefore, not an actor. It is connected to the fact that realists consider only states as 

actors in the international system. However, for liberal and constructivist theories, non-

state and transgovernmental actors are part of international system, too.  
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For example, Wright (2011) rejected the realist critique as too narrow and state-

centric and argued that an approach based purely on an examination of the EU‟s 

capabilities is insufficient when seeking to explain its international actorness. Instead, 

he contended that the most appropriate basis for analysis is through a framework that 

draws on both the civilian and normative power approaches (Wright, 2011, p. 8). 

 In IR, an actor can be defined as an individual or a collective entity capable of 

devising a personal strategy and acting autonomously in order to achieve certain 

objectives (Crozier and Friedberg, 1992). An actor can also be defined as an entity 

whose actions in international or transnational domains have an impact on the 

distribution of resources and the definition of certain values at the global level (cited in 

Richard and Van Hamme, 2013).  

Although the EU is capable of devising a personal strategy, it is debatable to what 

extent is the EU acting autonomously, since it is dependent on the consensus of the 

member states. However, actions of the EU in international or transnational domains 

definitely have an impact on the distribution of resources and the definition of certain 

values of global level. Some scholars asserted the influence of the EU as so great, that 

they understood it as an empire, especially in relation to the Balkans (Chandler, 2007; 

Zielonka, 2008).  

In conclusion, I argue that the EU can be understood as an actor regarding the 

institutionalization of new norms in Western Balkans.  

In the next step, regional elites socialize within organizations and institutions 

created by the hegemon.  

Why are the elites so important for the initiation of peaceful order? In general, the 

initiation of peaceful order depends on the ability to maintain reliable structures of 

decision-making that reinforce the path-dependence of policy priorities (Kavalski, 2008, 

p. 56). As Ikenberry and Kupchan wrote, “socialisation occurs only when the normative 

change takes place within an elite community. Although normative claims articulated by 

the hegemon may take root in the public at large, it is ruling elites that must embrace 

these claims if they are to have a long-term and consequential impact on the behaviour 

of secondary states. While public opinion can influence elite restructuring, it is through 

the dynamics of elite politics and coalition-building that socialisation takes place.” 

(Ikenberry and Kupchan, 1990, p. 293).  

This brings us back to the institutions that powerful actor erects as means of 

dissemination of new norms and shaping of policy preferences of elites. Johnston 
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(2001) suggested to think about international institutions as social environments. There, 

actors (politicians, statesmen) who enter social interactions within them, rarely emerge 

as the same. Constructivists generally explain this via socialization. In fact, for social 

constructivists, socialization is a central concept. As Onuf puts it, "social relations make 

or construct people-ourselves-into the kinds of beings we are.” (cited in Johnston, 2001, 

p. 492)  

As mentioned, it is elite socialization that is important at this stage. Ikenberry 

and Kupchan defined socialization as a process of learning in which norms and ideals 

are transmitted from one party to another (Ikenberry and Kupchan, 1990). In their 

theory, hegemon erects institutions that spread new norms. Elites from the secondary 

states are exposed to them via socialization and may eventually embrace the norms and 

value orientations that those institutions embody (Ikenberry and Kupchan, 1990, p. 

292). The acceptance of the new norms emerges gradually, as elites seek to bring their 

policies and value orientations into line. This is a case of "acts before beliefs." The 

causal chain is as follows: external inducement – policy change (cooperation through 

coercion) – norm change (cooperation through legitimate domination) (Ikenberry and 

Kupchan, 1990, p. 292). 

However, socialization is not a purely constructivist concept. I do not use the typical 

constructivist conceptualization of socialization. I understand socialization as simply an 

increase in communication and mutual contact, not necessarily as social learning or 

internalization of new norms, similarly to the implicit understanding of Kavalski (2008). 

He argued that: “Elite socialisation is important because the repeated practice of 

decision-making according to the externally promoted norms and rules tend to routinize 

policy-behaviour. It also develops the competences of domestic institutions and in this 

way influences also foreign-policy formation” (Kavalski, 2008, pp. 56–57). 

I argue that it is not necessary for the process of reaching the positive peace that 

the elites internalize new norms. There is an intermediate step in the causal chain 

Ikenberry and Kupchan (1990) proposed and that is routinization as a result of habit. 

The coercion of hegemon is not needed at that point; however, it is arguable if the 

regional elites indeed internalized the new norms. Nevertheless, the habit of routinely 

behaving according to the new norms is enough to influence their foreign policy choice. 

Regional elites engage in policy change, socialize within the framework of institutions 

created by powerful actor with interest in the region and supported by the hegemon. 

Through a created habit of behaving in a new cooperative way, this behaviour becomes 
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routinized. After some time, the routinization can lead to inadvertent internalization of 

new norms, however, this is not necessary for positive peace. Moreover, I understand 

socialization as simply an increase in communication and mutual contact, not 

necessarily as social learning or internalization of new norms, similarly to the implicit 

understanding of Kavalski (2008). He argued that: “Elite socialisation is important 

because the repeated practice of decision-making according to the externally promoted 

norms and rules tend to routinize policy-behaviour. It also develops the competences of 

domestic institutions and in this way influences also foreign-policy formation” 

(Kavalski, 2008, pp. 56–57). 

The causal chain would then look as follows: external inducement – policy 

change – routinization of the new behaviour according to the hegemon´s norms – 

inadvertent internalization of the new norm.  

This argument thus adds to our understanding of compliance by elites. It is 

usually explained through social learning – e.g. Checkel (2001). He identified two 

constructivist causal mechanisms of compliance – social protest/mobilization and social 

learning (Checkel, 2001). Social learning and social interaction, rather than political 

pressure and individual choice, lead to agent compliance with normative prescriptions.  

I argue that for the transition from negative to positive peace, social learning in a way of 

internalization of new norms through argumentative persuasion is not necessary. 

Routinization of new cooperative behaviour is enough to create path-dependency in 

foreign policy. Internalization of new norms can happen later in the process, however, 

mostly inadvertently and not intentionally. 

The mechanism explaining the transition from negative to positive peace thus 

looks as follows:  

Mechanism 1   

scope conditions: cooperative, benevolent and liberal hegemon willing 
to interfere; absence of large-scale collective violence   

Step 1  Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 outcome 

hegemon 
guarantees 
security in 

the unstable 
environment 

Key regional 
member(s) 

adopt 
benevolent 

foreign 
policy 

Powerful actor 
institutionalizes 
new norms of 
cooperation  

regional 
elites 

socialize  

regional 
elites come 
to consider 
cooperative 

problem-
solving as a 

routine 

positive 
peace 

Table 1: Mechanism of transition from negative peace to positive peace 
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The repeated positive experience and mutual decision-making achieved via 

socialization of elites according to the new norms imposed by the hegemon lead elites to 

routinize cooperative problem-solving and thus achieve the stage of positive peace.  

Finally, when developing a causal mechanism, scope conditions need to be 

specified. They are parameters that specify the domain in which mechanism is expected 

to hold. They are “around” the mechanism, they enable or constrain entities. In the case 

of the transition from negative to positive peace, I consider the absence of large-scale 

collective violence as one (which essentially means there must be negative peace in the 

region). Secondly, there must be a hegemon willing to positively intervene in the region. 

Moreover, the hegemon must be cooperative and benevolent (Pedersen, 2002) and 

liberal (Ripsman, 2005). When these scope conditions are present, the mechanism can 

work.  

 

3.2. Transition from positive peace to security community 

 

While there is a number of articles on the conceptualization of the security 

community or application of this concept on individual groups of states, there are hardly 

any notions about processes leading to their creation. Adler and Barnett (1998) offered 

only scarce information on how exactly an ascendant security community should turn 

into a mature one (that by definition roughly corresponds to my definition of the 

security community in this thesis). They argued that the process is path-dependent and 

equifinal (origins and paths vary considerably), and the expectation of peaceful 

resolution of possible conflicts will be more institutionalized in both domestic and 

supranational settings; and that the regional actors will share an identity (Adler and 

Barnett, 1998, pp. 55–57). At that point, the threshold will be crossed, and the security 

community will come into existence.  

This uncertainty regarding the process is present also in Deutsch´s (1957) 

original account on security communities. He also noted that the act of crossing the 

integration threshold has turned out to be a much lengthier and more uncertain process 

(Deutsch, 1957, p. 14). 

I agree with Adler and Barnett´s (1998) argument about equifinality and path-

dependency of outcomes leading to the creation of a security community, more so for 

transitions from positive peace to security community. Yet there must be some common 
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denominator, something that those paths from positive peace to the security community 

have in common.  

For positive peace to transform into the security community, a high level of trust 

must be achieved. This is one of the defining features of the security community and it 

is therefore logical to start developing a mechanism of transition from this starting 

point. As Adler and Barnett (1998) argued, trust logically comes before identity. The 

conceptualization of trust is, however, not a straightforward task. There is no single 

definition in IR that would serve as a focal point (Hoffman, 2002, p. 376). Delegation of 

responsibility per se does not necessarily mean trust, as states often attempt to pass the 

buck of defence to their allies in an effort to avoid paying the costs of fighting 

(Christensen and Snyder, 1990). It is also hard to imagine the unconditional belief 

between the actors in the international system. Moralistic understanding of trust – a 

belief that others have consistent personalities and traits that do not vary by situation – 

is perhaps also less helpful in analysing interstate relations (Rathbun, 2018).  

Many definitions work with some kind of certainty or predictability. For 

example, Barbara Mistzal defined trust as always involving an element of risk resulting 

from our inability to have complete knowledge about other people´s motivations but 

believing they will behave in a certain way (Mistzal, 1996). Social psychologists also 

defined trust as “confident expectation of the outgroup´s behaviour toward the ingroup” 

(Lewicki, McAllister and Bies, 1998). Yet this is somehow not enough. This definition 

would, for example, also encompass the relations between the Soviet Union and the 

United States during the Cold War with Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD). As long 

as the superpowers maintained second-strike capabilities, both could predict and quite 

confidently expect that the other would not launch their nuclear weapons first. Their 

relationship could hardly be described as trusting, yet these definitions of trust would 

not exclude it. 

Thus, the definition containing a certainty of expectation is not enough, more 

fitting would be certainty of predictable peaceful (emphasis added) behaviour. Adler 

and Barnett (1998) thought about trust as a social phenomenon that is dependent on the 

assessment that another actor will behave in ways that are consistent with normative 

expectations (Adler and Barnett, 1998, p. 46). However, trust touches not just the 

behaviour regarding the potential peaceful resolution of conflicts. For security 

communities, trust should, besides predictability of peaceful resolutions of conflicts, 
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also contain responsiveness to the needs of the other. In other words, altruism, 

understood as a sense of obligation and responsibility (Adler and Barnett, 1998). 

 Hoffman (2002) in his excellent overview of different conceptualizations of 

trust in IR came with a definition that fits these intuitively understood elements of trust. 

“Trust refers to an actor’s willingness to place its interests under the control of others 

based on the belief that those actors will honour their obligation to avoid using their 

discretion in a harmful manner. Trusting relationships are a behavioural manifestation 

of trust. They emerge when actors leave the fate of their interests to the discretion of 

others with the expectation that those actors will honour their obligation to avoid using 

their discretion in a manner harmful to the first.” (Hoffman, 2002, p. 394) I would add 

to this definition that it is also actor´s willingness to place its interests under the control 

of other based not just on the belief that those actors will avoid using their discretion in 

a harmful manner, but also that they will show responsiveness to the needs of the first 

actor.  

This definition also enables easier proof of presence in the mechanism. Starting 

with the assumption that trust will be behaviourally manifested in trusting relationships, 

Hoffman (2002) also offered three ways of measurement. The first detects trusting 

relationships by connecting the decision-making record to the policy choices of leaders 

– that is identifying policies that granted other states discretion over outcomes 

previously controlled by the first (Hoffman, 2002, p. 386). The second approach 

examines the types of oversight actors employ to monitor each other’s behaviour – 

actors that are less concerned that their counterparts will harm their interests, opt for 

after-the-fact methods of oversight (Hoffman, 2002, p. 389). Lastly, the third focuses on 

the restrictiveness of rules actors develop to constrain each other’s activities – 

framework-oriented agreements are more consistent with trusting relationships than 

statute-oriented agreements (Hoffman, 2002, p. 391). Hoffman considered the first 

measurement as the most persuasive one. One of the main aspects that distinguish the 

security community from positive peace is not just a presence of trust, but also 

integration in certain fields. That stands in contrast to just cooperation and multilateral 

decision-making present in positive peace. Thus, the first measurement offered by 

Hoffman – to look for discretion-granting policies – is also in line with my 

understanding of the security community as a group of states that became integrated. 

How is trust developed? Valuable insights on the development of trust between 

groups are found in social and political psychology. Tam et al. (2009) found out, 
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studying intergroup trust between Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ireland that 

direct contact and extended contact elicited more positive and less negative behavioural 

tendencies by establishing outgroup trust rather than through promoting more positive 

attitudes toward the outgroup (Tam et al., 2009, p. 54). Positive interaction between 

members of different groups can reduce intergroup prejudice and hostility (cited in Tam 

et al., 2009, p. 47). To come back to the issue of common identity that is according to 

some authors also an important feature of security communities, frequent positive 

interaction not just builds trust between people, but is also strongly inducive of a shared 

storyline. 

Deutsch at al. (1957) also focused on a measurement of the transactional flows 

among nations to prove a development of trust among masses. His emphasis on 

quantitative measurement was criticized by Adler and Barnett (1998), who argued that 

he overlooked the quality of those social relations (Adler and Barnett, 1998, p. 8). Not 

all transactions will indeed produce a collective identity, which Adler and Barnett 

considered one of the signs of the security community (Adler and Barnett, 1998, p. 47). 

Yet quality and quantity are bound together in some way. It is hard to imagine frequent 

contact between people of two countries that hate or are afraid of each other. A big 

quantity of contact between the peoples is a manifestation of the quality of their 

relations. Deutsch suggested that transactions and interactions generate reciprocity, new 

forms of trust, the discovery of new interests, and even collective identities. 

Moreover, the positive impact of intergroup contact is maximized when two 

groups are of equal status, cooperate, have common goals, and are supported and 

encouraged by institutions and authorities to engage in contact (Allport, 1954). 

Increased positive contact thus leads to the development of trust. This is often supported 

by elites, either by various initiatives or simply by creating conditions enabling free 

travel and trade. This creation of trust among peoples is important. If it is embedded, 

then even if new leaders came to power with more hostile intentions, the trust and 

positive relations would pose a powerful obstacle to such revisionism. This, however, 

presupposes a democratic regime being developed in the region at this point as only in 

democratic regimes the public exercises control over their elected leaders.  

 Another step in the process of transition to the security community is the 

deepening of the integration and trust by implementing discretion-granting policies. 

Leaders believe their counterparts are trustworthy and, based on this perception, enact 

policies that make their states vulnerable to the actions of their counterparts. The 
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increase of positive interaction between peoples and enactment discretion-granting 

policies serve as powerful trust-generating mechanisms.  

Finally, what Adler and Barnett (1998) identified as important for tightly 

coupled security community (the most integrated, most developed peaceful order) was 

integration in the security field, especially defence. They explicitly mentioned 

cooperative or collective security (both to security threats arising within and outside the 

community) and possible military integration. Adler and Barnett (1998) understood the 

cooperative security as movement from reciprocal arms control and confidence-building 

to addressing the security problems, arising within the community, in a cooperative 

manner (Adler and Barnett, 1998, p. 56). Collective security was understood as 

addressing the threats arising outside the community collectively, while there is also an 

agreement present that states will not use force against one another. 

I would like to distinguish these two concepts from the collective defence. 

Collective defence is understood here as essentially a military alliance, where the 

members agree to collectively use force against a specific external aggressor under 

specific circumstances. It does not necessarily mean a high level of trust is present 

among the members, it just means that the members fear a common enemy. Collective 

defence is usually purposeful with a narrow aim and it does not speak much about the 

level of trust between the members.  

Security and defence are very sensitive fields for a state. Take the example of 

borders. The costs to states that fail to defend their borders, against possible incursions 

from their neighbours are usually high – at a minimum, states risk losing control over 

portions of their territory; at worst, they risk being subjugated or destroyed (Hoffman, 

2002). Thus, willingness to address security threats both in and outside of the 

community in a cooperative way is another powerful trust-generating mechanism that 

ultimately renders states practically incapable of effectively planning or preparing war 

against each other.    

Mechanism 2          

scope conditions: liberal democracy, positive peace 

Step 1  Step 2 Step 3 Step 4  Outcome 

political elites 
support 

intergroup 
contact 

People develop 
trust (expected 

positive 
behaviour) 

leaders enact 
discretion-

granting 
policies 

Political elites 
practice 

collective 
security 

security 
community 

Table 2: Mechanism of transition from positive peace to security community 
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Regarding the scope conditions, before the mechanism is triggered, regional states 

must already have achieved positive peace. Liberal democratic regime was included 

despite some authors are advocating for the broadening of the research of security 

communities to autocratic regimes (Koschut, 2014b). However, I included it in the 

scope conditions for two main reasons. Firstly, because of its connection to the 

intergroup trust. As was already discussed above, only in democratic regimes the public 

exercises control over their elected leaders. Public trust and control over political elites 

guarantee embeddedness of peace and the dependability of the expectation of peaceful 

resolution of any conflicts because political elites cannot just act out of impulse and 

dramatically change their foreign policy without previous public discussion. Secondly, 

both widely agreed cases of security communities – Western Europe and North 

America; are liberal democracies. While I do not consider a liberal democratic regime to 

be a necessary scope condition for positive peace, the empirics suggest that it plays a 

crucial role in the security community.   

Last but not least, the mechanism of transition from positive peace to the security 

community does not have such a straightforward trigger as the previous mechanism. 

Here we speak more about a cumulative trigger, similar to Deutsch´s take-off point. 

Take-off point indicates a point/period, in which small, scattered movements change 

into larger and more coordinated ones with significant power behind them (Deutsch, 

1957, p. 83). It is not a new beginning or some radical break, it is rather a marked 

quickening and deepening of integration. Before take-off, political integration may be a 

matter of theorists, for a few statesmen, after take-off, integration is a matter of broad 

political movements, of governments, or of major interest groups (Deutsch, 1957, p. 

84). 
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4. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, my metatheoretical position – scientific realism – is presented 

and its main assumptions are clarified. The process-tracing as a selected method is 

shortly discussed together with its advantages and limitations. Case selection will be 

described. I have chosen two cases for the transition from negative peace to positive 

peace – Western Balkans and Southeast Asia, and two cases for the transition from 

positive peace to the security community – Western Europe and North America.  

 

4.1. Scientific realism 

This research stems from scientific realism as a philosophy of science (as 

defined by Wendt 1987). Ontologically, the world is viewed from the position of 

foundationalism. There is an objective reality that is independent of the observer and 

people do not have direct access to the true essence of this world (Kurki, 2008, p. 

162,164). However, our conceptualization is important. As Andrew Sayer stated, 

observation is theory-laden, but not necessarily theory-determined  (Sayer, 2010, p. 

138). In scientific realism, it is possible to research even the unseen phenomena as long 

as they have observable effects or are manipulable by human agents. In this way, we 

can make inferences about the unobservable phenomena and know it indirectly. Thus, 

we can in principle speak meaningfully about the "reality" of the unobservable (Wendt, 

1987, p. 352). 

The position of this research is dualistic – both material and ideal factors are 

important for explaining the peaceful change. How could one explain the development 

of the last stage of regional transformation – the security community – without 

acknowledging the profound importance of ideational factors? Regarding the agent-

structure debate, it is hard to firmly delimit the position and subscribe to one camp, 

because this research tests factors stemming from more than one major paradigm in a 

new eclectic framework. As was analysed earlier, most theories (especially realist ones) 

that adopted a strictly structure-based approach to regional transformation couldn´t 

account well for all the changes in the regional order. Yet structural conditions seem to 

be very important at the same time. For example, as was analysed above, some power 

structures in the region favour peaceful change, some less. This research thus tries to 

continue in the legacy of Anthony Giddens (1984) and his structuration theory, which 
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explained the creation and reproduction of social systems based on the analysis of both 

structure and agents without giving primacy to either. This was later appropriated for 

the study of International Relations by Alexander Wendt and his structuration approach 

that generated an agenda for structural-historical research into the properties and 

dispositions of both state actors and the system structures in which they are embedded 

(Wendt, 1987). This ontological position is closely connected with the scientific realist 

philosophy of science, which is the position this research takes.  

The peaceful change would be examined by the epistemology of scientific 

realism. Together with Kuhn (1962), Wendt (1987), or Sayer (2010) I am convinced 

that the unseen phenomena and experience beyond sensory can be researched. In 

contrast to empiricists' rejection of abductive inference, scientific realists argue that 

such inferences are, in principle, justified if the entity in question can produce 

observable effects, or if its manipulation permits us to intervene with effect in the 

observable world (Wendt, 1987, p. 352). Thus, to use Wendt´s example, the fact that we 

can use theories about the (unobservable) internal structure of atoms to build nuclear 

weapons which can destroy cities is a good reason for the realist to believe that such 

structures exist. This thesis is important to structuration theory because, in contrast to 

empiricism, talk of unobservable and irreducible social structures can be scientifically 

legitimate in this view (Wendt, 1987, p. 352).  

Epistemology of scientific realism is inevitable for the tracing of causal 

processes because it enables researching of the unseen phenomena via abductive 

inference based on the observable effects the agents are producing. Since my 

dissertation is interested in causal processes that lead to various types of peaceful 

change, scientific realism is the crucial metatheoretical basis for my research. To 

paraphrase words of Bennett and Checkel, causal mechanisms are ultimately 

unobservable, but my hypotheses about them generate observable and testable 

implications that I can examine (Bennett and Checkel, 2014, p. 12).  

Causality is perceived not in the probabilistic, correlational way of 

empiricists/positivists, but as a conditional association, where necessary and sufficient 

causes are examined and multicausal combinations are possible. The causal mechanisms 

in work are of interest, not constant conjunctions of temporally sequenced observed 

events of the Humean model of causation. Scientific realism also allows for equifinality, 

which is important for my analysis of peaceful change. As will be discussed more in 

case selection, I picked two cases for one type of transition (from negative to positive 
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peace) and two cases for the second type of transition (from positive peace to security 

community). However, I do not expect the causal mechanism to be exactly the same in 

each of the two cases. I expect each mechanism to work in a similar way in functionally 

equivalent cases with the same outcome, which is in my case reaching the stage of 

positive peace or security community.  

This metatheoretical position combines well with analytical eclecticism and also 

process tracing – the method that I am using. Analytic eclecticism shares an 

understanding of causality beyond constant conjunctions with scientific realism. As Sil 

and Katzenstein (2010) argued, “it generates complex causal stories that forgo 

parsimony in order to capture the interactions among different types of causal 

mechanisms normally analysed in isolation from each other within separate research 

traditions” (Sil and Katzenstein, 2010, p. 412). Causal process tracing, as it is described 

below in more detail, is a suitable method for capturing unobservable causal 

mechanisms.  

 

4.2. Process-tracing 

 

This research uses process-tracing to capture the dynamic transition between three 

qualitatively different stages of peaceful relations. The proposed mechanisms are 

applied to two cases each. The transition from negative to positive peace is traced in 

Western Balkans and Southeast Asia. The transition from positive peace to the security 

community is traced in Western Europe and North America. It is assumed that both 

causal paths for Balkans and Southeast Asia (as transitions from negative to positive 

peace); and causal path for western Europe and North America (as transitions from 

positive peace to security community) will not be identical, however, the causal 

mechanism should play out in a similar way in functionally equivalent cases. This is in 

line with my metatheoretical position that allows for equifinality. 

Causal paths of four transitions are loosely compared in the Conclusion. 

However, I am not carrying out an in-depth comparative analysis. The aim is only to see 

if the mechanism was present in both cases and to compare differences in its 

manifestations.  

Process-tracing is a method by which a researcher seeks to investigate and 

explain the decision process by which various initial conditions are translated into 
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outcomes (George and McKeown, 1985). The researcher reconstructs the temporal 

unfolding of the causal process that allows her to create a comprehensive storyline with 

the sequence of causal steps, where for decisive situations researcher provides denser 

description (Blatter and Haverland, 2012). An important part of the process is also 

collecting information about the perceptions and motivations of major actors. The 

ambition is to go beyond correlations and associations and to open the black box of 

causality to study more directly the causal mechanism (Beach and Pedersen, 2013, p. 

13).  

However, the causal process-tracing aims to go beyond pure temporal 

sequencing of events and a dense narrative. Methodologically speaking, process-tracing 

provides “the how-we-come-to-know nuts and bolts for mechanism-based accounts of 

social change”(Checkel, 2005, p. 5) or identifies “the intervening causal process – the 

causal chain and causal mechanism – between an independent variable (or variables) 

and the outcome of the dependent variable”(Bennett and George, 2005, pp. 206–207). 

Causal mechanism is not a simple “chain of intervening variables that connect the 

original posited cause and the effect on Y”, as KKV understood it (King, Verba and 

Keohane, 1994, p. 86). When mechanism is conceptualized as a chain of intervening 

variables, it does not allow to explicitly study the actual transmission of causal forces 

that produce the outcome. Causal mechanism is conceptualized as a system that 

produces an outcome through the interaction of a series of parts of the mechanism, 

where each part is composed of entities that engage in activities (Beach and Pedersen, 

2013, p. 39). Simply speaking, process-tracing opens up the black box of causality and 

looks closely at how the effect is actually produced.  

Causality is perceived not in the probabilistic, correlational way of 

empiricists/positivists, but as a conditional association. The aim is to provide a 

description of the causal process through which positive qualitative change was 

introduced into the region. The ambition is to go beyond correlations and associations 

and to open the black box of causality to study more directly the causal mechanism 

(Beach and Pedersen, 2013, p. 11). 

The application of process-tracing thus usually means to trace the operation of 

the causal mechanism(s) at work in a given situation. One carefully maps the process, 

exploring the extent to which it coincides with prior, theoretically derived expectations 

about the workings of the mechanism (Checkel, 2005). Mechanisms are sought to 

explain how a phenomenon comes about or how some significant process works – 
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“mechanisms are entities and activities organized such that they are productive of 

regular changes from start or set-up to finish or termination conditions” (Machamer, 

Darden and Craver, 2000, p. 3). The mechanism thus requires an entity and an activity 

that it produces.   

The design of my case studies was similar to that of Brast (2015) in his process-

tracing of state-building interventions. I described chronologically how each part of the 

mechanism unfolded and how each part causally preceded the following part. As the 

mechanism progressed, the outcome (positive peace, or security community) gradually 

emerged.  

The data for process tracing is overwhelmingly qualitative in nature and includes 

historical memoirs, interviews, press accounts, and documents. I conducted semi-

structured interviews with twenty-six members of the Balkan political elite, analysts, 

and members of NGOs from Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro, 

Republic of North Macedonia and Serbia in the period from June 2018 to December 

2018. Most of the interviewed politicians were on important positions during these 

crucial years with the ability to influence policymaking (some of them were ministers of 

foreign affairs), however, they agreed with interviews only under a guarantee of 

anonymity. The original aim was to interview all former foreign ministers active in the 

period from 1999 to 2011, however, not all of them responded or were willing to meet. 

Other interviewees were acquired via snowball-method, where the interviewees 

recommended their colleagues or people who they thought had relevant knowledge and 

experience.  

Interviews focused on interviewees´ motivations and perceptions of some crucial 

moments of those twelve years (namely, declarations of independence in 2006 and 

2008), accession to NATO, the importance of the EU conditionality, perceived 

effectiveness of regional organizations, frequency, and quality of meetings with their 

counterparts, etc. Interviews are, however, used critically, accounting for the obvious 

biases. Interviewees are not an immediate source of empirical data. Interviews serve 

rather as an important insight into motivations and perceptions of main events by actors. 

Regarding the other three cases – Southeast Asia, North America, and Western 

Europe – I, unfortunately, didn´t have enough funds and time to travel to all regions and 

to conduct semi-structured interviews. I only won a grant that allowed me to do field 

research in the Balkans. Since my level of analysis is regional and every region consists 

of multiple countries, it would be extremely time-consuming and expensive to travel to 
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all the regions. I am aware of this asymmetry in the data, but unfortunately, I was not 

able to overcome these practical constraints. Thus, I will be relying mostly on available 

primary sources (documents, treaties, agreements, etc.) and secondary sources in my 

other three cases – historical memoirs, press accounts, newspaper interviews, and other 

documents. It is not ideal, but there were high-quality process-tracing studies done in 

this way (cf. Brast, 2015). 

The generalization of the results from a process-tracing performed on a single-

case is limited. In general, the external validity of within-case findings is low. Cross-

case inferences based on a single-case study are weak unless we can demonstrate 

transparently that the population of other typical cases is causally homogenous. 

Inferring beyond the studied case to the rest of the population requires that the chosen 

case is causally similar to the rest of the typical cases (Beach and Pedersen, 2016, p. 

21). However, Schneider and Rohlfing (2013) argued based on a set-theoretic logic that 

if the theory is confirmed in a single-case process-tracing, it enables us to infer that the 

found mechanism is also present in other cases that are members of X and Y (Schneider 

and Rohlfing, 2013). Set theory divides the population of cases into sets with 

functionally equivalent characteristics. Cases are either members of a particular set or 

non-members. Quadrant 1 is the set where both X and Y are present. According to 

Schneider and Rohlfing (2013), we should pick the most typical case from the set. Then, 

even if we perform process-tracing on one case, the results should apply for all the cases 

from the set.  

Beach and Pedersen (2016) essentially agreed with Schneider´s and Rohlfing´s 

set-theoretical logic in the case selection but added that we should never be content with 

a one-shot case study of mechanisms. In contrast to existing case selection guidelines, 

they propose to always select two or more typical cases within quadrant I (Beach and 

Pedersen, 2016, p. 23). Unless we can provide strong evidence of causal homogeneity, 

which is very difficult given that we often have imperfect knowledge of contextual 

conditions, the best solution is to trace mechanisms in multiple typical cases (Beach and 

Pedersen, 2016, p. 23). Then, the generalizability of the result is enhanced, and cross-

case inference can be made on the cases that are members of the same set. 

I attempt to do the first steps towards understanding causal paths of regional 

peaceful transition. This could be a useful steppingstone for other researchers examining 

regional peaceful change. 
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4.3. Case selection 

 

To connect to the previous discussion, the increased external validity of results is the 

reason why I chose two cases for each type of transition. For the transition from 

negative to positive peace Western Balkans and Southeast Asia were chosen; from 

positive peace to the security community Western Europe and North America were 

chosen. The chosen cases share the same scope conditions, trigger, and the result – in 

this case, reaching the examined stage of peaceful relations. The expectation is that the 

mechanism should work in a similar, even if not completely identical, way. That would 

strengthen the trust that the described mechanism is really in work and increase its 

generalizability to other functionally equivalent cases. These cases were also chosen 

because they are typical ones.  

 For the transition from negative to positive peace Western Balkans (in period 

1999-2011) and Southeast Asia (1966 – 2003) are chosen. Both Western Balkans and 

Southeast Asia (SEA) had a history of wars but were able to transform previously 

conflictive relationship patterns into cooperative ones. The framework of cooperation 

among SEA states and Balkan states is similar in many ways – they worked more on the 

intergovernmental level. In the examined period, ASEAN ensured government to 

government contact on a regular basis, political elites from Balkan states also met on a 

regular basis either via regional initiatives or EU sponsored fora. 

In the case of the Western Balkans, the end of the Kosovo war in 1999 is 

considered a birth of negative peace. In 2006 Montenegro declared independence on 

Serbia and contrary to the declaration of independence of Croatia in 1991 that triggered 

the war, Montenegrin was peaceful. Even the declaration of independence of Kosovo in 

2008 that was highly tensed, was addressed in front of the United Nations General 

Assembly, rather than by force. In the year 2011 it even started a dialogue with the 

breakaway province under the auspices of the EU. This was a major turning point – 

Serbia agreed to address the issue outside of the relatively safe arena of the UN, where 

it had strong backing from Russia, and move it to the EU. It was the first time Serbia 

agreed to deal not with the UNMIK and EULEX officers, but with the Kosovo 

representatives themselves. Moreover, an increase in the number of regional 

organizations and initiatives was observable. Where there was previously no 
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multilateral discussion between states appeared first attempts to tackle common 

problems in a cooperative manner. Since 1999 Balkan countries cooperated on regional 

issues via MARRI, RECOM, Brdo process, Adriatic Charter Process, Adriatic-Ionian 

Initiative, Sava Commission, etc. They started to work on the resolution of their 

conflicts via bilateral talks, like the Brussels dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia. Six 

core Balkan states (minus Croatia, which is already an EU member) started to meet 

annually on the Western Balkan Summit, where heads of governments and Foreign 

Ministers of the six countries are supposed to revitalize multilateral and bilateral ties 

and work on their accession to the EU. While there are still outstanding issues pertinent 

to the regional relations – like petrification of ethnic fault lines through a consensual 

democratic model and corruption – the cooperation between Balkan states is growing 

and the territorial disputes are rendered less explosive. These are the proofs that 

Western Balkans was beyond negative peace and thus between the years 1999 and 2011, 

the transition from negative to positive peace took place. 

In the case of the SEA, the birth of negative peace is considered 1966, when the 

confrontational foreign policy of Indonesia towards its regional members ended. The 

year 2003, when Vision 2020 was formalized through Bali Concord II, is considered 

here a sign that Southeast Asia was in the stage of positive peace. This vision, as a 

means for the realisation of a single ASEAN community, provided provisions on peace 

and stability, a nuclear-free region, closer economic integration, human development, 

sustainable development, cultural heritage, being a drug-free region, environment 

among others. Three major pillars of a single ASEAN community were established: 

Political-Security Community (APSC), Economic Community (AEC), and Socio-

Cultural Community (ASCC). This is the sign that multilateral decision-making was 

firmly rooted in the region and diplomacy became normal practice. Thus, the period 

between these milestones is where the transition to positive peace took place. Contra 

Acharya (1991) I don´t consider ASEAN a security community, because it lacks the 

trust that characterizes this stage, demonstrated notably in the area of security. The rate 

of defence spending in ASEAN is one of the fastest-growing in the world and national 

felt need to maintain relative parity with other ASEAN states shows persistent bilateral 

security tensions (Weatherbee, 2015). While multilateral decision-making, self-restraint, 

and cooperation are present in Southeast Asia (which clearly indicates positive peace 

was reached), trust and collective security are not.  
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For the transition from positive peace to security community, Western Europe 

(1957-2004) and North America (1940s-2001) are chosen. Both regions were 

cooperating with diplomacy considered standard practice at the beginning of the 

examined period. In both cases, a cumulative trigger or a take-off point was present. 

Both finally transformed into the security community. 

North American security community is not often researched, although there is a 

consensus between scholars about North America being a security community. As late 

as the 1930s, on both sides of the 49th Parallel, military officers had devised plans to 

attack across the supposedly undefended frontier. However, in 1930s Canadians and 

Americans also mingled as never before. The Canadian defence strategy was altered as 

planners dismissed the possibility of cross-border conflict. Economic and cultural 

linkages strengthened as suspicions of American influence receded. Since the Second 

World War USA-Canada relations, as well as their defence and economic cooperation, 

deepened. We can safely say that positive peace was present in North America after the 

Second World War. The proof of the security community is considered 2001, namely 

the Smart Border Agreement. After the attacks of 9/11 that significantly affected the 

foreign policy of the United States, contrary to closing the relatively open borders with 

Canada, the United States devised a cooperative plan that kept them open, yet more 

secured in close cooperation with Canada. At times of great perceived threat on its own 

territory, the United State showed high levels of trust in Canada and practiced collective 

and cooperative security.  

Western Europe was a positive peace after Germany was accepted into western 

defence structures in 1955. I start tracing the process in 1957 with the creation of the 

European Economic Community in line with Karl W. Deutsch´s understanding of a 

take-off point. Take-off point indicates a point/period, in which small, scattered 

movements change into larger and more coordinated ones with significant power behind 

them (Deutsch, 1957, p. 83). It is not a new beginning or some radical break, it is rather 

a marked quickening and deepening of integration. Before take-off, political integration 

may be a matter of theorists, for a few statesmen, after take-off, integration is a matter 

of broad political movements, of governments, or of major interest groups (Deutsch, 

1957, p. 84). The signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1957 certainly represents such a 

take-off point, after which quickening and deepening of integration were observable. 

While the Treaty of Rome triggered the transition to the security community, I end the 

process-tracing in 2004 with the creation of European Defence Agency. The Agency 
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represents a culmination of deep integrative processes where states established such a 

tight cooperation in the sensitive field of security (both in war and peacetime) that the 

use of force against each other became practically unthinkable.  

It is important to mention that the transition from negative to positive peace 

happened also in Western Europe and North America according to the mechanism 

number 1. When testing first versions of the mechanism 1 on the preliminary data, I also 

used Western Europe (1945-1957) and North America (1812-1940s). However, the 

scope of this dissertation is already very ambitious, so it was not possible to do process-

tracing on those cases as well. I have designed my research differently.  

 The following cases are analysed according to the proposed theoretical 

mechanisms. Each part of the mechanism represents a subchapter. In every subchapter, I 

begin by describing the region at the beginning of the process, Then I proceed by 

providing observable manifestations parts of the mechanisms in play. I end the chapter 

by describing the outcome of the process – the region that achieved a new stage of 

peaceful relations. At the same time, the whole chapter should create a comprehensive 

narration of the transition.  
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5. WESTERN BALKANS 

This chapter is focused on tracing the proposed mechanism in the Western Balkans 

in the period from 1999 to 2011. I find it necessary to put a disclaimer here that I used 

here parts of my article, published in 2019 in the Central European Journal for 

International and Security Studies. However, these are mostly parts about the general 

introduction of the environment after 1999, as the article was comparing realist and 

liberal theories, and their explanatory value in the case of the Western Balkans. The 

mechanism as such is examined here for the first time. 

 

5.1. State of the region before the transition 

The signature of Kumanovo Treaty on June 9 in 1999 that concluded the Kosovo 

War is considered as the birth of negative peace. Self-restraint in foreign policies of the 

regional members is observable since 1999. Even though many conflicts remained 

unresolved after a decade of bloody wars, the region has not witnessed largescale inter-

state violence since.  

           The situation in 1999 was complicated. The Albanian state, although not part 

of Yugoslav wars, just recently got rid of centrally controlled order of communism and 

descended into a disillusioned transition process that collapsed in 1997 as a result of the 

breakdown of fraudulent financial pyramid schemes (Jusufi, 2017, p. 81). Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (BiH), created in 1995 with Dayton Peace Accords, still hosted NATO 

SFOR mission that was established with the Security Council Resolution 1088 in 1996. 

Dayton Peace Accords might have ended the conflict, but they also created one of the 

most complicated systems of government in the world and froze ethnic divisions in 

place. With two entities – the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Republika 

Srpska – and tripartite presidency where members are from the three constituent nations 

– one Bosniak, one Serb, one Croat, the governance in BiH is extremely difficult. 

Croatia was a highly authoritarian regime and only after the Croatian president Franjo 

Tudman died in 1999 did Croatian transition to democracy began. Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia (FRY) was under international sanctions by the UN, the EU, and the U.S. Its 

constituent republic Montenegro showed strong secessionist tendencies and tried to 

distance itself from official policies of the FRY. For example, Montenegrins 

demonstrated against the deployment of the Yugoslav army reinforcements in the area 
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in 1999 and the Montenegrin government promised to arrest any indicted war criminals 

who might enter Montenegro, including president Milošević (Ramet, 2002, pp. 347–

348). Moreover, the former province of Yugoslavia – Kosovo – to which Serbs feel a 

deep cultural affinity, was now governed by the United Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK). 

Macedonia was the only ex-Yugoslav republic that managed to secede non-violently 

from the federation and has not fought in Yugoslav wars. However, it faced two major 

problems. The first is that between 21 and 40 percent of the population consisted of 

ethnic Albanians who did not share the language with Macedonians and were not 

particularly devoted to a newly established Macedonian state (Ramet, 2002, p. 190) 

Two main ethnic groups lived quite separated and the ethnic Albanian minority was 

discriminated – the only official language was Macedonian, ethnic Albanians were often 

underrepresented in the positions of power and local Albanians often faced police 

brutality (Ramet, 2002, p. 190). Secondly, only one of four Macedonia´s immediate 

neighbours allowed its citizens to call themselves Macedonians. Greece was the most 

fervent opposer and because of its opposition, Macedonia had to be officially called 

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM) until the Prespa Agreement in 

2019, which allowed it to change its name to Republic of North Macedonia. Moreover, 

even though FYROM managed to evade the wars of Yugoslavia´s succession, the 

Albanian refugees from Kosovo in 1999 put a strain on the fragile new ethnic 

cooperation and more than 6,000 NATO troops were deployed to Macedonia to prevent 

severe eruptions of interethnic conflict.  

Most of the regional members had throughout the next decade bilateral issues with 

other members – border and territorial disputes, but the long list included also issues 

pertaining to the status and repatriation of refugees and Internally Displaced Persons 

(IDPs) and their property and status rights; war crimes prosecution; transitional justice 

and the search for missing persons (Djolai, 2017). However, since 1999 these issues 

never escalated into large-scale interstate violence. 

There were three major powers with interest in the Balkan region that intervened in 

its affairs since 1991 – Russia, the EU, and the USA. However, these powers differed 

substantially in the extent of their involvement. Although there have been some 

elements of concerted great power diplomacy vis-à-vis the conflict in former 

Yugoslavia since 1991, the dominant strategy of the great powers, until summer 1995, 

was disengagement (or, at most, a relatively low level of involvement which included 

sending some limited peacekeeping forces, especially from Europe, imposing U.N. 
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economic sanctions on Serbia, the U.N.-declared ´no-fly zone´ over Bosnia, and an arms 

embargo on former Yugoslavia) (Miller and Kagan, 1997, p. 71). As a result, the 

conflict continued uninterrupted. European powers seemed to have had a high interest in 

ending the war in Bosnia, at the very least because of their proximity to the conflict, 

however, it seemed that they still needed the U.S. leadership for carrying out a major 

military or diplomatic engagement. Yet, the U.S. did not have an intrinsic geopolitical 

or economic interest in the Balkans. Russia´s involvement was limited and due to its 

own weakness after the breakup of the Soviet Union, its involvement gradually 

diminished in the '90s. 

However, as the U.S. Secretary of State Warren Christopher quite correctly stated: 

“There will be no peace agreement in Bosnia unless NATO and the United States, the 

United States in particular, take the lead in the implementation of a peace agreement.” 

(cited in Bowman, 2003) American leadership proved crucial for the great powers´ 

involvement in the Balkans.  

The Kosovo War in 1998-1999 proved that patterns of great power dynamics hinted 

in the Bosnian War were becoming even more pronounced. The EU once again needed 

an active American role to intervene although the EU in the '90s carried much of the 

load regarding military and economic contribution to the Balkans (Daalder, 2002). The 

USA was reluctant to deploy ground forces and settled for the bombardment of Serbia. 

NATO bombarded the country without a UN resolution and even outside the framework 

of consultation with Russia that had been established since 1997. The United Nations 

Security Council Resolution 1244 that gave a mandate to NATO-led Kosovo Force 

(KFOR) and created a United Nations Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) was adopted on 10 

June 1999, on the day the bombardment of Serbia had ended. UNMIK still exists today, 

but its day-to-day functions are relatively minor since Kosovo declared independence in 

2008 and adopted a new constitution. 

 

5.2. Transition from negative to positive peace 

5.2.1. Hegemon guarantees security in an unstable environment 

 

After the negative peace ensued with the signature of the Kumanovo Treaty on 9 

June 1999, a tension between the great powers involved in the region shortly revealed 

itself during the incident on the Pristina airport. On 12 June 1999 Russian decision-
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makers deployed troops hours before NATO´s forces started streaming in Kosovo and 

occupied the Pristina airport (Myers, 1999; Wintour and Traynor, 1999). It caused a 

diplomatic stand-off that was eventually resolved with an agreement reached in Finland 

between American and Russian ministers that resolved and the airport was reopened on 

27 June 1999 (Myers, 1999). This embarrassing impasse was created by Russians who 

used their de facto control of the airport as leverage in securing a role for Russia in 

NATO's operation. Russia was angered by the fact that NATO bombarded Serbia 

outside the framework of consultation with Russia that had been established since 1997. 

Some authors considered this a sign of lacking coordination between the foreign 

ministry and general staff in Moscow (Levitin, 2000, p. 138). A more probable 

explanation is that it was a desperate attempt by Russia to save its lack of prestige and 

influence in the Balkans in the '90s. Kremlin officials attacked the US for ignoring the 

Russian claim to a leading role in the Kosovo peacekeeping operations (Wintour and 

Traynor, 1999). The incident ended peacefully, Russian troops eventually operated as 

distinct units in the American, French and German sectors of Kosovo. Some 700 

controlled the airport grounds, providing security and maintenance, although NATO 

forces had responsibility for air traffic control (Myers, 1999).  

From the description of the situation before the negative peace in 1999, during 

the years of Yugoslav wars, the U.S. was by far the most important actor. Both Russia 

and the EU were reluctant to intervene militarily during both the Bosnian War and 

Kosovo War. A decisive shift in the pattern of great power involvement in the Bosnian 

conflict took place only in late August-September 1995, with the U.S. assuming an 

active dominant role with regard to the conflict, mainly because of to the growing fear 

of destabilization at the borders of America´s biggest ally (Miller and Kagan, 1997, p. 

78). This pattern was repeated in the Kosovo War. The U.S. leadership was crucial for 

the initiation of NATO interventions and subsequent pacification of the Balkans. 

However, the U.S. gradually diminished its involvement in the Balkans, save the 

humanitarian and economic aid. Russia retreated from KFOR in 2003 (Ionita, 2017, p. 

406). Regarding the EU, its attitude towards the Balkans until 1999 was irresolute. 

However, after the conflict over Kosovo at the end of the 1990s, the European Union 

policies regarding the Western Balkans changed. As will be discussed in next sections, 

the EU offered a comprehensive approach to the region – the new Stabilisation and 

Association Process (SAP) – that introduced an aim of eventual EU membership for the 

Western Balkan countries, however ambiguous. After the lukewarm American interest 
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in the region generally supporting the EU position and Russian position in Balkans had 

weakened, the EU gradually became the most active power. This will be important in 

the later parts of the mechanism.  

Nevertheless, for security guarantees, NATO and especially United States, 

remained crucial. This is caused by the fact that the EU itself does not have an army, 

and it is not primarily a security organization. More importantly, as was quite prevalent 

in my interviews, it is not seen as security provider by Balkan elites. NATO is the most 

important provider of security guarantees as the EU does not have this power. 

Interestingly, the goals of accessing the EU and NATO are among the Balkan political 

elites widely viewed as complementary (Kříž and Stixová, 2012). There is also close 

cooperation between those two actors in the region, as will be discussed later.  

NATO security guarantees enabled former enemies to fold weapons and start to 

cooperate. They were a crucial first step on the path to positive peace. Shared identity 

and trust are in short supply in negative peace, external actors thus play a crucial role in 

´interpreting, deepening and extending the ongoing exchange´(Vucetic, 2001, p. 113); 

but most importantly also in providing security guarantees.  

The presence of the NATO forces in Bosnia and Herzegovina was established 

with the Security Council Resolution 1088 in 1996 when the SFOR mission was 

deployed. It was replaced by EUFOR Althea mission in 2004 and multinational troops 

(mostly from the EU countries) are still present in Bosnia and Herzegovina (About 

EUFOR - Mission Background, 2020). Its role is to contribute to the Armed Forces of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina (AFBiH) training and secure a safe environment in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. 

KFOR NATO mission was deployed to Kosovo on 11 June 1999, two days after 

the adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 1244. The operation derived its 

mandate from United Nations Security Council Resolution 1244 and the Military-

Technical Agreement between NATO, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Serbia. 

KFOR’s original objectives were to deter renewed hostilities, establish a secure 

environment and ensure public safety and order, demilitarize the Kosovo Liberation 

Army, support the international humanitarian effort and coordinate with the 

international civil presence (NATO, 2019).  

NATO presence was important also for Macedonia. As was mentioned above, 

Macedonia already faced problems with big Albanian minority that was often 

discriminated. When Macedonia opened its borders to Kosovo Albanian refugees 
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fleeing Kosovo War in 1999, these problems got more pronounced. Macedonia was 

unprepared for the huge number of ethnic Albanians that came – more than 200 000 

refugees put a huge strain not just on the Macedonian economy, but on the fragile 

political situation inside the country as well (International Crisis Group, 1999).  In late 

2000, groups of armed Albanians started opening fire on Macedonian police and 

security forces located on the border with Yugoslavia. The rebels claimed to be 

defending themselves against Macedonian security forces, i.e. their own government, 

and to be fighting for Albanian national rights in Macedonia (International Crisis 

Group, 2001, p. ii). The coalition government in Skopje promptly raised the alarm, 

blaming Kosovo Albanian elements for exporting rebellion to Macedonia, and calling 

for the NATO-led forces in Kosovo (KFOR) to seal the border. The rebels claimed they 

were local Albanians, numbering 2,000 and recruiting dozens of volunteers from the 

surrounding area every day (International Crisis Group, 2001, p. ii). NATO launched 3 

operations in Macedonia – Task Force Fox (September 2001 – December 2002); 

Operation Essential Harvest (August – September 2001) and Allied Harmony (until 

March 2003). NATO forces mostly interdicted rebel supplies from areas under KFOR 

control and were responsible for disarming rebel groups. Insurgency ended with the 

Ohrid Framework Agreement, which was signed on August 13, 2001. It increased rights 

of ethnic Albanians in Macedonia included the Albanian language as co-official with 

the Macedonian language at the municipality level (Organization for Security and Co-

operation in Europe, 2001). Allied Harmony was replaced by EUFOR Concordia, an 

EU peacekeeping mission, which was only active for a few months. On 15 December 

2003, the EUFOR Concordia was replaced by an EU Police Mission, code-named 

EUPOL PROXIMA, and the 400 EU soldiers were replaced by 200 EU police officers.  

The insurgency was not a large-scale inter-state conflict and it did not turn into 

one. It was a domestic Macedonian problem resulting from a huge number of ethnic 

Albanian refugees from the Kosovo War. The rebels did not aim for unification with 

Albania proper, nor did they receive any support from Albania (they couldn´t receive 

any official support from Kosovo as it was governed by UNMIK) (BBC, 2001). Their 

goals were purely domestic – to increase the rights of ethnic Albanians. Macedonian 

government asked NATO to help them handle the situation, which was eventually 

resolved by the Ohrid Agreement that aimed to remedy the situation of ethnic Albanians 

in Macedonia. Ethnic Albanians remained a destabilizing element in the Western 

Balkans. The presence of forces was even demanded by regional members themselves. 
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When the EUFOR Concordia mandate was coming to an end in 2003, it was replaced by 

EUPOL Proxima upon the special request of the ethnic Albanian minority in FYROM, 

that wanted a visible security presence (Ioannides, 2007, p. 95). 

The description of events from 1999 to 2003 proves that in 1999 the security 

guarantees of NATO and within it especially the leadership and engagement of the 

United States were vital for the beginning of the process of transition to positive peace.  

As Metz (2001) mentioned in his analysis of U.S. strategy in the Balkans, United 

States provided the largest single component of the multinational forces in the Balkans 

(Metz, 2001, p. 16). The leading role of the United States was manifested already during 

the Yugoslav wars – as was mentioned above, without the U.S. assuming active role, the 

EU did not take decisive action regarding the Balkans. However, the leadership of the 

United States did not wane with the end of wars. 

The primacy of the U.S. regarding security guarantees in the Balkans remained 

indisputable also after the Kumanovo Treaty in 1999. In the report for the U.S. 

Congress from 2003 it was explicitly stated that NATO allies themselves emphasized 

that continued U.S. presence in the Balkans is fundamental to the continuance of the 

operations (Bowman, 2003). Furthermore, in 2002 the U.S. troops with its infantry 

brigade of 3 100 soldiers were still the most numerous part of the SFOR mission 

(Bowman, 2003).  

The U.S. presence was vital in 1999. Guarantee of security by hegemon was a 

crucial first step in the process of transition to positive peace, necessary for the next 

parts. However, the security guarantees did not disappear with the next steps. Rather, 

the security guarantees became background conditions of the whole process. 

Interestingly, over the next few years the NATO forces were in some regional 

states substituted with EUFOR (in Bosnia and Herzegovina) or European Union´s 

Police Mission (in North Macedonia). This could be interpreted as a sign that the 

hegemon no longer needed to use coercion and the regional relations were slowly 

placating. Another important point is that it was part of the strategy of the United States 

to gradually limit its military presence in Europe and support European leadership 

(Metz, 2001, p. 16). The hegemon approved and welcomed this evolution. This is thus 

in line with the expectations derives from my mechanism.  
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5.2.2. Key regional member(s) adopt benevolent foreign policy 

 

After the security guarantees are in place, the key regional member(s)must adopt 

benevolent foreign policy. Working on my case studies of Western Balkans and 

Southeast Asia clearly showed that efforts to create regional institutions or cooperate 

more deeply on a regional scale before the change of foreign policy of Serbia and 

Croatia were ineffective. Only after the fall of Milošević and Tudjman could regional 

cooperation progress. Warren Zimmermann, the last U.S. ambassador to a unified 

Yugoslavia, considered Slobodan Milosevic, former president of Serbia, and Franjo 

Tudjman, the late president of Croatia, as the most culpable (Metz, 2001, p. 7). 

The death of Croatian president Franjo Tudjman on 10 December 1999 was crucial 

for the democratic transformation of Croatia and change of its foreign policy too. The 

1991-1995 war and the authoritarian style of governance of President Franjo Tudjman 

(1990-1999) and his Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ) resulted in the country ending 

the decade in unofficial isolation, with no formal relationship with the EU (Šeperic, 

2011, p. 463). Until Tudjman´s death on 10 December 1999, the relations with the EU 

and regional cooperation barely progressed. The EU rewarded Croatia for formation of 

pro-democratic and pro-western government with an opening of negotiations over 

Stabilization and Association Agreement in 2000. Croatia signed its SAA with the EU 

in Luxembourg on the 29th of October 2001 and thus became a potential candidate for 

the EU. 

The same was valid for Serbia. Authorities in Belgrade remained intransigent in 

their non-compliance with externally promoted rules (“either you do as the West told or 

we bomb you”) throughout the 1990s (Kavalski, 2008, p. 49). International community 

was unable to make Belgrade embrace the choice of compliance with Serbia under 

Milošević´s rule. Domestic change was needed before regional cooperation could ensue 

on a larger scale. 

Upon the creation of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, Milošević’s government 

engaged in the reforms to the Serbian Penal Code regarding restrictions on free speech, 

which were seen by critics as highly authoritarian. Milošević resigned the Yugoslav 

presidency amid demonstrations, following the disputed presidential election of 24 

September 2000 and was later arrested and extradited to the International Criminal 

Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) to face the charges of war crimes.  
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As scholars from the University of Belgrade wrote, the issue of joining the EU 

became a topic in Serbia only after Milošević´s regime has fallen. The 1990s in Serbia 

were marked by international isolationism, therefore, the EU narrative and concrete 

steps towards membership arrived later than in the other post-socialist countries 

(Jovanovic Ajzenhamer and Dajč, 2019, p. 70). Only after Milosević was replaced by 

Vojislav Kostunica in 2000 the EU lifted sanctions against Serbia and FRY was 

readmitted to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). 

Vojislav Kostunica set a different course in Serbian foreign policy – Serbia restored 

diplomatic ties with the United States, Germany, France (Metz, 2001, p. 22). 

Yugoslavia's re-entry into the world of international meetings and its changed foreign 

policy was immediately noted by foreign observes. Shortly after the election of Vojislav 

Kostunica, the first summit of Balkan leaders with the European Union was held. As 

was noted by The New York Times reporter Steven Erlanger, the summit would have 

been much harder to organize without Serbian leader and Kostunica´s presence had 

strong impact. Kostunica brought FRY back into the international arena and his high-

blown talk about peace and regional cooperation has brought new substance to the idea 

of a more integrated Balkans (Erlanger, 2000). Kostunica also showed more 

conciliatory stance towards the breakaway province of Kosovo, when shortly after his 

election he agreed to meet in Zagreb the United Nations administrator of the Serbian 

province of Kosovo, Bernard Kouchner, for the first time (Erlanger, 2000).  

Another proof of how important domestic and resulting foreign policy change of key 

regional actors was for regional cooperation, is the Stabilization and Association 

Process.  

 Until 1999, true sectoral Balkan cooperation was missing. EU´s attitude to Western 

Balkans was vague, incomprehensive, mostly based on financial aid for reconstruction 

and negative conditionality (like sanctions against Serbia).  

In 1999 the EU launched Stability Pact for South-Eastern Europe (SP) and 

Stabilization and Association Process (SAP), where it introduced a comprehensive plan 

for Western Balkans countries aimed at stabilization, establishing, and reinforcing peace 

and security and progressive partnership leading to membership in the EU. This 

initiated a major change in intra-Balkan relations. The extent of the EU´s influence over 

domestic political matters of Western Balkan countries made several authors consider 

the EU “an empire” (Chandler, 2007; Zielonka, 2008). If anything, the EU is an “empire 

by invitation”, similar to the argument by Geir Lundestad (1986). He argued that 
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American expansion into Western Europe after the Second World War was to a large 

extent invited by the Western European states that oftentimes asked the United States to 

play a more active role (Lundestad, 1986).  

Similarly, the EU was invited to play a more active role in the Balkans. All of 

the 26 interviewees agreed in unison that the EU was crucial for the evolution of 

regional cooperation. They described the EU as the main driving force of changes in the 

region. Former Prime Minister of Albania, Sali Berisha, considered accession to NATO 

and the EU as the “biggest project of the Albanian nation this century” (cited in Kříž 

and Stixová, 2012). FYROM and Croatia considered accession to the EU and NATO as 

priorities of their foreign policy (Kříž and Stixová, 2012). 

The SAP set out common political and economic goals although progress 

evaluation is based on countries' own merits. The signatory country was required to 

gradually adapt its legislation to the European Union acquis and to establish a free-trade 

zone with the European Union. It offered financial assistance, however, it required 

application of European standards in return. As part of the SAP, Stabilisation and 

Association Agreement (SAA) with individual Western Balkan countries were 

concluded. The agreements were adapted to the specific situation of each partner 

country and, while establishing a free trade area between the EU and the country 

concerned, they also included provisions on financial assistance and regional 

cooperation as an obligation (both neighbour-to-neighbour and multilateral), which was 

a novelty in the attitude of the EU to potential candidates (it wasn´t the case in case of 

Visegrad countries, for example).  

However, until the domestic change in leadership happened in Croatia and FRY, 

the negotiations of SAA could not begin. The negotiations of SAA started in 2000 with 

Croatia and North Macedonia (then FYROM); 2003 with Albania; and in 2005 with 

Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia. The SAP and SP were crucial for the 

evolution of regional cooperation and will be discussed in the next subchapter.  

Yet it was not possible to sign the SAA with Serbia and Croatia before their 

change of leadership and resulting foreign policy change. Without the SAAs, Serbia and 

Croatia, the most powerful rivals from the Yugoslav wars, were not obliged to 

cooperate regionally. As will be discussed, the SAP and SP initiated by the European 

Union were crucial for the Balkan multilateral regional cooperation. 
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5.2.3. Powerful actor institutionalizes new norms of cooperation 

 

The argument that the EU is the main initiator of reforms and changes in the 

region is supported not just by the repeating pattern in my interviews, but by the rich 

literature on Europeanization as well – Europeanization denoting a process in which 

states adopt the EU rules (Radaelli, 2001; Anastasakis, 2005; Schimmelfenning and 

Sedelmeier, 2005; Vachudova, 2006; Subotic, 2011; Kreil, 2013; Vladeva, 2015).  

Interestingly, it is not the language of coercion or pure cost-benefit analysis that 

my interviewees used. For example, in the interview with Albanian political analyst 

when he described the main motivation behind becoming a member of the EU, he said: 

“It is important for the Albanian government because they want to show to the 

population and their electors that they are progressive and they are not losers. It has 

been written in the stars that one day we will become members, it is part of our psyche. 

So we must become part of the EU somewhen.” (Interview with Albanian analyst, 

Tirana, 3/9/2018) EU is understood as a positive utopia, a stronghold of progress and 

prosperity. Fulfilling the EU requirements, progressing with the reforms is perceived as 

a sign of good governance among the population. 

Similarly, when the director of MARRI (Migration, Asylum, Refugees Regional 

Initiative) and former officer of the Macedonian Ministry of Interior described 

negotiations on the regional level he said: “After the conflict, every country was oriented 

towards the EU. EU supported with knowledge and budget all the positive activities in 

our countries. There was no problem then, even now, that all countries recognize EU 

expertise and EU policy as a common denominator that must be reached. And most 

difficulties we try to solve by searching for EU spirit let´s say.” (Interview with the 

director of MARRI, 13/12/2018). The EU is again described as something emitting 

higher standards of policy behaviour that should be followed.  

EU´s influence apparently goes beyond pure economic instruments, as EU was 

often mentioned in symbolic terms, as in the interview with a former Croatian MFA: 

“Close to war, the EU was positive utopia, a solution to our problems, anchor, 

something to hold on to.” (Interview with Croatian former Minister of Foreign Affairs 

11/6/2018). EU “attracts” (Interview with senior Serbian diplomat, Belgrade, 

24/10/2018), EU is something that provides “stability and recognition” (Interview with 

Bosnian former director of Directorate for European Integration, Sarajevo, 6/6/2018) 

and “the closer we get to the EU, the better it can be” (Interview with Albanian analyst, 
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Tirana, 3/9/2018). One Albanian politician spoke about “blind trust” that justice and 

democracy will work as they were designed to them by the EU; and about Albanians 

being in dark for so long that they “almost magnetically turn to West” (Interview with 

Albanian politician, Tirana, 5/9/2018). It is not simply a rational calculation of benefits, 

it is also a “signifier of identity” (Bieber and Tzifakis, 2020).  

This is not to say that rational choice does not play a prominent role among 

political leaders. As Noutcheva (2009) argued, we often speak about “imposed 

compliance” with the EU conditions in the case of some policies in Western Balkan 

states. Countries challenged normative grounds of EU policies for example in the 

negotiations about the independence of Montenegro (Noutcheva, 2009, p. 1067). Yet 

the fact that the Western Balkan state wanted to be perceived as compliant by the EU 

even in the situations closely linked to their sovereignty when compliance was 

extremely sensitive for them, shows the strength of EU´s magnetism. The power of the 

EU and the prosperity inside the Union in combination with the vague promise of 

membership served as a magnet. 

This is connected also to the both perceived and real economic power of the EU. 

The EU was the biggest market in the neighbourhood – its gross domestic product based 

on purchasing-power-parity in 1999 was 24% of the world total (IMF, 2019). For the 

devastated, war-torn economies of the Western Balkan states, the rich European market 

together with IPA funds for the reconstruction of the damaged infrastructure was very 

attractive.  

In 1999, the EU initiated two important institutions for the Western Balkans. I use 

the term institutions in Krasner´s (1999) understanding – as formal or informal 

structures of norms and rules that are created by actors to increase their utility (Krasner, 

1999, p. 43). In the case of the Western Balkans, the EU created formal structures of 

norms – Stability Pact for South-Eastern Europe (SP) and Stabilization and Association 

Process (SAP). Both institutions became vehicles for spreading the new norms in the 

region. While the Stability Pact (SP) was mostly a process or a platform that stimulated 

conducting of the regional affairs under the new norms of regional cooperation and 

multilateral decision-making; Stabilization and Association Process (SAP) was a 

comprehensive transformative plan for the region carried out in the form of bilateral, 

legally binding agreements between the EU and a potential candidate for the 

membership in the EU.   
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 Both SP and SAP complemented each other and together they created a 

framework of a contractual relationship between the EU and the Western Balkans. 

While the character of the SAP was more bilateral, as the Union created a partnership 

with each individual Western Balkan state, the Stability Pact was multilateral and its 

membership wider. Its aim was to establish and reinforce peace and security in South-

Eastern Europe and involved countries and international organisations as partners 

(European Commission, 1999b). Importantly, the SP was not a product of dialogue; 

instead, it was an institution imposed onto the Balkan states by the international 

community, or, to be more precise, the leading extra-regional players (Vucetic, 2001, p. 

115). Lack of regional ownership was one of the main critiques of the SP (Elbasani, 

2008). For example, during the activity of the Stability Pact, it had only two Special 

Coordinators who headed the SP and both came from the EU member states – Bodo 

Hombach, who was a German politician; and Erhard Busek, who was Austrian 

politician. The Stability Pact was initiated by the EU, but apart from Western Balkan 

states, the representatives of Bulgaria, Romania, Russia, Turkey, the United States, all 

members of the EU at the time, OSCE, Council of Europe and European Commission 

were also considered active participants. The SP was divided among three Working 

Tables, with the fourth, Regional Working Table, coordinating actions between them. 

Working Table 1 was focused on democratization and human rights; Working Table 2 

on economic reconstruction, development and cooperation, and Working Table 3 on 

security issues. 

The Stability Pact created a previously non-existent mechanism of multilateral 

discussion; “the working table on security offered a forum for consensus-seeking 

discussions and exchanges” (Vucetic, 2001, p. 123). For example, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, and Croatia resolved their border dispute following the Sarajevo Summit 

of the SP, which is a substantial success (Vucetic, 2001, p. 123).  

Nevertheless, the SP was soon overtaken by the SAP, which initially was merely 

the EU contribution to the pact (Elbasani, 2008, p. 298). Stabilization and Association 

Process (SAP) was launched in June 1999 as a comprehensive EU´s policy towards the 

region. Western Balkan countries were involved in a progressive partnership with a 

view of stabilising the region and establishing a free-trade area (European Commission, 

1999a). The SAAs were negotiated for each potential candidate from the Western 

Balkans individually, however, all of them contained provisions on regional 

cooperation, which was a novelty at that time.  
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For example, in the SAA with Croatia, Article 11 states that in conformity with 

its commitment to peace and stability, and to the development of good neighbourly 

relations, Croatia will actively promote regional co-operation; and that the Community 

will also support projects having a regional or cross-border dimension through its 

technical assistance programmes (Commission of the European Communities, 2001, p. 

18). In Article 12 Croatia was explicitly asked to start negotiations with countries that 

have already signed SAAs and conclude bilateral conventions on regional cooperation 

with them – the main element of these conventions should be a political dialogue; the 

establishment of a free trade area between the parties; mutual concessions concerning 

the movement of workers, establishment and a supply of services, etc.; and provisions 

on cooperation in other fields whether or not covered by this particular SAA and 

notably the field of Justice and Home Affairs (Commission of the European 

Communities, 2001, p. 18). Similar provisions were found in the SAA for North 

Macedonia and all others.  

The Western Balkan countries were thus obliged to cooperate on common issues 

by both the SP and the SAP. The EU strongly supported regional initiatives and in the 

new millennium, the number of regional organizations and initiatives dramatically 

increased. The most important ones included Adriatic and Ionian Initiative (2000); 

Adriatic Charter (2003); Migration, Asylum, Refugees Regional Initiative (MARRI) 

also established in 2003; Sarajevo Declaration Process (2005); RECOM Initiative 

(2008); Brdo-Brioni Process (2010) and many more. According to the analysis of the 

Cooperation and Development Institute, there were 73 regional cooperation initiatives 

in the Western Balkans in 2014 (Hackaj and Hackaj, 2018, p. 14).  

To put that number into perspective, in the '90s regional organizations existed, 

but in a limited number and were not very active. There was only one major regional 

organization that was created by the initiative of Balkan states – the Southeast European 

Cooperation Process (SEECP). But by the words of former Serbian MFA, SEECP, 

established in 1996, was a “completely irrelevant one” (Interview with former Serbian 

Minister of Foreign Affairs 23/10/2018) in the '90s. Other authors agree that its practical 

impact has not been very significant as it operated mostly at a rather vague and 

generalised level of declarations (Anastasakis and Bojicic-Dzelilovic, 2002, p. 21). The 

look on SEECP´s activity during the most crucial years confirms that. SEECP hosted 

only two summits – in November 1997 in Crete and in October 1998 in Antalya. The 

organization´s main document – Charter on Good Neighbourly Relations, Stability, 
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Security, and Cooperation in Southeast Europe – was adopted four years later after the 

establishment of the organization, in 2000. 

SEECP eventually merged with the EU´s Stability Pact and evolved into a 

Regional Cooperation Council (RCC) in 2008 that has a permanent seat in Sarajevo 

with mixed staff from all the Western Balkan countries. RCC is by far the most 

influential regional organization in the Western Balkans. Its budget grows gradually, 

and it covers areas like competitiveness, connectivity, skills and mobility, rule of law, 

security cooperation, etc. that are tackled by all Western Balkan states together on a 

common platform (RCC, 2008).   

 

5.2.4. Regional elites socialize 

Through increased contact with one another, regional elites make new policy 

decisions first because of coercion (or external inducement), and later because of a path-

dependency or a routinization. The case of the Balkans clearly shows that routinization 

is indeed taking place, however, it is arguable if the elites genuinely internalized new 

norms. Indeed, some authors questioned the power of EU´s normative arguments, 

especially in sensitive topics connected to sovereignty, and the true acceptance of EU´s 

norms at the personal level of elites (Gheciu, 2005; Noutcheva, 2009; Tholens and 

Gross, 2015). Yet, in line with my argument, the internalization is not necessary for the 

process of reaching positive peace. Elites engage in policy change, socialize within the 

framework of institutions created by the powerful actor with the support of the 

hegemon. It is "acts before beliefs" (Ikenberry and Kupchan, 1990, p. 292). Through a 

created habit of behaving in a new cooperative way, this behaviour becomes routinized. 

After some time, the routinization can lead to inadvertent internalization of new norms, 

however, this is not necessary for the positive peace.  

The dramatic increase in communication with not just representatives of 

international organizations, but with other government officials was significant in the 

new millennium (Cruise and Grillot, 2013, p. 12). “Minister (of Foreign Affairs) often 

says he meets his counterparts more than his wife.” (Interview with senior Serbian 

diplomat 24/10/2018). All my interviewees described lively interpersonal contact with 

their counterparts or counterparts of their superiors. This is a major change because the 

communication between political elites at the beginning of 2000s was very problematic. 

“There were irrational emotions in the Balkans after the 90s. My friend German 

representative sat in Bosnia and Herzegovina in the beginning of 2000´s with 
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Croatians, Bosniaks, and Serbs and they would only sit there and not talk to each 

other.” (Interview with a former member of Croatian Ministry of Defence via Skype 

12/5/2018).  

However, this slowly began to change after the launch of the Stability Pact and 

Stabilisation and Association Process. Political elites were contractually obliged to 

pursue regional cooperation and to address regional issues jointly in the SAAs 

(European Commission, 1999a). The importance of the SAAs was also mentioned by 

my interviewees when they described the evolution of regional relations. When senior 

Macedonian diplomat described the main benefit of regional initiatives, what he 

highlighted was the role of the SAAs in helping mainly Croats and Serbs to overcome 

the initial resistance to cooperate. “They brought Croats and Serbs, which was not 

evident in 2003/4, to sit down at one table and to discuss common problems. Certainly, 

there was a change in Serbia and Croatia. They concluded SAA, so in a way, they were 

obliged to start not only to speak together but to cooperate regionally. Period 2000-

2006 was in general good for Balkans, we have all improved relations.” (Interview with 

a senior diplomat from North Macedonia 13/12/2018).  

According to all my interviewees, they had good working relations with their 

respective counterparts in other countries since the late 2000s, some described them 

even as friendly ones. They especially highlighted excellent cooperation in the field of 

implementing EU standards and requirements, where sharing best practices or even 

translations of acquis is a widespread practice. When the assistant director of 

Directorate for European Integration described her work, she often invoked frequent 

contact with other departments for European integration in other Western Balkan 

countries. “We have close relations between EU offices from different countries, we 

speak over the phone almost daily. We often share best practices. For example, when 

Montenegro was advanced, we frequently visited them to learn about IT solutions. Best 

cooperation we have with Serbia because they are one step ahead and its experience is 

transferable to ours.” (Interview with Bosnian assistant director of Directorate for 

European Integration, Sarajevo, 5/6/2018) What was also mentioned in the interviews is 

the sharing of the translation of acquis, which might seem like a small thing, but it saves 

a lot of time and resources for the candidate country. 

Thus, the fulfilment of the requirements resulting from the SAAs had two types 

of consequences. Direct, where the fulfilment of the criteria is linked with a transfer of 

acquis to the potential candidate and thus to direct spreading of the EU norms. Indirect, 
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where the implementation of acquis asked for technical cooperation between the states, 

and as a result, they learned to cooperate with one another as part of SAP. The 

importance of this mundane functional cooperation was also mentioned by Jacob and 

Teune (1964). One of the 10 factors that exert integrative influence upon people is a 

shared functional interest (Jacob and Teune, 1964, p. 7). As the former Croatian MFA 

eloquently put it, the cooperation within the framework of EU integration represented 

“a godsend, demanding, pedantic, boring, and non-heroic context within which Balkan 

leaders could cooperate, opposite of our politics at that time” (Croatian former Minister 

of Foreign Affairs 11/6/2018). It offered practical issues on which states could 

cooperate without addressing sensitive unresolved problems first and without losing 

face in front of the public that still had grievances from war. 

New norms were enforced via conditionality and gradual acceptance of 

European acquis. Countries were obliged to initiate widespread domestic reforms. 

Although the reform record might not be equally strong in every country and they are 

sometimes considered “deficient democratizers” (Elbasani, 2013), there are nevertheless 

domestic changes happening as a result of SAP. Albania has reformed its justice and the 

voting system; developed the rule of law and shown a considerable effort in the fight 

against corruption (Albanian Council of Ministers, 2008). Serbia has significantly 

improved its fiscal system, liberalized and deregulated prices and foreign trade, and 

adopted a major Public Administration Reform Strategy in 2004 (Mijatović, 2008). 

FYROM has reformed its police, implemented very strict anti-corruption laws, adopted 

significant reforms on public prosecutor´s office and advanced in the judicial, and 

public administration reform (European Commission, 2008c). Croatia has reformed the 

justice system and has made progress in the reform of the public administration, has 

consolidated the rule of law and improved the legal framework to combat corruption 

(European Commission, 2008b). BiH only signed its SAA in 2008 and its complicated 

political system (a result of Dayton Agreements) put it in the political deadlock in 2008. 

However, during the 2000´s it managed to strengthen the judiciary, implement State 

Law on Indirect Taxation, successful defence reform, or several advancements in the 

gradual transfer of authority from international to local authorities (European 

Commission, 2011). 

Acceptance of similar norms and setting up similar democratic domestic institutions 

(through the socialization by the external actors) made the Balkan states inclined to 
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consider each other as ´not-threatening´, and hence as sceptically trustful potential 

partners (Kavalski, 2008, p. 83). 

 

5.2.5. Regional elites come to consider cooperative problem-solving as a 

routine 

 

Over the decade, regional organizations and initiatives that the EU or NATO 

initiated gradually started to have a value of their own. Multilateral tackling of common 

problems became routinized policy behaviour. One of the examples is the Adriatic 

Charter during the summer of 2005. When NATO temporarily halted membership 

aspiration of Albania, FYROM, and Croatia, they actually increased interaction and 

cross-governmental cooperation via the Adriatic Charter (Cruise and Grillot, 2013, p. 

510). If the cooperation was a result of coercion or imposed compliance, it would have 

decreased. 

 Similarly, the Regional Cooperation Council (RCC), the most influential 

regionally owned organization, is since its establishment in 2008 growing both in 

budget and in agenda it covers. Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Serbia who also 

served as a Secretary-General of RCC disclosed the evolution of the budget in the 

interview. “When I was appointed the budget was 2.8 million EUR, currently we are 8,9 

mil. EUR, and by the end we are going to negotiate, so my successor will deal with the 

annual budget of 10-11 million EUR per year. I inherited 2.8, and I will leave with 10.” 

(Interview with Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Serbia, Belgrade, 23/10/2018). 

These figures seem correct, as the EU contributed from 2008 to 2009 with 1,5 million to 

RCC´s budget (European Commission, 2008a). In the year 2010, the European 

Commission decided to extend financial assistance to the RCC Secretariat for the period 

2011-2013, for a total of EUR 3.2 million (European Commission, 2013). RCC´s budget 

is from 30% financed by the European Commission, 40% by Southeast European 

Countries; and by 30% by other members of RCC (since RCC is a descendant of SP, 

which included among others the U.S. or Turkey) (Bold and Cherry, 2016, p. 86).  

 The increase is not just in the budgetary terms but in the scope of the agenda as 

well. RCC started as a successor of SP with an agenda consisting of five priority areas – 

namely economic and social development, infrastructure and energy, justice and home 

affairs, security cooperation, building human capital, with parliamentary cooperation as 
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an over-arching theme (European Commission, 2013). In the course of 2011, the RCC 

took over responsibility for the Ljubljana Process on the rehabilitation of cultural 

heritage as well as for the South East Europe Investment Committee (European 

Commission, 2013, p. 3). It even moved to develop the SEE 2020 strategy, copying 

EU´s Strategy Europe 2020, focused on joint action on creating more jobs and 

enhancing the competitiveness of the region. RCC pledged to regularly organise 

political summits across all pillars of SEE 2020 (European Commission, 2013). RCC 

slowly gained more assertiveness in regional affairs and become truly a regionally 

owned organization.  

Aryan Dyrmishi and Mariola Qesaraku observed based on their own field 

research among Albanian diplomats that regional cooperation has been prioritized over 

the years by policymakers (Dyrmishi and Qesaraku, 2018, p. 18). One of the material 

examples is the opening of Albanian embassies in all six Western Balkan countries 

despite their relatively small-size and closeness. That is a huge shift in Albanian 

diplomacy, which has traditionally viewed neighbours as a threat and counterbalanced 

by establishing relations with larger world powers (Dyrmishi and Qesaraku 2018, p. 

18). Evidence of increased cooperation is provided in all chapters of an edited volume 

by Sonja Stojanovic Gajic and Filip Ejdus, where multiple authors conducted field 

research in police forces, among diplomats, military personnel and concluded that 

regional cooperation increased in frequency, width and perceived usefulness by experts 

(Stojanovic Gajic and Ejdus, 2018). 

Disputes increasingly started to belong to normal diplomatic business (Dyrmishi 

and Qesaraku 2018, 21) and diplomacy itself became a regular practice, although it is 

important to note that the quality of diplomatic relations is not the same between all the 

Balkan countries. 

The declaration of independence of Montenegro in 2006 is an example of 

cooperative problem-solving that would be a few years earlier treated differently. Serbia 

accepted the results of the referendum on independence, held in Montenegro on May 

21, 2006, and agreed to terminate already loose state union with its smaller neighbour. 

The threshold in the referendum was set to an untraditional 55%. This measure was 

strongly advocated by the EU, it was meant to prevent any controversies from the side 

of Montenegrin opposition or Serbia.  

As former Montenegrin Minister of Foreign Affairs explained: “We first signed 

agreement (Belgrade Agreement) with Serbia in 2002 that included the right for both of 
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the states to open a referendum if they want so, after three years. We organized the 

referendum four years after the agreement. Brussels was not very happy that we decided 

to go with the referendum, they agreed with Belgrade Agreement only in the hope that it 

will not succeed. The conditions for the referendum were so that they gave an 

advantage to the opponents.” (Interview with the former Minister of Foreign Affairs of 

Montenegro 14/09/2018).  

The leader of Montenegro Milo Dukanovic was initially against it. “Miroslav 

Lajčák was one of the mediators of the referendum agreement with 4 others from the 

EU, I was there on their first meeting with Dukanovic. He was against this percentage 

of 55%, but they pushed him to accept it. The EU had an important role during this 

referendum that it was so peaceful. For Montenegro, it was really important to belong 

to the EU and it was important that opposition parties also agreed on this, it was a 

strong sign to the people.” (Interview with a former member of Montenegrin Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs, 13/09/2018). Yet the allure of EU membership was sufficiently 

strong to make Montenegrin authorities accept conditions of the referendum that were 

unfavourable to them.    

As former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Croatia confirmed in the interview, in 

the period from 1999 until 2008 regional cooperation became normal (Interview with 

Croatian former Minister of Foreign Affairs, 11/6/2018). This period was identified as 

formative to the region also by a political director of RCC, who concluded that in 1999-

2008 “we understood that the only alternative to war is that we start to trust each other. 

After the formative period, we started to very timidly enter the phase of a stable 

region.” (Interview with Political director of RCC, 6/6/2018). Although it is important 

to take his statements with a grain of salt, especially regarding the evolved trust between 

the elites, what he described can be understood as routinization of state-level 

cooperation between the elites.  

The cooperation backslid to some extent, however, after the declaration of 

independence of Kosovo in 2008.  

Unilateral declaration of independence of Kosovo in 2008, which was much 

more tensed than Montenegro´s, is another example of countries choosing cooperative 

measures (or at least conflict-mitigating measures) in a situation that would have 

previously caused violent armed conflict. It was much more tensed in comparison to 

Montenegro´s. However, in contrast to Montenegro that was a republic in the former 

Yugoslavia, Kosovo was only an autonomous province. Moreover, Kosovo was long 
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considered a Serb ancestral homeland and the place with many important Serb cultural 

and religious sites. Unlike with Montenegro, Serbia fought a devastating war in 1998-

1999 with this breakaway region over its autonomy. Therefore, the independence of 

Kosovo was clearly a more sensitive issue than the independence of Montenegro and 

thus it is understandable that it was approached differently.  

Following Kosovo’s proclamation of independence, the government of Serbia 

started an action that initially looked like a shrewd diplomatic manoeuvre. Its immediate 

political objective was to mollify Serbian public opinion, to gain time and slow down 

the process of Kosovo’s international recognition (Bebler, 2015, p. 162). On 8 October 

2008 UN General Assembly adopted a resolution, initiated by Serbia, to request a non-

legally binding advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) on whether 

the unilateral declaration breached the international law (UN General Assembly 2008). 

This was a risky approach for Serbia, as there was a real chance the advisory opinion 

might be unfavourable to Serbia.  

Originally, Serbia intended to resolve this not with the International Court of 

Justice, but only with United Nations General Assembly (UN GA), where Serbia 

believed could more easily get a majority on the support of its territorial integrity 

(because of the strong support from Russia). The EU again intervened diplomatically. 

“As the Ahtisaari negotiations would be led by the U.S. and the EU, it was privately told 

to us that it would close our path to the membership in the EU. So there were a lot of 

not secret, but let´s say private negotiations between our president Tadić and lady 

Ashton concerning this issue. Somewhere in the process, there was a shift in our 

position and instead of resolution in UN GA, we agreed with the EU to have some kind 

of face-saving solution. In the end, it was bad for Serbia because we didn´t like what the 

ICJ said.” (Interview with senior Serbian diplomat 24/10/2018).  

This might raise a question if this surprising move of Serbia was not indeed a 

result of coercion by the European states. I argue that the answer is no, or at least not 

entirely. Belgrade was adamant from the outset that it would not resort to the threat or 

use of armed force to pursue its sovereignty over Kosovo (Ker-Lindsay, 2015). Serbian 

Prime Minister Vojislav Kostunica immediately said that the government ruled out 

using force (Hoge, Chivers and Kulish, 2008). This by itself is a significant shift in its 

policy towards Kosovo when just a decade earlier Serbia would not hesitate to use force 

in relation to the Kosovo issue. Serbia nevertheless reserved the right to take all the 

necessary legal, political, and economic steps required to defend its claim to the 
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province (Ker-Lindsay, 2015). This is also understandable, as the Kosovo issue has high 

salience for Serbia. Yet Serbia still decided to approach this issue only with the legal 

instruments provided by the international law and in cooperation with the international 

community. Moreover, the issue of Kosovo´s declaration was seen as controversial in 

the international community and it did not even have full support of all the EU members 

(Cyprus, Greece, Romania, Slovakia, and Spain still belong to non-recognizers). Many 

countries were deeply concerned about the implications of legitimising a unilateral act 

of secession for the international community. So even though there was initially strong 

opposition to the move by a number of EU members, it became apparent that efforts to 

pressure Serbia to drop the case were sending out the wrong message to the wider 

international community (Ker-Lindsay, 2015). A pressure from the EU on Serbia to 

back down was surely present, however, it soon decreased and was not united. 

Additionally, Serbia could count on divided attitudes in the UN. Thus, the resulting 

foreign policy actions of Serbia must have been results of the government´s rational 

calculations and norms that it followed. As James Ker-Lindsay (2015) argued, the 

decision to pursue a case before the ICJ was in fact in accordance with certain key 

principles and norms that the EU has sought to encourage others to follow, even though 

in this particular case it put the EU itself in an uncomfortable position of defending 

itself against double standards.   

The answer to the request came on 22 July 2010, when the ICJ concluded that 

the adoption of the declaration of independence did not violate international law, 

smoothly avoiding a decision on Kosovo´s statehood legality (ICJ, 2010). Serbia 

announced that it would not only continue to oppose Kosovo’s independence but would 

also seek a new General Assembly resolution calling for renewed status talks 

(Economides and Ker-Lindsay, 2015, p. 1033). 

However, under strong pressure from the EU and the worsening economic 

situation of Serbia, Belgrade withdrew its initial resolution on 8 September 2010 and 

tabled a new resolution co-sponsored by the EU, acknowledging the ICJ advisory 

opinion. Most importantly, the new Serbian resolution called for EU-backed dialogue 

between Belgrade and Pristina (Ejdus, 2014, p. 2). This was a major turning point – 

Serbia agreed to address the issue outside of the relatively safe arena of the UN, where 

it had strong backing from Russia, and move it to the EU, which under its enlargement 

allure started to slowly redefine Serbian Kosovo policy. Moreover, for the first time, 

Serbia agreed to deal not with the UNMIK and EULEX officers, but with the Kosovo 
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representatives themselves. In March 2011 so-called Belgrade-Pristina dialogue has 

begun, tackling mostly minor questions of technical nature (like recognition of 

university diplomas, civil records, communication, etc.). Although it avoided the most 

important political issues (like the question of Kosovo´s statehood/autonomy), it was 

nevertheless a huge step forward in the relations between Serbia and its breakaway 

province.  

While it is definitely not possible to equate Serbia´s reaction to the declaration of 

independence of Montenegro and of Kosovo, it is also not possible to equate the history 

of relations Serbia had with the respective territories. Yet in both instances, a significant 

change in Serbian foreign policy was observable. In the case of Montenegro, Serbia 

showed maximum cooperation and supported the peaceful dissolution of the Union. In 

the case of Kosovo, Serbia chose cooperation with the international community, it 

obeyed international law and claimed this highly salient territory in a non-violent way.   

Before the socialization, the coercion of the EU or NATO was not effective. As 

an example we can see Serbia/Montenegro in the 1990s – authorities in Belgrade 

remained intransigent in their non-compliance with externally promoted rules (“either 

you do as the West told or we bomb you”) (Kavalski, 2008, p. 49).  

The repeated positive experience and mutual decision-making achieved via 

socialization of elites imposed by the powerful actor (EU) and supported by hegemon 

(USA) led elites to routinize cooperative problem-solving and thus achieve the stage of 

positive peace. Routinization was evident also in the aftermath of Kosovo´s declaration 

of independence, when it constrained foreign-policy choices of Serbia and made 

cooperative conflict resolution more natural. After the backslide of regional cooperation 

in 2008 because of the unilateral declaration of independence of Kosovo, cooperation 

between Balkan states started to grow again after 2011.  

 

5.3. State of the region after the transition 

 

In 2011, the Western Balkans was showing signs of positive peace. On top of self-

restraint, in positive peace we should observe also common projects or initiatives and 

multilateral decision making in some areas and diplomacy becoming a normal practice. 

Domestic and international conflicts might occur at this point, though they should be 

kept within nonviolent limits. Regional conflicts don´t have to be entirely resolved at 
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this point, however, states are actively working on their resolution by peaceful means. 

The keyword is cooperation here – states has begun to cooperate in certain areas and 

practice multilateral decision-making. 

Since 1999 the Balkan countries have cooperated on regional issues via MARRI, 

RECOM, Brdo process, Adriatic Charter Process, Adriatic-Ionian Initiative, Sava 

Commission, etc. Leaders work on the resolution of their conflicts via bilateral talks, 

like Brussels dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia. Six core Balkan states (minus 

Croatia, which is already an EU member) meet annually on the Western Balkan 

Summit, where heads of governments and Foreign Ministers of the six countries are 

supposed to revitalize multilateral and bilateral ties and work on their accession to the 

EU.  

Common projects and initiatives grew exponentially over the decade. While in 

1999 there was only handful of regional organizations and initiatives in the Balkans 

with very limited impact, in 2011 we could observe several dozens of them and with 

much more influence. As was already mentioned previously, according to the analysis 

of the Cooperation and Development Institute, there were 73 regional cooperation 

initiatives in the Western Balkans in 2014 (Hackaj and Hackaj, 2018, p. 14). Moreover, 

RCC became the most influential regional organization. It transformed from the 

externally induced structure to regionally owned organization that constantly expands 

its agenda and learned how influence the governments of the Balkan states. As former 

Deputy Chair of RCC described in an interview: “Sometimes regional organizations are 

pushing reforms in countries. And sometimes we were asked by some institutions to help 

them to make pressure on their governments.” (Interview with former Deputy Chair of 

RCC 1/11/2018) The officials in RCC became motors of change for the region, skilfully 

using available leverages to push Balkan leaders for reforms and more cooperation. 

Also, within the forum of RCC and annual Western Balkan Summits we can observe 

certain level of multilateral decision-making. 

As Bosnian politician from the Directorate for European Integration told me: “The 

most natural reaction for us if we don´t know how to deal with some of the acquis 

implementation is to pick up the phone and call our colleagues in Serbia or Montenegro 

For example, regarding the IT solutions, when Montenegro was advanced, we 

frequently visited them to learn about them. (Interview with Bosnian politician 

5/6/2018) 
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The potentially most explosive conflict over the statehood of Kosovo is not 

resolved at this point, however, we can see that Serbia agreed to the EU sponsored 

dialogue with Pristina, which was a ground-breaking event in their mutual relations. 

Thus, Western Balkans matched the criteria for positive peace in 2011.    

Another major outstanding issue – the problem of Internally Displaced Persons 

(IDPs) was tackled in a cooperative way and the cooperation on it intensified in 2011. 

Ministerial Review Conference on Solving the Refugee Situation in the Western 

Balkans was held on 7 November in Belgrade where Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro and Serbia signed a joint declaration on 

solving the situation (Ministerial Review Conference, 2011). With this declaration, the 

governments launched a regional initiative to support durable solutions for IDPs 

(Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre, 2012). 

In conclusion, countries in Western Balkans in 2011 worked on conflictive issues 

cooperatively and multilaterally, number of regional initiatives was growing, and 

diplomacy was becoming normal practice. Thus, Western Balkans was in the stage of 

positive peace.    
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6. SOUTHEAST ASIA 

6.1. State of the region before the transition 

 

The situation in Southeast Asia (SEA) was always very complicated given its 

precarious position. At the beginning of 60´s the region was deeply divided into 

essentially two subregions with different internal dynamics – maritime pro-western 

Southeast Asia (Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, and Brunei) and 

Soviet-aligned mainland Southeast Asia (Vietnam, Laos, Kampuchea, Burma) led by 

communist Vietnam. There were three great powers with the interest in the region – 

China, Soviet Union, and the U.S. While the mainland Southeast Asia was essentially 

drawn to Cold War dynamics and rivalry between great powers, countries in maritime 

Southeast Asia enjoyed relatively greater independence from the competition between 

the great powers. Their concern was on one hand to keep that independence, and on 

another to balance fragile relations between themselves. 

In mainland Southeast Asia, there were several national rivalries of long historical 

standing – the most notable of these are among the Burmese, the Thai, the Khmer, and 

the Vietnamese (Buzan, 1988, p. 4). As Buzan (1988) wrote, before the Europeans 

imposed their colonial order on the region (except Thailand), these four nations “went 

through cycles of greatness, decline, and rivalry in which their relative territorial 

domains underwent many dramatic changes, and it still echoes in their current security 

perceptions” (Buzan, 1988, p. 4). In the 1960s, the French had long evacuated their 

former colony (Vietnam, Laos, Kampuchea – formerly known as French Indochina). 

However, since 1954 the United States became heavily involved in Vietnam as a part of 

its strategy of containment. Thus, mainland Southeast Asia became in the 1950s a 

battleground of two superpowers – the United State and the Soviet Union.  

Thailand was the only Southeast Asian state that avoided direct Western rule and is 

an  monarchy. Thailand is major and long-standing U.S. ally in the region. As a part of 

their mutual defence cooperation, they have developed a joint military exercise program 

that engages all the services of each nation (U.S. Department of State, 2020). U.S. Peace 

Corps Volunteers are active in Thailand since 1963.  

Indonesia was a former Dutch colony that became formally independent in 1949. 

Malaysia, Singapore, and Brunei were subjects of the British empire. Malaysia gained 
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independence in the 1957. Singapore separated from Malaysia in 1965. Lastly, Brunei 

gained its independence from the United Kingdom in 1984.  

The Philippines were ceded by Spain to the United States in the 19th century after 

the Spanish-American War, and full independence was granted to the Philippines by the 

U.S. in 1946. However, they remained closely connected, as the Unites States remained 

the core of the Philippines´ security.  

The pattern here is that maritime Southeast Asian states largely relied for security 

on their former colonial masters (the United States and/or Britain) in the unstable 

environment of great power competition but also strived for independence in their 

foreign policies.  

The United States remained an important backer of the ASEAN states, especially 

the Philippines, even after its involvement ceased due to the change of the Sino-Soviet 

relationship from alliance to rivalry in the 1960s and the end of the Vietnam war. This 

led to an increase in China´s importance in Southeast Asia, which was feared by the 

maritime SEA states, and the decrease of the United States involvement.    

From the six western-oriented SEA countries, Indonesia was the big power with 

regional ambitions. It is the largest archipelagic state in the world and the largest 

country in Southeast Asia. In the 1960s, Indonesia was a prominent naval power and 

was the most populous state of maritime Southeast Asia (Shekhar, 2018). Moreover, the 

image of Indonesian dominance was purposefully cultivated by President Sukarno. He 

asserted a leading role for Indonesia in the 1950s and 1960s, not just regionally, but 

globally as well, especially among newly independent nations. Sukarno declared 

himself as a leader of “New Emerging Forces” and was a co‐ founder of the 

Non‐ aligned Movement in 1961 (Fealy and White, 2016). Indonesia´s dominance was 

feared in the '60s, especially because of the confrontational style of its foreign policy, 

practiced by President Sukarno called konfrontasi. Konfrontasi was an undeclared war 

fought between Malaysia and Indonesia, started over the formation of Malaysia, 

especially the disputed territories of Sabah a Sarawak. Indonesia under President 

Sukarno was vehemently against the formation of Malaysia, which Sukarno saw as a 

British strategy to contain Indonesia’s geopolitical ambitions in the region – Sukarno 

launched a “Ganyang Malaysia” or “crush Malaysia” campaign, initially using political, 

economic, and propaganda means, which slowly gave way to military attacks against 

Malaysia (Leong Kok Wey, 2016). 
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Konfrontasi lasted until 1966. After Indonesia suffered a serious military setback 

the new leader Suharto replaced Sukarno in a failed coup in 1965. He decided to end the 

undeclared war. During the Konfrontasi, Malaysian and British Commonwealth security 

forces lost 114 men and the Indonesian military forces lost close to 600 men (Leong 

Kok Wey, 2016). 1966 is considered as the birth of negative peace in maritime 

Southeast Asia.  

 

6.2. Transition from negative to positive peace 

6.2.1. Hegemon guarantees security in an unstable environment 

 

 Indonesia started to position itself more as a benevolent hegemon under Suharto. 

However, there was still a lot of suspicions present among its neighbours. Moreover, as 

was already mentioned, maritime Southeast Asian states traditionally relied on the 

security guarantees of the external powers – usually former colonial overlords, but as I 

will argue, predominantly the United States. These security ties were even more salient 

in the superpower competition raging in the neighbourhood. Even after the ASEAN was 

created, they continued to rely on the availability of external countervailing power, most 

importantly the United States.  

Singapore had close security ties with the United States and was a member of the 

Five Power Defence Arrangements that also included Britain, Australia, New Zealand, 

and Malaysia.  

After joining ASEAN in 1984, Brunei also maintained its defence ties with 

Britain that ensured the continuing presence of a Gurkha brigade in the 

sultanate.´(Emmers, 2005, p. 655)   

 Most of these governments based their support on U.S. forces constituting a 

deterrent to potential aggressors in the Southeast Asian region. As Stevenson (1992) 

wrote, the United States is being referred to by regional governments as a potential 

"honest broker” (Stevenson, 1992, p. 92). Maritime SEA states always balanced on one 

hand their desire to remain independent from the external influence (as will be 

discussed later especially with ZOPFAN when the norm of external non-interference 

was institutionalized) with the vulnerability created by the fact that three great powers 

were actively present in the neighbourhood. The security ties with the U.S. were 

necessary for the evolution of cooperation between the six maritime states.  
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 The U.S. was the core of the Philippine’s national security (Stevenson, 1992). 

The Philippines has had a Mutual Defence Treaty with the United States since 1951 and 

hosted large US bases for more than 40 years after the Second World War (Gill, Goh 

and Huang, 2016) 

 Philippines and Thailand were part of Southeast Asia Treaty Organization 

(SEATO), established by Manila Pact, since 1954, which was an organization for 

collective defence where former colonial overlords like United Kingdom, France and 

most importantly the United States were also members. As an offshoot of the pact, the 

Thanat-Rusk communiqué was signed in 1962 to strengthen U.S. defence ties with 

Thailand and specifically to protect country from the communist threat 

(Chongkittavorn, 2019). With extensive airbases throughout the country, Thailand was 

used as a launching platform to attack communist positions in these three countries 

(Chongkittavorn, 2019). The United States were important guarantor of security for 

Thailand in the wider region vexed with systemic war. For maritime Southeast Asian 

states that wanted to retain independence in the face of growing communist threat from 

China, the United States were vital partner.  

 Malaysia decided not to join SEATO but was part of Anglo-Malaysian Defence 

Agreement and later became aligned with ANZUK powers (Australia, United Kingdom 

and New Zealand).  However, indirect security links were maintained with the United 

States (Singh, 2004, p. 6). 

 Similarly, although Singapore did not establish formal alliance with the United 

States, it always belonged to one of the most committed U.S. partners in the region. 

Security links between the United States and Singapore dated back to the late 1960s 

when Singapore, as part of its own fight against communism, supported Washington’s 

war effort in Vietnam by providing maintenance and resupply facilities for U.S. Navy 

operations (Kuok, 2016). As Singaporean scholar Lynn Kuok further argued, belief that 

the United States’ presence helps to preserve Singapore’s autonomy and options, as well 

as maintain the peace and stability is present since its creation (Kuok, 2016).  

 Although maritime Southeast Asian states largely relied for security on their 

former colonial masters, the United States clearly enjoyed a special position. Even states 

like Malaysia that preferred links to Commonwealth states, maintained indirect security 

links with the United States (Singh, 2004, p. 6). Even after the Nixon Doctrine was put 

forth in 1969 that announced American military disengagement from Indochina, these 

indirect security links were largely maintained. 
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 The United States were not just perceived as a "honest broker” (Stevenson, 

1992, p. 92), but as a benevolent, liberal hegemon that could provide security 

guarantees in the unstable environment of great power competition while allowing 

maritime Southeast Asian states to keep their independence.  

 Interestingly, here the provision of security guarantees was not connected to the 

end of Konfrontasi in 1966. The military alliances (formal or informal) with the United 

States were usually established when a Southeast Asian state declared independence.  

 This coincided with the duration of Vietnam War in most cases. Naturally, the 

Vietnam War and the communist threat from China impacted significantly on the 

perceived vulnerability of newly independent states of maritime Southeast Asia. The 

danger of Indonesia was not the only threat. Thus, to protect their fragile independence, 

these small states needed to secure protection of a hegemon from the moment of their 

creation.   

 

6.2.2. Key regional member(s) adopt benevolent foreign policy 

 

Change of the leadership and the ensuing new direction in Indonesian foreign policy 

were crucial for regional cooperation. Newly independent former colonies in maritime 

SEA already attempted to collaborate before 1966. ASEAN had two predecessors – the 

Association of Southeast Asia (ASA) and Maphilidno.  

ASA was founded in July 1961 and comprised of Thailand, Malaysia, and the 

Philippines. Maphilindo was founded in 1963 and its members were Malaya, Indonesia, 

and the Philippines. However, they were neither successful nor long-lasting. ASA is 

considered the first attempt to regularize consultation and propose coordination of 

policies on regional issues via foreign minister´s conferences. Yet as Antolik (1990) 

wrote, it served more as a nonprovocative façade for a tentative alliance and when the 

external environment began to be less threatening due to the Geneva settlements for 

neutralized Laos in 1963, ASA began to unravel (Antolik, 1990, p. 13). The Philippines 

broke its ranks after it raised claims to North Borneo and the whole organization 

crumbled. Indonesia´s then foreign minister Subarindo commented that ASA was 

“something unreal” because bilateral relations between its members “were unfulfilled” 

(cited in Antolik, 1990, p. 13).  

Maphilindo was used mostly as a covert strategy to better watch and influence 

regional neighbours. Malaya thought the birth of independent Malaysia would be easier 
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by joining an organization; Indonesia and the Philippines considered joining this 

institution as a useful way to influence the new state; and the Philippines saw it as a way 

to deal with Indonesia´s expansionist tendencies (Antolik, 1990, p. 14). Maphilindo was 

short-lived, as it ended after Indonesian president Sukarno adopted konfrontasi.  

 Without benevolent Indonesia initiating positive change, regional relations were 

thus not progressing in the '60s. This is not to suggest that the Indonesian regime was 

either democratic or liberal or in any way a beacon of higher moral standards. General 

Suharto´s “New Order” was born out of violent coup and his governance could be 

characterized as autocratic. However, one of his main goals was to restore economic 

stability and to end Indonesia´s confrontation with Malaysia, which incidentally led to 

the creation of more cooperative and peaceful foreign policy towards regional members 

(cf. Ghoshal, 1979). Suharto rejected Sukarno´s “fiery brand of political and economic 

nationalism in favour of a lower political profile and economic liberalization of 

Indonesia” (Khong, 1997, p. 325). The new leadership in Jakarta was aware of the on-

going mistrust toward Indonesia and adopted an approach to regionalism characterized 

by self-restraint (Emmers, 2005, p. 650). 

 One of the first foreign policy changes undertaken by Suharto was to allow new 

foreign minister Adam Malik to negotiate not just the end of konfrontasi, but also to 

create a new regional arrangement in which Indonesia could reassure its neighbours as 

well as learn to cooperate with them (Khong, 1997, p. 325). This 180 change in 

Indonesian foreign policy was crucial for what would become ASEAN.  

Informal discussions between Malaysian and Indonesian officials with the 

objective of bringing Confrontation to an end led to formal talks on 29 May to 1 June 

1966 between Malaysia's Deputy Prime Minister, Tun Abdul Razak, and Indonesia's 

Foreign Minister, Adam Malik. The talks were hosted in Bangkok by Foreign Minister 

Thanat Khoman who had for some time previously been playing a mediatory role in 

seeking solutions to Confrontation and the Philippine claim to Sabah. As Irvine wrote: 

“Comments by Malik at the conclusion of this meeting indicated that a new regional 

grouping had been discussed. Malik remained at the forefront of subsequent diplomatic 

endeavours to establish such a grouping, with active support from Thanat. In August 

1966 Malaysia and Indonesia concluded an agreement that formally ended 

Confrontation.” (Irvine, 1982, p. 10)  

 Malik had a vision for a regional organization and was able to convince his 

government. Together with his Thai counterpart Thanat Khoman they were the driving 
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force behind eventual reshaping of regional relations in maritime SEA. Adam Malik 

later described Indonesia’s vision of a Southeast Asia developing into “a region which 

can stand on its own feet, strong enough to defend itself against any negative influence 

from outside the region.” (ASEAN, 2012) Such a vision, he stressed, was not wishful 

thinking, if the countries of the region effectively cooperated with each other, 

considering their combined natural resources and manpower. He referred to differences 

of outlook among the member countries, but those differences, he said, would be 

overcome through a maximum of goodwill and understanding, faith, and realism 

(ASEAN, 2012).  

 Indonesia´s changed attitude towards its neighbours and the vision of Adam 

Malik provided crucial momentum for the start of cooperation. With the security 

guarantees of the United States in place, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, and the 

Philippines could embark on a road towards regional cooperation with its powerful 

neighbour Indonesia. Indonesia was able to convey a sense of purpose and, potentially, 

a vision of the region. In combination with demonstrated self-restraint that stemmed 

from its changed foreign policy, Malik´s regional vision proved very potent.  

Indonesia was a powerful state that was able to project a sense of purpose, offer 

an idea of progress, and provide leadership around core issues that could facilitate 

peaceful relations among states. Positive leadership of Indonesia was more in a sense 

that Indonesia relinquished its expansionist tendencies and confrontational regional 

foreign policy and actively tried to engage with its neighbours in a non-threatening way, 

while also creating a positive vision of the stronger region. It started to actively promote 

regional cooperation and found an equally interested partner in Thailand, which helped 

to inspire and persuade other neighbours to create what became a major regional 

organization. Indonesia´s benevolent foreign policy under Suharto was necessary for the 

cooperation to ensue.  

 

6.2.3. Powerful actor institutionalizes new norms of cooperation 

 

Immediately after Indonesia reconciled with Malaysia, Adam Malik with the help of 

Thanat Khoman of Thailand started negotiating a new regional organization that Adam 

Malik named Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). His merit on the 

creation of the organization was confirmed also in the memento inscribed on the 
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ASEAN Declaration on the inaugural session of the Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations that stated: “In recognition of services rendered by His Excellency Adam Malik 

to the ASEAN organization, the name of which was suggested by him.” (ASEAN, 

2012). 

 The negotiations over the parsimonious ASEAN Declaration containing only 

five articles took place in early August 1967 in the beach resort Bang Saen near 

Bangkok. Five Foreign Ministers spent four days in relative isolation and negotiated 

over that document in a very informal manner which they later described as “sports-

shirt diplomacy” (ASEAN, 2012). The Declaration at the first sight focused more on 

economic aims as it stressed acceleration of economic growth, social progress and 

cultural development in the region through joint endeavours as the main purposes of 

ASEAN and promotion of active collaboration and mutual assistance on matters of 

common interest in the economic, social, cultural, technical, scientific and 

administrative fields (ASEAN, 1967). As Khong (1997) pointed out, the apparent 

omission of any political aspiration and wording of the document led many experts to 

view ASEAN as essentially economic organization along the lines of European 

Community and failed one at that too (Khong, 1997, p. 326). Indeed, ASEAN´s results 

in economic areas in the first two decades of its existence were unimpressive. As 

Antolik (1990) noted: “ASEAN has succeeded in carrying out only two joint industrial 

projects. Trade tariffs… have been lowered, but only slightly, and overall progress 

toward economic cooperation has been limited.” (Antolik, 1990, p. 4). 

 Yet ASEAN was not established as a primarily economic organization. It was 

also not a military alliance as NATO or SEATO, although it was not completely out of 

the table in the beginning. Indonesian President Suharto reportedly said in 1968 that: 

“From this standpoint, there is a possibility that ASEAN may arrive at establishing 

military cooperation” (cited in Irvine, 1982, p. 17). However, on ASEAN´s second 

ministerial meeting in 1968, it was decided to deemphasize this aspect. Ministers 

concluded that ASEAN military pact would be of little utility. ASEAN members would 

be too weak, either individually or collectively, to form a credible military alliance and 

the consideration that such a pact might be more likely to invite hostilities than deter 

aggression (Irvine, 1982, p. 18). Minister Rajaratnam of Singapore said that: “One 

significant clarification that had emerged was that ASEAN was an organisation to 

promote economic, social and cultural cooperation between member countries. This 
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should dispose of the early misunderstanding that ASEAN had military implications.” 

(cited in Irvine, 1982, p. 18) 

Thus, it is better to understand ASEAN as stemming more from a notion of 

“comprehensive security” (Dewitt, 1994). On a closer look, the Bangkok Declaration 

from 1967 shows that ASEAN´s goals and methods were purposefully multifaceted – 

ranging from economic growth and social progress to regional peace and stability 

(ASEAN, 1967). These goals were to be achieved via joint endeavours.  

 What was, however, the most important, was the machinery that the Declaration 

created to fulfil those goals. It explicitly included: Annual Meeting of Foreign Ministers 

that could have been convened as required; a Standing Committee under the 

chairmanship of the Foreign Minister of the host country to carry on the work of the 

Association in between meetings of Foreign Ministers; Ad-Hoc Committees and 

Permanent Committees of specialist officials on specific subjects; a National Secretariat 

in each member country to carry out the work of the Association (ASEAN, 1967). Not 

all of the institutions were equally important. In the first decade of ASEAN after its 

establishment on 8 August 1967, the ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meeting (AMM) and 

the ASEAN Economic Ministers Meeting (AEM) were the main forums for discussion 

on regional issues. 

 These new institutions became effective vehicles of the new norm of cooperative 

problem-solving. It is important to note here that the United States considered ASEAN a 

“useful organization” since the very beginning and their mutual relations were 

“excellent since its inception” (BUREAU OF EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS, 

2019). Although the United States began officially engaging with ASEAN as a dialogue 

partner in 1977, they were supportive of the organization since its creation. 

The first issue that enabled ASEAN members to establish the new norms 

through practice was the ongoing dispute about Sabah between Malaysia and the 

Philippines. It is through this experience that a set of key procedural norms of 

musjawarah (consultation) and mufakat (consensual decision making) became part of 

the “ASEAN way” (Khong, 1997, p. 330).  

 While Indonesia accepted the inclusion of provinces Sabah and Sarawak into 

newly created Malaysia with the end of konfrontasi, the Philippines did not and claim 

Sabah as part of its territory. Even though the diplomatic relations between Malaysia 

and the Philippines were restored in 1966, they were dormant until 1968. The tension 

between the two countries rose in 1968 and at that point, Indonesia and Thailand 
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diplomatically intervened. They offered to mediate the dispute; they invited parties to 

meet first in Indonesia and then in Bangkok (Khong, 1997, p. 330). The dispute was 

prevented from spiralling out of control and ASEAN successfully mediated a face-

saving agreement. President Suharto of Indonesia continued to appeal to drop the claim 

on Sabah to President Marcos throughout the '70s and his consultative intervention 

greatly contributed to the emergence of procedural norms of consultation and 

consensual decision-making. Reconciliation between Malaysia and the Philippines was 

greatly facilitated by the institutional context of ASEAN, which made third-party 

mediation legitimate and unthreatening (Khong, 1997, p. 330).  

 Indonesia in the role of benevolent powerful actor by its example and practice 

created and spread the new norms in the frameworks of the ASEAN. Musjawarah 

(consultation) and mufakat (consensual decision making) became key norms of ASEAN 

that defined the informal way in which this organization governed regional relations. 

 The third key ASEAN norm – as Khong (1997) described it “unstated but 

understood” – was the proscription against calling outside powers such as the United 

States, China, and Japan. This norm was present from the very beginning in the ASEAN 

formation. The prevailing view among ASEAN members appeared to be that greater 

emphasis should be placed on collective self-reliance in dealing with regional problems 

(Irvine, 1982, p. 17). It came to the forefront during the negotiation about the Sabah 

dispute between the Philippines and Malaysia.  

The U.S. was the core of the Philippine’s national security (Stevenson, 1992). 

The Philippines has had a Mutual Defence Treaty with the United States since 1951 and 

hosted large US bases for more than 40 years after the Second World War (Gill, Goh 

and Huang, 2016). It might have benefited the Philippines to engage the U.S. in the 

dispute and had a backing of great power. Yet the Philippines decided to abstain from 

involving the U.S. and instead only used the mediation of Indonesia. Indonesia´s 

Foreign Minister Adam Malik called it “aversion to external interference” (Khong, 

1997, p. 330) and it was solidified during the Vietnam War raging close to ASEAN´s 

neighbourhood. ASEAN states saw it as a warning sign that interstate disputes could 

only be exacerbated by external powers´ interference and those would be better to fend 

it off. This norm was in 1971 transformed into the Zone of Peace, Freedom, and 

Neutrality (ZOPFAN) Declaration that provided a principled basis for avoiding 

positions on the Cold War and hostilities in Indochina (Denoon and Colbert, 1998, p. 

507).  
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ZOPFAN was more a formal articulation of a norm than a reality. With the 

security ties of ASEAN states to Western powers (especially the U.S.), it was 

impossible to completely erase their involvement. More so because their security 

guarantees were enabling the cooperation with the regional powerful actor Indonesia. 

However, ZOPFAN articulated the desired best practice in the relations between the 

ASEAN states – to work on their problems by themselves. 

 This unspoken ASEAN’s code of regional conduct that evolved since 1968 was 

enshrined in the 1976 Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TOFAC), which was the most 

important outcome of the first ASEAN heads-of-state summit symbolically held in Bali, 

Indonesia. It entailed behavioural norms for regional relations: respect for territorial 

integrity and sovereignty, non-interference in internal affairs, peaceful resolution of 

conflicts, and the non-use of force (Nischalke, 2002, pp. 92–93). As Busse (1999) 

pointed out, it was the Indonesian concept of national and regional resilience, which 

was adopted by the Association that became the official expression of ASEAN´s 

approach (Busse, 1999, p. 47). 

 

6.2.4. Regional elites socialize   

 

Over almost a decade ASEAN states used a variety of bilateral and multilateral 

means to address the dilemmas between them. As Khong (1997) argued, as a result of 

these consultations, dialogues, and movements towards consensus was a “nascent sense 

of collective identification” (Khong, 1997, p. 332). The notion of collective 

identification between ASEAN members in the '70s is premature because there was still 

distrust between the members in '60s and '70s (cf. Acharya, 1991; Rupprecht, 2014). 

However, new norms of cooperation and consultation were gradually taking root. 

There was clearly a pattern of increasing communication and cooperation among 

ASEAN members. In the period between the Third and Fourth Ministerial Meetings, 

when the Standing Committee was located in Manila, there were six meetings of the 

Standing Committee and four meetings of the Secretaries-General. There were 

seventeen Committee meetings of officials and experts on particular areas of co-

operation compared to eight such meetings in the previous period (Irvine, 1982, p. 21). 

Outside of the ASEAN framework bilateral military cooperation between the states 

ensued, stimulated by the campaigns against cross-border insurgencies. In due course, 
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joint patrolling on common borders was supplemented by intelligence and training 

exchanges, joint land, sea and air exercises, and facility-sharing arrangements (Denoon 

and Colbert, 1998, p. 506). Between 1972 and May 1984 Malaysia and Indonesia had 

conducted 32 joint exercises, including 12 Elang Malindo air exercises, 12 Malindo 

Jaya naval exercises, and 8 Kekar Malindo army exercises (Acharya, 1991, p. 167). 

Thailand and Malaysia had close military cooperation in '60s and '70s along the 

common border aimed at countering insurgent rebel groups (Rupprecht, 2014).  

Within the ASEAN framework, areas of cooperation were gradually growing in 

number. The Bali Summit in 1976 envisaged new machinery that was finalized in the 

Kuala Lumpur Summit the following year. Meetings of ASEAN Economic Ministers 

(AEM) were formalized and they oversaw directly the work of the specialist committees 

on economic matters which were reconstituted into the five Economic Committees on 

Trade and Tourism (COTT); Industry, Minerals and Energy (COIME); Food, 

Agriculture, and Forestry (COFAF); Transportation and Communication (COTAC); and 

Finance and Banking (COFAB) (Kng, 1990, p. 270). The five Economic Committees 

have, on one count, more than forty subsidiary bodies under their wings (Kng, 1990, p. 

272).  

The communiqué of the Fifteenth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting in June 1982 

contained further proofs of enhanced cooperation and activity of ASEAN bodies. 

ASEAN urea project in Indonesia and Malaysia was progressing as part of ASEAN 

Industrial Projects (AIP); the third AIP – Supplementary Agreement of the ASEAN 

Rock Salt or Soda Ash- Project of Thailand was initiated; the fourth AIP – an ASEAN 

copper fabrication project of the Philippines had been adopted (ASEAN, 1982). 

Moreover, ASEAN Economic Ministers adopted the Jakarta Consensus on ASEAN 

Tropical Forestry which embodied five areas of cooperation namely forestry policies 

technical assistance, institutions, intra-ASEAN trade, and common stand on 

international issues (ASEAN, 1982).  

However, the machinery of the ASEAN framework does not create the whole 

picture of how the contact and cooperation increased over the next decade. One of the 

main reasons is that traditionally, politics in Southeast Asia has always been 

personalistic, informal, and non-contractual (Busse, 1999, p. 47). Moreover, even 

though the growing machinery of ASEAN might have given an impression of 

formalism, the opposite is true for the diplomacy of ASEAN members. ASEAN’s 

preference for informalism, which is also known as the ‘ASEAN way’ is often noted in 
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the literature (Leifer, 1996; Busse, 1999; Nischalke, 2002; Acharya, 2004). As was 

apparent in the approach to Sabah dispute and will be apparent later in other disputes, 

ASEAN members avoid formal mechanisms of conflict management and favour 

informal private consultations to address particular tensions between governments.  

The ASEAN members had begun to develop a practice of close consultation and 

cooperation among their ministers and senior officials (Leifer, 1996). Malaysia´s 

Deputy Prime Minister Tun Ismail acknowledged that: “The constant contact and 

communication between our officials has helped to develop a habit of co-operation and 

a sense of solidarity which will, in turn, help us when we move forward towards wider 

areas of co-operation…”(cited in Irvine, 1982, p. 22)  

There were essentially two patterns observable. Firstly, the broadening of the 

agenda that is to be addressed multilaterally and resulting increase in meetings and 

communication. Secondly, increased contacts between the higher members in the 

hierarchy of political elites. ASEAN was mainly the responsibility of the Foreign 

Ministers, who met annually on the ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meeting (AMM). 

However, since 1976, the heads of states agreed to meet regularly as well (although the 

next official meeting in the framework of ASEAN in 1987). On every summit of the 

heads of the states, it was agreed to meet with increasing frequency.  

To highlight the informal nature of ASEAN members´ relations, it is worth 

looking at the negotiations about Brunei´s membership. ASEAN attracted other 

countries close to the neighbourhood – Sri Lanka or Papua New Guinea. However, their 

potential membership was generally refused by the original five members on the 

grounds of cultural dissimilarity or instability. Brunei Darussalam was also eager to 

become a member, and, in this case, all cards seemed to play in Brunei´s favour – the 

Sultanate was geographically part of Malaysian-Indonesian core and culturally Malay. 

However, Brunei´s membership was more an issue of political necessity, cultural or 

other affinities played a secondary role. The most important was the perception in 

Indonesia and Malaysia that regional security and stability require Brunei's 

incorporation into the ASEAN framework (Weatherbee, 1983, p. 724). This oil-rich 

sultanate was British protectorate since the 19th century and during the '70s started 

negotiating the terms of its sovereignty, which created tensions with Malaysia. 

Indonesia again proved to be an important mediator in these tensions and skilfully 

influenced Malaysia to woo Brunei into ASEAN. Indonesia did not initiate any formal 

mechanism but again relied on its informal influence and power. 
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Indonesia made it clear to Malaysia at the informal meeting of the heads of the 

governments of ASEAN´s five at Labuan in May 1978 that Jakarta wanted Brunei as 

part of ASEAN.  Reportedly, President Suharto had that message also conveyed to the 

Sultan of Brunei in June 1978, via Singapore's Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew 

(Weatherbee, 1983, p. 729). Closer ties were forged during the Sultan's "unofficial" visit 

to Jakarta in April 1981. Prince Mohammed Bolkieh in his address to the 1981 ASEAN 

Foreign Minister's meeting took special note of the "firm support" given to Brunei's 

ASEAN membership by President Suharto (Weatherbee, 1983, p. 729). Indonesian 

vehement sponsorship of Brunei's independence in an ASEAN framework redefined 

Brunei´s relationship with Malaysia. The Malaysian PM sought to establish a viable 

relationship with Brunei based on mutual interest and political equality – Malaysian 

Foreign Minister Rithauddin visited Brunei in 1979; Sultan visited Malaysia in 1980  

and after a number of ministerial exchanges in a few short months made Malaysia an 

important partner of Brunei, not an adversary (Weatherbee, 1983, pp. 730–731). In a 

speech in the 16th ASEAN Ministerial Meeting in 1983, HRH Prince Mohamed Bolkiah 

of Brunei strongly expressed Sultan´s wish to join ASEAN once Brunei acquires full 

sovereignty on January 1, 1984 (ISEAS, 1984). In his address he described ASEAN as 

attractive regional grouping where the members share friendship and cooperation; and 

leaders of Brunei are, therefore, “confident that in the secure and orderly environment 

within the close limits of ASEAN, Brunei Darussalam can build up its prosperity and 

give our people a better life in independent Brunei”(ISEAS, 1984, p. 498). After Brunei 

acquired sovereignty it immediately joined ASEAN in 1984, as the Sultan announced.  

 

6.2.5. Regional elites come to consider cooperative problem-solving as a 

routine 

The Cambodian issue became a litmus test of the routinization of cooperative 

problem-solving between ASEAN members. It was indeed the Cambodian question that 

showed how new norms were accepted and new cooperative behaviour routinized 

between ASEAN members.   

Vietnam War concerned ASEAN states. On the Bali Summit in 1976 when 

TOFAC was signed it was formulated in a way that allowed united Vietnam or other 

states in Indochina to join the treaty under the conditions that they subscribed to the 

ASEAN´s norms. However, Vietnam initially dismissed this attempt by ASEAN to 
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introduce its code of conduct for wider regional relations and was suspicious about the 

Association (Khong, 1997, p. 333). After the unification of Vietnam, the new 

government decided to invade Cambodia in 1978 and install a puppet regime. ASEAN 

spent the next decade employing a variety of measures to resolve this conflict without 

the use of armed force.  

ASEAN kept Vietnam in the spotlight at a time when the United States sought to 

minimize its dealings with Southeast Asia – ASEAN diplomats worked hard to keep the 

Cambodian issue high on the United Nations agenda, urging the international 

community not to recognize the “puppet regime” set by Vietnam in Cambodia and not 

to provide reconstruction aid to Vietnam (Chan, 1986; Khong, 1997). Even the Prince of 

Brunei highlighted this ASEAN´s approach on the Ministerial Meeting in 1983. His 

Royal Highness especially pinpointed, how impressed Brunei was about the handling of 

the Cambodian crisis. “We have been much impressed by the success achieved by 

ASEAN co-operation and unity in the United Nations General Assembly at its 37th 

Session on the question of the seating of Kampuchea.” (ISEAS, 1984, p. 498). 

ASEAN´s abilities to continue with its consultative ways and to create consensus 

were tested by the policy of isolating Vietnam because these procedures conflicted with 

Malaysia´s and Indonesia´s strategic interests. Both countries initially abided by the 

ASEAN norms of consultation and consensus in their approach to the Cambodian crisis 

– they accommodated Thailand as the frontline state and Singapore by taking a hard line 

toward Vietnam. Over time, Malaysia and Indonesia worried that ASEAN´s strict policy 

toward Vietnam would severely weaken Vietnam, which would then be unable to 

balance China and thus incentivize China to increase its influence in Southeast Asia 

(Jorgensen-Dahl, 1982; Khong, 1997). They nearly broke rank with the rest of the 

ASEAN and adopted a more conciliatory stance towards Vietnam (Khong, 1997). 

However, their defection did not take long and soon both Malaysia and Indonesia 

abandoned their benevolent approach and abided by the common ASEAN´s policy. This 

can be explained by the fact, that the intra-ASEAN norms of musjawarah and mufakat 

became so accepted that they constrained foreign policy choices of the ASEAN member 

states. The cooperative consultative way of addressing common issues became 

routinized between ASEAN members. Jorgensen-Dahl (1982) came to a similar 

conclusion when describing patterns of ASEAN diplomacy. He argued that “the 

principal mode of negotiation… may have become internalised to the extent that the 

calculations the members make with regard to what is possible are limited or 
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circumscribed by what they can adapt to the prevalent style of negotiation. In other 

words, the members come to meetings with plans and proposals which are deliberately 

or otherwise geared to the limits set by the mode of negotiation” (Jorgensen-Dahl, 1982, 

p. 169).  

This ASEAN solidarity in approach towards the Cambodian issue proved 

successful. In 1989 Vietnam withdrew from Cambodia and Cambodia became 

independent again. Moreover, the government in Vietnam changed – moderates 

interested in economic renovation came to power, and Vietnam decided to pursue new, 

friendlier foreign policy. At the Seventh Congress of the Vietnamese Communist Party 

in 1991, a new outlook on foreign policy was adopted, according to which Vietnam 

desired to be a friend to all and to diversify its relations with all countries in the world 

regardless of their political and economic system (Tuan, 1993, p. 280). Vietnam also 

reconsidered its suspicion towards ASEAN.  

In 1990 both Vietnam and Laos asked for observer status in ASEAN. In 1991, 

Vietnam and Cambodia signed Paris Peace Agreements that officially marked the end of 

the Cambodian-Vietnamese War. They also led to the deployment of the first post-Cold 

War peacekeeping mission (UNTAC) and the first-ever occasion in which the UN took 

over as the government of a state (Cambodia). 1991-1992 was also a period when the 

leaders of Vietnam frequently visited ASEAN countries and vice versa (Tuan, 1993). In 

1992, both Laos and Vietnam signed the TOFAC, thus promising to abide by the 

ASEAN norms in regional relations.  

While Vietnam joined the Association in 1995; and Laos and Myanmar two 

years later in 1997; Cambodia´s road to ASEAN membership was rockier. Because of 

the political uncertainty in Cambodia at the time, and financial crisis raging, on 10 July 

1997 ASEAN decided to postpone indefinitely its admission. A general election was 

subsequently held in July 1998, and in early December, a new coalition government was 

established in Cambodia. Cambodia regained its seat in the United Nations and 

reapplied for admission into ASEAN. Surprisingly, the most enthusiastic and vocal 

supporter of Cambodia´s membership was Vietnam. Vietnam's Deputy Prime Minister 

and Foreign Minister, Nguyen Manh Cam, at a press briefing after the meeting of the 

ASEAN foreign ministers on 12 December 1998, reiterated Vietnam's preference for the 

immediate admission of Cambodia into ASEAN (Guan, 2000, p. 56). He disclosed that 

the majority of the foreign ministers shared that view. Singapore, Thailand, and the 

Philippines had made public statements expressing their reservations (Guan, 2000, p. 
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57). Here again, the norms of consensus and consultation proved to be influencing the 

behaviour of the ASEAN members, but in this case not to Cambodia´s satisfaction. As 

ASEAN operated on the principle of consensus, and as there was no agreement among 

the foreign ministers, it was decided that the heads of state would reconsider the issue. 

Until the afternoon of 14 December, the impression given was that there was still no 

agreement. But, apparently, at an informal dinner on that same evening, the heads of 

states decided to admit Cambodia but to announce the fact only after the summit (Guan, 

2000, p. 57). The leaders also agreed to hold the official ceremony marking its 

admission a fortnight to a month later in Hanoi (Guan, 2000, p. 57). Cambodia 

eventually became the tenth member of ASEAN on 30 April 1999.  

Enlargement of ASEAN was also possible because of the end of the Cold War, 

which changed the dynamics in the region and enabled Southeast Asian states to pursue 

more (even though never entirely) independent regional policies. The ideological 

division between communist and non-communist countries receded and rapprochement 

became possible (Ganesan and Amer, 2010). The expansion of ASEAN in terms of 

members came hand in hand with the expansion of the Association´s multilateral 

agenda. The ideological undertones of ASEAN started to be less pronounced and it 

introduced several multilateral initiatives on its own. Multilateralism arose from this 

inward strengthening of ASEAN structures, membership, and outward expansion of its 

protocol, and came to take root in the region (Ganesan and Amer, 2010, p. xiv).  

Simultaneously with negotiations about the enlargement of ASEAN, the leaders 

were negotiating progress in economic cooperation. In 1992 on their 4th meeting, 

ASEAN leaders agreed to implement the ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (AFTA). 

Outside of economic cooperation, the expansion of the agenda was negotiated also in 

the political and security field. The Twenty-Sixth ASEAN Ministerial Meeting and Post 

Ministerial Conference, which were held in Singapore on 23-25 July 1993, agreed to 

establish the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) (ASEAN Regional Forum, 2019). This 

body was aimed to foster constructive dialogue and consultation on political and 

security issues of common interest and concern; and to make significant contributions to 

efforts towards confidence-building and preventive diplomacy in the Asia-Pacific 

region (ASEAN Regional Forum, 2019). Apart from ASEAN members, ARF included 

also so-called “dialogue partners” – states not just geographically in the Pacific (like 

Papua New Guinea, Japan, China, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, United States, 

Russia; but also the European Union, Mongolia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka or India).  
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 The motivation underlying this consultation was the common fear of instability. 

Besides rules and norms, the formation of the ARF recalled the cautious concern for 

building consensus and bilateral understandings between partners in preparation for a 

multilateral endeavour. "The Asian preference, unlike the Western preference, is to take 

a very non-legalistic approach to things. We take actions step by step and allow things 

to evolve, rather than to sit down and say, a priori, we want to create an institution, this 

is our character, this is our mission statement", explained Singapore's Ambassador-at-

Large Tommy T.B. Koh (cited in Antolik, 1994, p. 118). Until the end of the Cold War, 

ASEAN's foundation required accommodation between the dominant regional state, 

Indonesia, and the others in the region. However, in the '90s the regional leaders 

understood that accommodation of China is an important task. The ASEAN states have 

worked to bring China into the system, as Singapore's Senior Minister Lee Kuan Yew 

commented: "If you have a China out to make mischief, that increases the costs. Why 

not hoist this fellow on board?” (cited in Antolik, 1994, p. 118).  

Southeast Asian states also progressed in security cooperation in the '90s. On 15 

December 1995, the Southeast Asian Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone Treaty was signed to 

turn Southeast Asia into a nuclear-weapon-free zone that took effect two years later 

after ratification by all members. ASEAN progressed politically as well – the need to 

hold the ASEAN Summit on a regular basis to enable leaders to meet and address 

emerging challenges facing the region was compelling. From 2001 it was thus decided 

that the ASEAN Summit would be convened annually (Chalermpalanupap and Ha, 

2018). Until this point, ASEAN was mostly an issue of Foreign Ministers, with the 

heads of states meeting once in a few years. Since the fourth meeting of heads of states 

in Singapore in 1992, the leaders decided to meet more frequently, every three years and 

finally the decision was made in 2001 to meet annually to address the regional issues.  

Beginning in 1997, heads of each member state adopted the ASEAN Vision 

2020 during the group's 30th-anniversary meeting held in Kuala Lumpur. ASEAN 

Vision 2020 aimed to realize a single ASEAN. It was formalised and made 

comprehensive through the Bali Concord II in 2003. Bali Concord II declared that an 

ASEAN Community shall be established comprising three pillars – political and 

security cooperation, economic cooperation, and socio-cultural cooperation that are 

closely intertwined and mutually reinforcing to ensure durable peace, stability and 

shared prosperity in the region (ASEAN, 2003). Thus, three major pillars of a single 
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ASEAN community were established: Political-Security Community (APSC), 

Economic Community (AEC), and Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC). 

 

6.3. State of the region after the transition  

 

When asserting if Southeast Asia was in the stage of positive peace in 2003, we 

need to search for signs of self-restraint, presence of common projects or initiatives and 

multilateral decision making in some areas. Moreover, diplomacy should be a normal 

practice at this point. Domestic and international conflicts might still occur; however, 

they should be kept within nonviolent limits and states should be actively working on 

their resolution. 

At this point it is possible to say that Southeast Asia was in a stage of positive 

peace. Bali Concord II proved that multilateral decision-making in regional issues was 

widely present in 2003. Diplomacy under the ASEAN´s procedural norms of 

musjawarah (consultation) and mufakat (consensual decision making) was considered a 

routinized practice in regional relations. ASEAN members never waged war against one 

another, however, it was hard to speak about positive peace in the '60s or '70s, when 

although ASEAN members did not use violence against one another, the systemic war 

between three great powers was raging in the neighbourhood. Once the Cold War ended 

and ASEAN expanded its membership to all the members of the region, it is possible to 

speak about true multilateral-decision making and positive peace.  

Finally, it is important to note that contra Acharya (1991) I don´t consider 

ASEAN a security community. Although ASEAN itself often uses the term “security 

community” or “community”, as was obvious also in the Bali Concord II, I do not 

consider it as one. It lacks the trust that characterizes this stage, demonstrated notably in 

the area of security.  

Multilateral defence cooperation in ASEAN is a relatively new phenomenon that 

only emerged after member states had established a certain level of trust (Teo, 2019). 

That level of trust was certainly not present in 2003 – the first meeting of Defence 

Ministers took place in 2006 and defence cooperation is still evolving with baby steps. 

The rate of defence spending in ASEAN is one of the fastest-growing in the world and 

national felt need to maintain relative parity with other ASEAN states shows persistent 

bilateral security tensions (Weatherbee, 2015). ASEAN states arguably still balance 
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against each other. While multilateral decision-making, self-restraint, and cooperation 

are present in Southeast Asia (which clearly indicates positive peace was reached), trust 

and collective security are not. Moreover, the Southeast Asian states can hardly be 

considered liberal democracies and the region is generally characterized by “low 

currency of human rights” (Khoo, 2004, p. 150), which is not a conducive environment 

for the evolution of high levels of trust between the peoples and political elites. The 

scope conditions for the transition to the security community are thus not fully fulfilled.  
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7. WESTERN EUROPE 

There is an enormous amount of literature written on the transformation of Europe 

after the Second World War. The fact that two mortal enemies in three all-

encompassing wars since 1870 were able to reconcile old feuds and become what 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel called “the motor of Europe”, is truly unique 

(Feldman, 2019). As I noted in the beginning, many theories of the evolution of 

peaceful order and regional integration were developed in the case of the European 

Union. 

Yet many theories focus on the first initial phase shortly after the war that I 

would characterize as a transition from negative to positive peace. In this dissertation, I 

am interested only in the later phase, when positive peace changed into the security 

community. However, when I was developing my mechanism 1, I also used data from 

Western Europe and mechanism 1 would fit on this case as well. 

There were more authors that distinguished different phases in the European 

integration – Hurrell (1995) argued that different theories are more or less fitting to 

explain different stages of European regionalism; Waever (1998) noted in his famous 

chapter about the creation of security community in Western Europe that it went 

through stages of insecurity, asecurity, and resecuritization; and Ripsman (2005) also 

saw two phases of European transition – realist pacification and liberal endurance.  

 

7.1. State of the region before the transition 

The core of Western Europe consisted of France and Germany – former mortal enemies 

and rivals. This is not to say that Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Italy were 

less important. But the relations between France and Germany were crucial for the 

success of the European project and that is the reason they are usually under the 

spotlight. As the public opinion poll conducted by L’Institut Francais d’Opinion 

Publique (IFOP), revealed, as late as July 1954, 66% of decided French respondents 

believed that German rearmament was a danger in any form, while 28% believed it 

could be benign only with adequate safeguards (Ripsman, 2005, p. 676).  

This is not surprising, given the fact that in the first decade after the Second World 

War, the issue of Germany was still highly salient, and Germany was considered a 

threat. That can be illustrated by the fact that in 1947, France and the United Kingdom 
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signed a mutual assistance pact that became known as the Treaty of Dunkirk, which 

became a stepping stone towards Western European Defence Group and North Atlantic 

security system (Baylis, 1982, p. 239). However, what was becoming increasingly 

salient, was the Soviet threat, as was well articulated in the speech of Ernest Bevin, 

British Foreign Secretary, to the House of Commons in 1948 (Baylis, 1984, p. 621). 

Two months later, on 17 March 1948, Britain, France and Benelux countries signed the 

Brussels Treaty (known as “Brussels Pact”), which established the Western Union 

(WU) as an expansion of the Treaty of Dunkirk. However, while the Treaty of Dunkirk 

focused solely on the threat from Germany, the Brussels Pact was designed to guard 

against any armed aggression in Europe, with the Soviet threat in the minds of its 

creators. Moreover, it contained provisions not just on cooperation in the military 

sphere, but on social and economic progress as well (Western European Union, 1948). 

Interestingly, the Benelux countries urged the need to make reference in the new treaty 

to the possibility of a regenerated Germany entering the newly created community and 

were supported by Britain, while France was initially strongly against (Baylis, 1984, p. 

626).  

However, the European elites still wanted the security guarantees of the United 

States, as was eloquently described in Lundestad (1986). Western European states were 

aware of the fact that they would not be able to successfully defend against the USSR. 

The reluctant United States finally agreed to become formally tied to the Western 

European security after the Berlin blockade. The Brussels Pact also played an important 

role in this decision. The pact from the American point of view demonstrated clearly 

that the Western European states were prepared to organize themselves even before the 

guarantee of American assistance was forthcoming (Baylis, 1984, p. 627). Without the 

Brussels Pact, therefore, it is difficult to imagine that NATO would have become a 

reality.  

On 4 April 1949, 12 Foreign Ministers gathered in Washington to sign the North 

Atlantic Treaty, thereby establishing the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), 

which incorporated Western Union. In addition to the five signatory states of the 

Brussels Pact, the United States, Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Italy, Norway, and 

Portugal also joined NATO. As Lord Hastings Lionel Ismay, NATO’s first Secretary 

General famously said, the NATO was created to “keep the Soviet Union out, the 

Americans in, and the Germans down.”(NATO, 2020b). The North Atlantic Treaty 

created a system of collective defence, where member states agreed to mutual defence 
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against an external aggressor. Growing worries about Soviet intentions culminated in 

the Soviet detonation of an atomic bomb in 1949 and in the outbreak of the Korean War 

in 1950 (NATO, 2020a). These events dramatically affected the NATO – it soon gained 

a consolidated command structure with a military Headquarters based in the Parisian 

suburb of Rocquencourt, near Versailles (NATO, 2020a). 

In light of the Korean War, Americans asked their allies to plan for the rearmament 

of Germany. In 1950, Jean Monnet put his proposal to René Pleven, French Premier and 

former Defence Minister, who in turn submitted it to the French National Assembly. 

The plan proposed the European Defence Community (EDC) that contained the creation 

of a single military and political European authority and with it a re-armed Germany as 

a part of a European army. EDC was supported by the United States and accepted by 

most Western countries and it only remained for the French National Assembly to ratify 

the Treaty and Western Europe would have acquired something resembling a European 

army, with integrated and intermingled national contingents, including a German one 

(Judt, 2005, p. 245). However, the French National Assembly failed to ratify the Treaty 

establishing the EDC in 1954, and thus, EDC never came to existence. As French Prime 

Minister Mendès himself explained the failure of the EDC: “In the EDC there was too 

much integration and too little England.” (Judt, 2005, p. 245) This failure demonstrated 

that the French were not ready to cooperate so closely with the Germans and still 

needed to balance against Germany. 

While there was obviously not enough trust between former enemies in 1954 to 

practice collective security, cooperation in other fields started to bloom. The Western 

Union was accompanied by other newly created institutions – apart from the NATO 

also the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (April 1948), and the 

Council of Europe (May 1949). Yet the question of Germany still loomed in the 

background. Jean Monnet argued already in 1943 that a new approach to Western 

European relations must be taken. “There will be no peace in Europe if States re-

establish themselves on the basis of national sovereignty, with all that this implies by 

way of prestige policies and economic protectionism. If the countries of Europe once 

more protect themselves against each other, it will once more be necessary to build up 

vast armies [...] Europe will be reborn yet again under the shadow of fear.” (cited in 

Waever, 1998, p. 83) 

Moreover, the United States insisted on the inclusion of Germany in the newly 

created institutions. The French strategic thinking was also in the effect of these 
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pressures slowly changed. As Milward argued, “the German threat to French national 

security simply would not go away and, because it was always there, forced French 

policy-formulation to consider a more distant horizon. In the constant effort of lifting 

the eyes to that horizon a longer-term solution was eventually found.” (cited in Waever, 

1998, p. 83) 

The American security guarantees as well as the creation of NATO as a defence 

organization arguably also helped to lift the French eyes to that horizon and work on a 

longer-term solution. In 1949, the democratic Federal Republic of Germany was created 

out of the three sectors occupied by Great Britain, the United States, and France. In 

1951, the European Coal and Steel Community was created that represented a first 

cooperative effort between France, Germany, Italy, and Benelux countries. Finally, in 

1954, the Brussels Treaty was amended as the Modified Brussels Treaty (MTB) and 

served as the founding treaty of the Western European Union (WEU) with the Federal 

Republic of Germany (FRG) as part of its structures. In 1955, the FRG was accepted 

into NATO and became part of Western defence structures. 

With the creation of the European Economic Community in 1957, Western 

European integration quickened. Multilateral decision-making and cooperative problem-

solving were slowly becoming normal practice, and the French and German political 

elites maintained close bilateral diplomatic relations.  

Although not part of the examined mechanism, the previous description of the first 

decade after the Second World War is important for understanding the context, in which 

relations between the Western European states took place in the 60s. NATO became an 

important military alliance and collective defence organization, yet Western Europe was 

still far from the security community. Military alliances per se are not a sign that the 

members trust themselves. They only show that states fear a common aggressor and 

they decided to group together and use force against the external threat under clearly 

specified circumstances.   

I start process-tracing in 1957, when I consider western Europe to be in the stage of 

positive peace. On top of self-restraint, in positive peace we should observe also 

common projects or initiatives and multilateral decision-making in some areas and 

diplomacy becoming a normal practice. Domestic and international conflicts might 

occur at this point, though they should be kept within nonviolent limits. Regional 

conflicts don´t have to be entirely resolved at this point, however, states are actively 
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working on their resolution by peaceful means. The keyword is cooperation here – 

states has begun to cooperate in certain areas and practice multilateral decision-making. 

All of the indicators of positive peace are present in Western Europe in 1957.  

According to Ripsman (2005), by 1955 the phase of realist pacification was 

over, because Germany was accepted to the Western security structure. In 1957, the 

European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Community were 

created – representing important regional organizations with multilateral decision-

making. By 1957, French and German political elites maintained close bilateral 

diplomatic relations, and France stationed several thousand troops in Germany. Their 

officials met, discussed, and monitored each other in dozens of forums on a daily basis.” 

(Karagiannis, 2013, p. 54) Diplomacy was thus becoming to be considered as a normal 

practice. Western European states were members of a number of multilateral institutions 

– Organization for European Economic Cooperation, the Council of Europe, the NATO, 

the European Coal and Steel Community.  

I start process-tracing in 1957 with the signing of the Treaty of Rome, which I 

consider a take-off point, from which the integration intensified. The creation of 

European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Community in 1957 

certainly represents a take-off point, after which quickening and deepening of 

integration is observable. I end the process-tracing in 2004 with the creation of the 

European Defence Agency (EDA). The establishment of EDA was a culmination of a 

long process of integration in the field of security and defence and showed a high level 

of trust was present.  

 

7.2. Transition from positive peace to security community 

7.2.1. Political elites support intergroup contact 

 

Contact between political elites was very rich in the 60s. As Karagiannis 

summarized, at the beginning of 60s “France and Germany were not only members of 

the European Economic Community, the European Coal and Steel Community, and 

Euratom, but also the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, West European Union, the 

Council of Europe, and also numerous international organization such as the World 

Bank, and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD), as well as of the United Nations.” 
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(Karagiannis, 2013, p. 54) French and Germans had lively bilateral contact and met on a 

daily basis (Karagiannis, 2013, p. 54). Bilateral Franco-German trade more than 

quadrupled between 1955 and 1965, and tripled as a percentage of each country’s GDP 

(Ripsman, 2005, p. 679), suggesting an increase in contact between businesses as well.  

In January 1963 West German Federal Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and French 

President Charles de Gaulle signed The Elysée Treaty and vowed to lay to rest the 

“centuries-old rivalry” between France and Germany (Lopinot, 2019). The Treaty is 

unique for two reasons. Firstly, it was signed at a time, as Karagiannis (2013) pointed 

out when it was not necessary given the extensive contact French and German leaders 

had. Secondly, French Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs explicitly highlighted 

that the signatories considered it important that the Treaty was not simply a document 

between Heads of State but that it involved citizens “so they could learn to get to know 

one another, speak to one another and appreciate one another” (France Diplomatie, 

2019). The Elysée Treaty was thus explicitly focused on the increase of intergroup 

contact.  

Feldman (1999) argued that one of the most successful outcomes of this Treaty 

was that it brought the two peoples much closer together. The extensive contact between 

French and Germans flourished the following years and grew supported by both 

governments. This can be seen in the signature of more than 2,300 twinning 

programmes between Franco-German cities and a raft of civil society initiatives (France 

Diplomatie, 2019). Twinning was also encouraged between Belgian, Dutch, Italian, and 

Luxembourg cities. Small-town twinning created microstructures of friendship and 

sociability, with hospitality as an enabling structural condition (Langenohl, 2015). This 

town-twinning affected regional cooperation between the local population. Detailed 

research on Polish twinned-towns reported such a category of effects as “education, 

sport, and recreation” (80% of all respondents), “culture” (74%) and “promotion of 

tourism” (45%) – the first two categories were connected mainly to human flows, e.g. 

the exchange of musical, cultural or drama groups, and the presentation of their 

achievements, or the exchange of children and youth (Furmankiewicz, 2005).   

Besides the twinning of cities, equally active were contacts between trade 

unions, political parties and political foundations. In fact, the sheer magnitude of the 

Franco-German institutional relationship is almost beyond description (Feldman, 1999, 

p. 343). French ambassador to the United States, Francois Bujon de l'Estang noted in his 

speech at Harvard University in 1997 that: “Polls show that Germany is considered to 
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be France's 'best friend' by the population. The societies of both countries also partake 

to a constant flux of exchange: over 1800 towns are concerned by twin-cities programs, 

more than five million youth have been involved in various student programs. The 

existence of a jointly operated TV network called ARTE is but another example. In the 

trade field, each country is the other's most important partner.” (cited in Feldman, 

1999, p. 343) 

Feldman (1999) offered an extensive overview of all the initiatives undertaken 

between France and Germany, aimed at supporting positive intergroup contact. 

Intensive links flourished between intellectual circles; in cultural affairs (a joint High 

Council for Culture was created later in 1988); in ecology and in science and 

technology; and in the broad field of education and public affairs (as witness the 

Deutsch-Franzӧsisches Institut in Ludwigsburg and its French counterpart in Paris; the 

Deutsches Historisches Institut in Paris); and the planned Franco-German university in 

Saarbriicken); even two foreign ministries of coordinators for Franco-German relations 

(Feldman, 1999, pp. 343–344). 

After mostly private contact in the 1950s the German government became also 

heavily involved in supporting youth exchanges in the 1960s, with France as the highest 

priority (Feldman, 1999, pp. 342–343). The Elysée Treaty also created the French-

German Youth Office (OFAJ or Deutsch-Französisches Jugendwerk or DFJW in 

German), which aimed to facilitate exchanges and reciprocal language learning. As the 

French Ministry for Europe and Foreign Affairs stated, from 1963 until 2019, some 9 

million young German and French people have participated in 320,000 exchange 

programmes through the OFAJ (France Diplomatie, 2019). 

This pattern was not present before 1960s, Germany and France were not so 

heavily intertwined on the civic level before and certainly not from the direct initiative 

of their governments. Accessibility of opinion polls show correlation between 

implementation of programs enhancing interpersonal contact and increase in positive 

attitude towards each other that will be demonstrated in the next part. 

 

7.2.2. People develop trust (expected positive behaviour) 

 

Public opinion in France on its former archenemy Germany significantly 

changed in the 60s and 70s, in comparison to prevailing mistrust present in the 50s 

described in 8.1. As cited in Ripsman (2005) from the opinion poll conducted by 
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L’Institut Francais d’Opinion Publique (IFOP): “In 1964, the overwhelming majority of 

French respondents told IFOP that they had a good opinion of the Federal Republic of 

Germany (FRG). By 1967, more Frenchmen judged that German reunification was in 

the French national interest (52% of decided respondents) than opposed it (48%). A 

series of public opinion polls taken from December 1968 to January 1971 consistently 

showed that, apart from Belgium, the French public viewed the FRG as France’s best 

friend in Europe. And by March 1972, a whopping 86% of decided French respondents 

opined that Germany no longer represented a danger for France” (cited in Ripsman, 

2005, p. 686). 

A more indirect indicator of trust was also a public opinion poll conducted in 

1975 by the Commission of the European Community on questions related to most 

pressing issues and preferences. 84% of the population in The Six (Belgium, Italy, 

France, Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands) was for the progress towards the political 

union of Europe (Commission of the European Communities, 1975, p. 44). In 1974, 

69% of the population of The Six considered the European Community a good thing 

(Commission of the European Communities, 1975, p. 33).  In the six original member 

countries, 53% of those questioned would be “very sorry” if their country left the 

European Community, and this was a percentage very slightly lower than in 1974, but 

higher than in September 1973 and July 1971, which tends to confirm that favourable 

attitudes to the Community were growing among Europeans who have been living in it 

for a long time (Commission of the European Communities, 1975, p. 34). It is possible 

to argue, that majority of French and Belgians would probably not be so content staying 

in the political community with Germans, if they would still consider them as a threat or 

hostile.  

On the political level, in 1965 the Merger Treaty was signed that unified the 

executive institutions of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), Atomic 

Energy Community (Euratom) and the European Economic Community (EEC). The 

Merger Treaty came into force two years later, in 1967. Each institution remained 

legally independent; however, they shared common institutions and were together 

known as European Communities.  

The Merger Treaty could imply that the trust between the political elites of The 

Six was very high. However, this is not entirely correct. The events of 1965, namely the 

so-called “empty chair crisis” showed, that while multilateral decision-making between 

politicians was widely present and conflicts were indeed solved peacefully, the security 
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community was not yet evolved in Western Europe. In 1965, French President De 

Gaulle decided to dismiss all the noteworthy French representatives from Brussels – 

most importantly, Jean-Marc Boegner, the French permanent representative to the EEC, 

in effect the French ambassador to the Community, was withdrawn from Brussels 

(Ludlow, 1999, p. 231). The French also let it be known that they would not send a 

delegation to any further meetings of the Council of Ministers or of the Committee of 

Permanent Representatives (COREPER), the body which handled most Community 

business on weekly business (Ludlow, 1999, pp. 231–232). 

This crisis was triggered by the Commission´s proposal regarding the 

development of the Communities’ own financial resources, independently of the 

Member States; an addition of budgetary powers to European Parliament, and the 

funding of the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP). The regulations on the financing of 

the CAP were due to expire in July 1965. A year before, the Council of the EEC had 

asked the Commission to put forward a proposal on the financing of the CAP for the 

period 1965–1970 (General Secretariat of the Council, 2013, p. 11). The then President 

of the European Commission, Walter Hallstein, took this opportunity to advance an 

overall revision of the EEC’s financial structures and the responsibilities of the 

Parliamentary Assembly and of the Commission itself (General Secretariat of the 

Council, 2013, p. 11). A Community equipped with its own resources, a stronger 

Commission, and the generalised use of qualified majority went against President 

Charles de Gaulle’s vision of the future of European integration (General Secretariat of 

the Council, 2013, p. 12).  

The crisis culminated in the meeting of the Council of Ministers of the European 

Economic Community (EEC) in June 1965, when it broke up without having reached 

the planned agreement on how to fund the Community's common agricultural policy. 

French boycott of the European institution ended and the crisis was resolved in 1966 by 

the so-called “Luxembourg compromise” that gave a de facto veto power to every state 

on topics that were deemed to be ‘very important national interest(s)' and weakened the 

Commission and thus the Community´s supranational element.  

This crisis is usually portrayed as a constitutional conflict, focusing on the 

institutional arrangements of the European Community. Ludlow (1999), while not 

denying the constitutional dimension of the empty chair crisis, highlighted that at a 

deeper level, the fundamental issue of contention was actually leadership (Ludlow, 

1999, p. 233).  The clash between France and its partners arose because of different 
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conceptions about the programme of the European Community and in particular about 

the relative importance of the CAP and the Community's other policies (Ludlow, 1999, 

p. 233).  

Quite surprisingly, Waever (1998) argued that the constitutional crisis was in 

fact the sign of the acquired strength of the integration. “EC integration had proceeded 

so far that states could not allow bureaucrats to run it. Even de Gaulle did not want to 

stop it but only ensure that we the states(men) had check on it, which concretely meant 

to move power from Commission to Council and ensure the veto on vital matters.” 

(Waever, 1998, p. 87) 

I would like to focus on another reading of the empty chair crisis that is more 

showing how the progress towards the security community is a process with its ups and 

downs, as Deutsch (1957) described it. Commission´s proposal also involved the 

application of majority voting in the Council of Ministers, as part of the progression 

towards the third stage of the transitional period for the establishment of the Common 

Market. French President Charles de Gaulle rejected it. Qualified majority voting counts 

as a discretion-granting policy. This measure would allow the possibility that a state can 

be overvoted by a coalition of other states and therefore has to accept a not favourable 

policy-decision. The fact that France vehemently protested against qualified majority 

voting in the Council of Ministers showed that although positive peace was present in 

Western Europe, the level of trust between political elites was not yet high enough for a 

security community.  

The empty chair crisis showed that another step in the mechanism 2 (enacting 

discretion-granting policies) could not happen before the processes of building trust 

among population culminated, as will be demonstrated in the next section. Of course, 

readers could argue that other factors contributed to failed enactment of discretion-

granting policy in 1960s – namely, personal and foreign policy preferences of Charles 

de Gaulle, different external circumstances etc. However, while other factors may play a 

role in terms of initiation of those policies, it is the favourable public opinion that is 

decisive in enactment of those sensitive policies. As will be also demonstrated in the 

next section, sensitive discretion-granting policies were possible once the interpersonal 

trust achieved high level.  
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7.2.3. Leaders enact discretion-granting policies 

 

Increased intergroup contact supported by elites flourished in the 1970s. Intensive 

development of town-twinning in Western Europe was noted in the 1970s and 1980s. In 

1995, the European Union had more than 7 thousand bilateral relations involving almost 

ten thousand municipalities, mainly French (2837 municipalities) and German (2485) 

(Furmankiewicz, 2005).  

Political elites also deepened and broadened cooperation in the following 

decades. Cooperation moved from economic area to the field of security. The TREVI 

Group was created at the Council of Ministers meeting in Rome in December 1975, 

where Interior Ministers agreed on setting up a special group for combating terrorism. 

This effort was the first attempt to establish cooperation between member states in this 

area and was prompted by the terrorist attacks at the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. 

As Unlu (2016) wrote: “Trevi group´s aim was explained to pool their (Member States) 

resources in order to strengthen their capacity to the maximum to prevent acts of 

terrorism and to bring those responsible to justice. It also established the linkages 

among fighting terrorism, fighting drug trafficking and police cooperation, and customs 

cooperation.” (Unlu, 2016, p. 31).  

In the 70s and 80s, the membership of the European Communities expanded. In 

1973, Denmark, Ireland, and the United Kingdom became new members. In 1981 came 

the second enlargement, when Greece entered the European Communities. Finally, 

during the third enlargement in 1986, Spain and Portugal became members.  

The European integration, in general, accelerated in the 80s. European 

Communities have not just spread outwards and welcomed new members, but the 

relations between the members deepened as well. Arguably the most important events 

of the 80s are the Schengen Agreement of 1985 and the Single European Act of 1986, 

which showed exceptional levels of trust among Western European political elite and 

the population too. Both events were not just behavioural manifestations of trust but 

served as powerful mechanisms that further strengthened and deepened that trust.  

With the signing on 14 June, 1985 of the Schengen Agreement, Belgium, 

France, Germany, Luxembourg and the Netherlands agreed that they would gradually 

remove controls at their common borders (EUR-Lex, 2000). The negotiations weren´t 

easy and only five EC members participated out of all the member countries. The 
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relative differences between these five countries were smaller than those between the 

members of the EC as a whole, with whom the negotiations were actually intended to 

take place (Kapteyn, 1991, p. 363). One could argue that the original Western European 

members showed much higher levels of trust than the newcomers. They were able to 

agree on the abolition of checks on internal borders between them – an event almost 

non-existent in the rest of the world (with the exception of the “longest undefended 

border” between the United States and Canada). One could argue that the reason is that 

they went through the mechanism 1 and also half of mechanism 2. They thus developed 

first a routine of cooperative behaviour and then much deeper interpersonal trust.  

An interesting aspect of the negotiations of such a unique agreement, exposing 

countries vulnerable to each other in an unprecedented manner, was the silence around 

those negotiations. Kapteyn (1991) described it as a “deafening silence”, with the 

exception of Dutch press and parliament where the tone was mostly critical and gave 

vent to a typical Dutch worry that the negotiations threatened the tolerance of the Dutch 

judicial system (Kapteyn, 1991, p. 367).  The discussions themselves in Schengen were 

“quite amicable”, with essentially only Dutch delegation showing resistance mostly 

because of its much more tolerant drug policy  (Kapteyn, 1991, p. 368). Yet it was “not 

meant maliciously and even showed a certain amount of respect” (Kapteyn, 1991, p. 

368). Germany pushed hardest for the continuation of negotiations; France was reserved 

at the beginning but played an increasingly important role; and Belgium showed much 

enthusiasm (Kapteyn, 1991, pp. 366–370).  

The scarce attention given to these sensitive negotiations can have two 

explanations. One is that the level of trust between the people increased enough in the 

four decades that essentially cancelling the borders with a once-feared neighbour was 

not causing any huge movement in population or national parliaments. The parallel 

could be made to Finnemore and Sikkink´s (1998) argument about the internalization of 

norms. They argued that when internalization occurs, “norms acquire a taken-for-

granted quality and are no longer a matter of broad public debate” (Finnemore and 

Sikkink, 1998, p. 895). This is the reason why the internalization of norms is hard to 

prove since the proof is a lack of something – a lack of public debate in this case. In the 

negotiations about the Schengen Agreement, a lack of public debate and attention to the 

discussions showed that the issue of the gradual opening of the common borders did not 

spark any deep sentiments or fears. The issue was not perceived as contentious, even 

though it was unprecedented in the international system. 
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The second explanation could be that the negotiations were discreet on purpose, 

to avoid being politicized. Kapteyn (1991) mentioned how the negotiations were 

accompanied by silence in the press and in the parliaments. Only in Netherlands 

considerable attention was paid to negotiations and the tone was mostly critical. Yet, 

this involvement of the press and parliament proved a hindrance to the Dutch delegation 

(Kapteyn, 1991, p. 367). That might be the reason why other states guarded information 

about negotiations because it could potentially weaken their negotiation position. 

However, reading the description of negotiations in Kapteyn´s (1991) article, the 

reader is surprised at how the contentious issues were mostly of technical nature. 

Countries had reasons to fear that the potential for the crime would increase and weren´t 

willing to see a rapid change in their national judicial apparatus (Kapteyn, 1991). In 

other words, the fear was not that the states would harm each other, but that the 

cancelling checks on common borders might have unwelcomed consequences of 

increased crime. Moreover, after the Schengen Treaty was signed, there was no heavy 

backlash in the public. Although the agreement’s implementation procedure took ten 

years, the amicable, technical nature of the negotiations, as well as the acceptance of the 

Schengen Treaty in the public, shows that the trust was present. 

Closely connected to the Schengen Agreement was also the Single European Act 

(SEA) signed in February 1986. This first major revision of the Treaty of Rome came 

into force a year later in 1987 and was a major game-changer in two aspects. Firstly, it 

was closely connected to the Schengen Agreement in a way that it supported creation of 

"an area without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons, 

services, and capital is ensured” (Moravcsik, 1991, p. 19). Secondly, it contained 

procedural reforms of the institutional framework of the European Communities. Hix 

and Hoyland (2001) even argued that SEA extended the supranational decision-making 

of the Community the most from all the treaties. Prior to the SEA, Commission´s 

proposals were introduced under consultation procedure and were approved and 

amended by a unanimous Council decision. While the Commission remained appointed 

unanimously by the Council after SEA, it now sufficed only qualified majority in 

Council to approve Commission´s proposal (Crombez and Hix, 2011). The SEA 

delegated new agenda-setting powers to the Commission (legislation to complete single 

market), qualified majority voting (QMV) was further extended in the Council and 

European Parliament as a result of the direct vote received new legislative powers under 

the cooperation procedure (Hix and Hoyland, 2001).  
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The key element of the Single European Act for the transition to the security 

community is the qualified majority voting it introduced. To come back to Hoffman 

(2002) and his work on trust in IR and how to measure it, this decision qualifies as a 

discretion-granting policy. With the Single European Act, member states of the 

European Community decided to relinquish their vetoes in favour of a system of 

qualified majority voting. As a consequence of this decision, the states least interested 

in pursuing further integration lost their capacity to define the pace and shape of future 

European collaboration (Hoffman, 2002, pp. 385–386).  

This is a very powerful manifestation of trust between the political elites. 

Leaders had to believe their counterparts are trustworthy and, based on this perception, 

enacted policies that made their states vulnerable to the actions of their counterparts. In 

the world of IR where sovereignty is the core characteristic of a state, relinquishing part 

of it means to send a costly signal of trust. Moravcsik (1991) described the SEA 

negotiations as “a process of limiting the scope and intensity of reform; a process 

necessary to gain the acceptance not only of Britain but also of other member states 

who, when it came to drafting a document, suddenly proved quite jealous of their 

sovereignty” (Moravcsik, 1991, p. 42). The small part of sovereignty was not easy to 

give up, yet the Western European states agreed on it eventually.  

The Single European Act is even more interesting in comparison with the empty 

chair crisis in the 60s. While the qualified majority voting could not be implemented in 

1965, it was possible to introduce it in 1985. The role of France proved crucial. France 

was the decisive actor that prevented qualified majority voting to be practically 

implemented in the 1960s. However, French President Mitterrand was one of the main 

motivators of the reform in the 1980s. Throughout 1984, he and French Foreign 

Minister Roland Dumas practiced "shuttle diplomacy" between Paris, Bonn, and 

London (Moravcsik, 1991, p. 34). As Moravcsik (1991) described: “He proposed 

political cooperation, technological programs, and reform of the CAP. In addition, two 

constant refrains in his speeches were decision-making and internal market reform.” 

(Moravcsik, 1991, p. 34). Germany and France were agreed on the procedural reform, 

with weak support of Britain. Britain was a tough negotiating partner, however, 

Margaret Thatcher eventually adopted a more conciliatory negotiating position and 

exhibited a new positive spirit, mostly thanks to the pressure of British press and Tories 

(Moravcsik, 1991, pp. 34–37).  
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The necessary assumption behind a discretion-granting policy is the belief that 

the other actor will not just restrain from harming the first, but also that the other actor 

will show some responsiveness to the first actor´s needs. Therefore, the Single European 

Act is a strong proof of trust. Moreover, it functioned as an event that further deepened 

and strengthened trust in the years to come.  

 

7.2.4. Political elites practice collective security 

 

The end of the Cold War and toppling of the Berlin Wall meant new challenges and 

opportunities for the European Community. Most importantly, the reunification of 

Germany. This event proved to be a litmus test of embeddedness of trust not just among 

political elites, but in the population of Western Europe as well. More than 40 years 

after the end of a devastating war were enough to change the perception of Germans and 

Germany. The most significant change is the one that took place in Germany´s former 

archnemesis – France.  

 In the opinion poll conducted in October 1989, 80% of decided Frenchmen 

surveyed by the French periodical Liberation (1989) reported that they supported 

German reunification (cited in Ripsman, 2005, p. 686). In the opinion polls conducted 

in 1989 by the magazine The Economist, 61% of the French were in favour of the 

unification while only 15 percent opposed it (Narich, 1990). It is especially interesting 

to note that 67% of young people supported the unification, which is profound evidence 

of a change in French attitudes toward Germany.  

The statements of French political elites, especially President Mitterrand, were 

very supportive. One week before the Berlin Wall was toppled, Mitterrand declared that 

‘‘I do not fear German reunification’’ (cited in Ripsman, 2005, p. 685). Richard Narich, 

Consul General of France, wrote a short article for Chicago Tribune in 1990, where he 

explicitly stated for the American public that France supported German unification and 

that “French-German friendship, built on the ashes of World War II, has grown ever 

stronger during the past 45 years, reaching a level of cooperation and intimacy rarely 

obtained between two European nations” (Narich, 1990). Following the March 18 

elections in East Germany, President Mitterrand sent his warm congratulations to 

Chancellor Kohl, stating: ''German unity within the European Community is itself a 

prelude to European unity; this is the path we set out on together and that we shall 

pursue together''(Narich, 1990). On that same occasion, Foreign Minister Dumas 
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expressed the opinion that the German Democratic Republic must be integrated with the 

Federal Republic of Germany progressively rather than be submitted to separate 

procedures for admission to the European Economic Community (Narich, 1990).  

However, it is important to mention, that the conciliatory and supportive public 

statements of French and English elites were precluded by more anxious private talks. 

Both Margaret Thatcher and François Mitterrand were initially opposed to German 

reunification. In 2009, British Foreign Office declassified, and published memos written 

by Charles Powell, the then foreign affairs adviser to Prime Minister Thatcher. They 

uncovered the real depth of the anxiety between two leaders. On November 28, 1989, 

just two weeks after the Berlin Wall came down, the then West German chancellor 

Helmut Kohl announced a 10-point plan for reunification without consulting either his 

European allies or the ruling Bonn coalition (Blitz, 2009a). That blueprint triggered 

several private meetings between British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and French 

President Mitterrand to discuss the German question. Margaret Thatcher and François 

Mitterrand were worrying that reunification would return Germany to its pre-war past 

(Blitz, 2009b) and would cause re-emergence of “bad Germans” who once dominated 

Europe (Blitz, 2009a).   

Mitterrand at first tried a strategy of supporting the sovereignty of East Germany 

and he visited the GDR in December 1989 in a show of support for its sovereignty 

(Judt, 2005, p. 640). But following Kohl's decisive victory in the East German elections, 

the French President understood that the reunification is unescapable and tried to bind 

the German unification to the European project. As Judt (2005) wrote: “Kohl had to 

commit himself to pursue the European project under a Franco-German condominium, 

and Germany was to be bound into an 'ever-closer' union—whose terms, notably a 

common European currency, would be enshrined in a new treaty (to be negotiated the 

following year in the Dutch city of Maastricht).” (Judt, 2005, p. 640) 

To put the initial opposition by Thatcher and Mitterrand into perspective, the 

question of the Soviet Union played a role too. Margaret Thatcher – and she was not 

alone – was also worried that German unification might de-stabilize Mikhail 

Gorbachev, possibly even leading to his fall (Judt, 2005, p. 640). Mitterrand was also 

truly disturbed by the collapse of the stable and familiar arrangements in the Communist 

bloc as a whole (Judt, 2005, p. 640). However, Thatcher faced heavy criticism for her 

position and was being advised by the British political elite (Sir Christopher Mallaby, 

the UK ambassador to Bonn and Foreign Office diplomats) to soften her stance (Blitz, 
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2009a). Thus, the British and French political elites did not necessarily share the same 

level of anxiety as their leaders. Moreover, as Blitz (2009) wrote based on the 

declassified documents, Mitterrand himself had other aims. While he may have been 

concerned about reunification, his real ambition was to steer a wider Germany into the 

project of the European Monetary Union and a united Europe (Blitz, 2009a). 

This proves the importance of intergroup trust, developed over the decades. 

Even in situation where leaders due to their own policy preferences or interest might 

want to go in the direction of less cooperative policy, the relations and positive image 

created among general public (and their advisors and other elites as well) will in liberal 

democracies constrain their choices.  

Although the German unification was not unproblematic, it eventually went 

relatively smoothly. The significant support of the French population, overwhelmingly 

supportive public statements of French political elites – all of it would be unimaginable 

three decades earlier. To put it into perspective, in the 1940s and 1950s, the French did 

not trust the Germans at all – in 1953, French President Vincent Auriol repeatedly 

voiced his ‘‘fear of Germany” and as late as July 1954 a public opinion poll conducted 

by L’Institut Franc¸ais d’Opinion Publique (IFOP) revealed that 66% of decided French 

respondents believed that German rearmament was a danger in any form (cited in 

Ripsman, 2005, pp. 676–686). In 1990, two states unified with supportive French public 

and political elites pursuing an ever-deepening union. 

France´s wish to tie Germany down politically by deepening of the integration 

was readily welcomed in Germany because it had its own agenda – to embed economic 

union in a politically and constitutionally united Europe (Jordan, 2002, p. 80). Thus, the 

negotiations of the Treaty on European Union ensued, very soon after the last treaty – 

the Single European Act – was ratified.   

The Single European Act from 1986 contained a formal requirement to hold an 

intergovernmental conference (ICG) by 1992 to review common foreign policy-making 

(Jordan, 2002, p. 79). However, the events discussed above brought the start of the two 

IGCs forward by several years (Jordan, 2002, p. 79). After the Single European Act, the 

European Community set off on a track to even deeper integration. Three years after the 

Single European Act entered into force, the EU opened two more IGCs on political 

(IGC-PU) and monetary union (IGC-MU) to prepare for deeper European union 

(Jordan, 2002, p. 79).  
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The new Treaty on European Union had a three-pillar structure – 1) European 

Community – essentially the economic and monetary union that was previously covered 

by the Rome Treaty and the Single European Act; 2) Common Foreign and Security 

Policy; and 3) Justice and Home Affairs (EUR-Lex, 1991). Even though there was the 

European Political Cooperation (EPC) between the European leaders since 1970, it 

mostly worked on an intergovernmental level outside of the institutional framework of 

European Communities. In the Treaty on European Union, Common Foreign and 

Security Policy became institutionalized. Part of this second pillar was also the 

Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP). Based on articles 42 and 46 of the 

Treaty on European Union (TEU), the CSDP also entailed a mutual defence clause 

amongst member states as well as a Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) in 

which national armed forces should pursue structural integration on a voluntary basis 

(EUR-Lex, 1991). 

PESCO was a Treaty-based framework and process to deepen the defence 

cooperation amongst the EU Member States who were capable and willing to do so 

(European External Action Service, 2019). The aim of PESCO was to jointly develop 

defence capabilities and make them available for EU military operations, which should 

enhance the EU’s capacity as an international security actor, contribute to the protection 

of EU citizens and maximise the effectiveness of defence spending (European External 

Action Service, 2019).  

However, even though PESCO was envisioned in the Treaty on European Union 

from 1991, the first formal steps towards setting it up were taken as late as 13 

November 2017 (European External Action Service, 2019). Thus, it is impossible to 

think about Permanent Structured Cooperation as a reality in the 1990s. Nevertheless, 

the fact that member states planned future coordination of defence spending; 

strengthening of operational cooperation; and connecting their forces through increased 

interoperability can be considered a positive sign that the states were considering that as 

a realistic possibility in the future. That itself required a high level of trust. 

Since the Treaty of Maastricht, the element of collective security became 

gradually strengthened. This evolution was also closely connected with the changes to 

the character of NATO after the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold 

War. Its main objective – to deter the USSR – lost its importance. The newly unified 

Germany was reincorporated in NATO shortly after its reunification and no longer 

constituted a threat. NATO in its real practice started to change from a pure military 
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alliance and organization of collective defence. Popov (1999) argued that NATO 

transformed to respond to “potential risks”, instead of “direct threats” (Popov, 1999, p. 

64). NATO also started to reach out outwards and became more inclusive. In 1994, 

NATO founded the Mediterranean Dialogue with six non-member Mediterranean 

countries: Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Mauritania, Morocco, and Tunisia aimed to contribute 

to stability and security in the Mediterranean through better mutual understanding 

(NATO, 2020a). NATO even established a framework of consultations with Russia.  

Collective security was further bolstered and states acquired unprecedented 

integration in the security area also outside the Union´s institutional framework. In 

1996, the position of the Admiral Benelux (ABNL) was created by the BeNeSam 

Accord, which effectively integrated the Belgian and Dutch Navy under one 

Commanding Officer. The position of Admiral Benelux was to be held by the 

Commander of the Royal Netherlands Navy and the position of the Deputy Admiral 

Benelux by a Belgian officer, with the staff located at the main Dutch naval base in Den 

Helder (Waters, 2016). The Dutch and Belgian navies have been working together since 

1948. In that year, the two countries agreed that their navies would operate under single 

command only during times of war. The agreement from 1996, however, extended that 

cooperation during peacetime as well (Ministry of Defence of the Netherlands, 2020). 

This represented a significant integration in the security field, beyond just arms control 

and confidence-building. It represented a collective security, where states effectively 

address potential risks and threats, both inwardly and outwardly, together.   

The cooperative security progressed substantially in the next decade in Western 

Europe. The conditions under which military units could be deployed were already 

agreed by the WEU Council in 1992 in the so-called Petersberg Tasks. These became 

integrated into the 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam. In addition, the Treaty created a post of 

the High Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy to allow the Union to 

speak with one face and one voice on foreign policy matters. This represented also 

significant integration in the foreign policy area as it required that states share sensitive 

information and coordinate their steps in foreign policy.  

While the CSDP was formulated in the Maastricht Treaty, motivated also by 

Western Europe´s failure to prevent the outbreak of violent wars in former Yugoslavia, 

it was not until a few years later until it acquired clearer contours and was put into 

practice. In 1998 in Saint-Malo, French President Chirac and UK Prime Minister Blair 

framed the idea of a European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP), partly in response 
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to NATO’s primacy in handling the Yugoslav conflicts. The objective at the time was 

for the Union to be given the capacity for autonomous action, with “autonomous” 

referring to freedom from NATO and the United States. The Declaration from St. Malo 

called for strengthened armed forces and competitive European defence industry that 

should be achieved by the united efforts of the signatories (Foreign and Commonwealth 

Office of the United Kingdom, 1998). This declaration represented on one hand wish to 

further integrate the security field, which is a sign of deep trust. On the other hand, an 

effort to increase autonomy in relation to the United States, whose security guarantees 

were once so vital, can also be understood as an articulation of trust in Western Europe, 

because the need for the presence of those security guarantees was no longer urgent.   

The Declaration was received well and at the Cologne European Council in June 

1999, the EU’s Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) was first conceived. 

Most importantly, the efforts started to move from declaratory statements and 

agreements into practice. In 2003 the EU deployed its first CSDP missions (EU 

Concordia in FYROM) thus addressing a threat outside the community in a cooperative 

manner for the first time without the leadership of the United States. In the same year, 

High Representative Javier Solana was tasked by the Member States to develop a 

Security Strategy for Europe. The document entitled ‘A Secure Europe in a Better 

World’, analysed for the first time the EU’s security environment and identified key 

security challenges. Thus, the EU had a common definition of threats both within and 

outside the community that they were working on addressing them together.   

 

7.3. State of the region after the transition 

 

I end process-tracing in the year 2004 with the creation of the European Defence 

Agency (EDA). EDA was building on already existing efforts like Western European 

Armaments Group/Western European Armaments Organisation (created in 1996 as a 

subsidiary body of the WEU). However, while almost a decade earlier only research and 

technology projects were feasible within the framework of the Western European 

Armaments Organisation, EDA was created with a much more ambitious character. It 

was open to all EU member-states and had the tasks of developing defence capabilities 

in crisis management, promoting European armaments cooperation, strengthening the 
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European defence industrial and technological base, and creating a competitive 

European defence equipment market (Hartley, 2006, p. 475).  

EDA is considered as a marker of the security community here because it is a 

strong sign of collective security among trusted partners. Firstly, it was not created out 

of fear of some aggressor, it was created as a natural progression of trust and integration 

among the Member States that want to permanently cooperate in defence. Secondly, 

Member States contribute to the Agency’s annual budget according to a GNP-based 

formula and approve its work plan (European Defence Agency, 2020). EDA then helps 

European ministries of defence address defence capability and training shortfalls 

(European Defence Agency, 2020). Thus, the Member States are supporting research or 

cooperative projects between other each other. To frame it differently, the Member 

States are supporting better armament of other Member States with their money.  

According to the definition, security community refers to such an order, where 

there is dependable expectation of peaceful resolution of any conflicts. Apart from self-

restraint, common projects and multilateral decision-making, cooperative security 

emerges. Defence and security are closely connected to sovereignty and thus belong to 

most sensitive issues.  

Thus, Western Europe in 2004 addressed threats and security problems arising 

both within and outside the community in a cooperative way. Moreover, defence and 

security of its members (not only EDA, High Representative, or other institutional 

formats, but also national navies or other forms of bilateral cooperation) were closely 

integrated. States coordinated their foreign and security policies and the use of force 

against each other became practically unthinkable. 
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8. NORTH AMERICA 

 

The Presidency of Donald Trump brought some changes to the dynamics of the 

North American continent. Since he resumed office in 2016, he almost drove his allies 

on the brink of a trade-war; pushed Canada and Mexico to renegotiate North American 

Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) to American favour; and started to build a “big, 

beautiful wall” along the 2,000-mile southern border as he promised in his presidential 

campaign (Lakhani, 2020). In February 2019, Trump declared a national emergency, 

widely seen as spurious, to fund it. The vast majority of the money was diverted from 

the US Department of Defense, specifically from counter-drug operations and military 

infrastructure projects (Lakhani, 2020). NAFTA got replaced in 2018 by USMCA, an 

acronym for U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement. When compared with the previously 

existing NAFTA it’s clear the U.S. got more of what it wanted. Moreover, Americans 

succeeded in arguably weakening their soft power as their allies in Canada and Europe 

has in return taken steps to balance against U.S. power and diversify their interests 

(Gertz, 2018).  

This new evolution in North America might raise questions if we are not 

witnessing a beginning of the disintegration of the security community. However, they 

also put to contrast the exceptionally peaceful relations between the U.S. and Canada 

that existed before and were arguably taken for granted. The U.S.-Canada relationship 

was one of the most peaceful in the world, where the use of force between the two 

powers in the last decades was practically unthinkable. As President John F. Kennedy 

said on behalf of the Canada-U.S. relationship in an address to the Parliament in Ottawa 

early in 1961: “Geography has made us neighbours, history has made us friends, 

economics has made us partners, and necessity has made us allies”(Cyr, 2016). 

However, the security community that evolved between Canadians and 

Americans was a relatively new phenomenon. These two nations waged war in 1812 

and as late as the 1920´s there were military plans on both sides prepared for the 

situation of American or Canadian attack. 

The North American security community is in many ways unique. Firstly, 

contrary to Western Europe where the power relations were relatively more balanced, 

the United States is an unchallenged hegemon in the region and a global superpower. 
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Canada alone does not pose a threat to the U.S. There is a clear asymmetry in the 

relations with the U.S. and its regional neighbours. Former Canadian Ambassador to the 

United States Allan Gotlieb argued in his O.D. Skelton Memorial Lecture on Canadian 

foreign policy, on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the Statute of Westminster 

that “over the past 60 years, Canada’s strategies on the international plane have largely 

been driven by our concerns about our relationship with the United States. In the drama 

of Canada’s foreign policy, the U.S. is always the principal actor; at the table where 

Canadians prepare the ingredients of their foreign policy, the U.S. is always the 

principal guest; when Canadians assemble to discuss their needs and destiny, the 

spectre of the U.S. is always there to dominate their thoughts”(Gotlieb, 2019). 

Secondly, in contrast to very institutionalized relations in Western Europe, the 

relations between the U.S. and Canada are characterized more by reluctance towards 

institutionalization. Yet there is some unprecedented pooling of sovereignty present and 

the United States and Canada clearly showed an exceptional amount of trust towards 

each other in certain moments in the past. There is a general agreement that the U.S.-

Canada relations indeed can be characterized as a security community, yet this case is 

not often examined in detail.  

As a take-off point in the process towards the security community in North 

America, the 1940s are considered here. Quickening and deepening of integration is 

observable from 1940s and the relations between the U.S. and Canada began to be 

referred to as “special” since the end of the Second World War (Muirhead, 2004; 

Courtney and Smith, 2010; Cyr, 2016). I consider North America to reach the stage of 

security community after 2001, when in the situation of greatest threat, the United 

States practiced cooperative security and proved to be a trusting partner.  

Lastly, a short explanation must be made of why Mexico is not considered a part 

of the North American security community. The main reason is that the relations 

between the U.S. and Mexico are qualitatively very different than relations with 

Canada. Even though both Mexico and Canada are part of the North Atlantic Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA) since 1994, their position is rather different. If we look beyond 

the empty shell of institutions, we can observe a very different level of trust.  

An excellent manifestation of different levels of trust is the border regimes. 

While the border between the USA and Canada is for decades considered the longest 

undefended border, border between Mexico and the USA is heavily guarded. Even 

when the United States initiated so-called “smart borders” after 9/11 out of fear of 
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terrorism, the attitude towards Mexico was different than towards Canada. While in the 

US-Canada agreement the coordination and exchange of information played a major 

role, in the US-Mexico agreement the stress on coordination and the exchange of 

information is not that prominent (Channona, 2005, p. 10). While the United States 

´share´ with Mexico, they coordinate behaviour with Canada, even outwardly. Lastly, 

the current development regarding the wall with Mexico only confirms that the 

relationship with Canada is fundamentally different than the relationship with Mexico. 

Thus, only the evolution of relations between the U.S. and Canada since the 

take-off point in the 1940s until 2001 is examined in this thesis. 

Lastly, I consider it necessary to mention that parts of this chapter will be 

published in an upcoming edited volume in the Springer publishing house in the series 

on Global Power Shifts. I presented parts of this chapter on the ECPR General 

Conference in Wroclaw in 2019, however, the final text here is substantially rewritten 

and changed. The mechanism examined here was not previously published or presented 

in its current form. 

 

8.1. State of the region before the transition 

 

The Canada-U.S. relationship is very unique. While in the case of Western Europe, 

open borders came later in the process towards reaching a security community, here the 

benevolent border regime became a powerful trust-generating mechanism in times, 

when the expectation of non-violent resolution of conflicts was not so dependable. 

Arguably, the unique border regime was the most significant way of how political elites 

supported intergroup contact.  

North America also went through the transition from negative to positive peace, 

although this process is not traced in detail here. As will be briefly discussed in this 

subchapter, North America also went from the end of war and birth of negative peace in 

1812 through a transition to positive peace. 

Deutsch et al. argued that Canada and the United States demilitarized common 

border after 1819 and as the 19th century progressed, the possibility of armed conflict 

became increasingly unrealistic (Deutsch, 1957, p. 35). This is not entirely true. As late 

as 1926, Col. James Brown was working on Canadian Defence Scheme No. 1 against 

American invasion, and in the United States, the Army War College developed Plan 
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"Red" for war with Britain and Canada (Eayrs, 1958, p. 121; Shore, 1998, p. 347). It is 

true that these were mostly exercises and neither Canada, nor the U.S. was preparing for 

war with the other. However, preparing a defence plan, even a hypothetical one, is not 

consistent with high levels of trust and dependable expectations of peaceful resolution 

of any conflict that characterize the security community. The top defence priority, 

premised on the American invasion, was not officially abandoned until 1931 in Canada 

(Holloway, 2006, p. 43). Although positive peace might have been present between 

Canada and the United States for a longer time, the security community was not yet 

evolved during the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century.  

To understand the uniqueness of the border regime we must go a few decades back. 

The American threat was well alive in the 1860s and was an important motivator for the 

Canadian Confederation. When the political leaders of the British North American 

colonies met to discuss Confederation, military considerations were high on agenda and 

the American threat was conducive to Canadian confederation (Holloway, 2006, p. 40). 

The situation at the end of the 1860s and beginning of the 1870s between newly created 

Canadian Confederation and the United States was strained also because of so-called 

Fenian raids. These were series of small-scale armed incursions by Irish American Civil 

War veterans across the border from 1866 to 1871 in an attempt to trade Canada for 

Irish independence (Shain, 1999, p. 53). The American government was purposely slow 

to disarm the Fenians and they faded away only after the settlement of Alabama Claims 

in 1872. 

The Alabama Claims was not just an important diplomatic dispute between the 

United States and Great Britain, but also a crucial event from the point of international 

law. The peaceful resolution of these claims has set a precedent for solving international 

disputes through arbitration (Office of the Historian, 2020). It was described as “the 

greatest nineteenth-century triumph of rational internationalism over short-sighted 

jingoism” (Bingham, 2005, p. 1).  

Alabama Claims ended an era of wars between Britain and the United States. The 

contentious issue of the dispute between the United States and Britain was the 

inadequacy, with which Britain followed its neutrality laws regarding the American 

Civil War and actually aided the creation of a Confederate Navy. The U.S. demanded 

compensation from Britain for the damage wrought by the Southern-operated commerce 

raiders that were built in Britain. This dispute is partly connected to Canada and the fear 

they felt towards the U.S. because some Americans suggested that Britain should offer 
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Canada to the United States in compensation (Office of the Historian, 2020). Britain and 

the U.S. finally signed an agreement in May 1871, which became known as the Treaty 

of Washington. The agreement established an arbitration commission to evaluate the 

merit of U.S. financial claims on Britain and addressed Anglo-American disputes over 

boundaries and fishing rights. The arbitration commission, which issued its decision in 

September 1872 eventually order Britain to pay the United States $15.5 million in gold 

as compensation for the Alabama claims (Bingham, 2005, p. 1; Office of the Historian, 

2020).  

In the early years of the 1870s Britain withdrew its troops from Canada and 

redirected them towards the rising threat of Germany, leaving only small garrisons in 

Halifax and Esquimalt (Holloway, 2006, p. 40). Contrary to what would be expected, 

Canada did not create a large standing army (spending on the militia, in fact, dropped 

well below planned $1 million) (Holloway, 2006, p. 40). It is unclear, if this surprising 

event was a result of Canadian assurance of deterrence capabilities of the Royal Navy; 

difficult militia recruitment or lack of resources (Holloway, 2006, p. 40). Most probably 

some combination of them. However, this unilateral demilitarization and more 

importantly, removal of British troops, greatly diminished the American perception of 

threat from Canada. Data compiled and presented to Congress in 1903 showed that 

spending on American fortifications along the Canadian border stopped by the mid-

1870s (Shore, 1998, p. 342).  

Historical records show that the fortification from the American side was still not 

entirely out of question in 1880s. In October 1885, Capt. Daniel M. Taylor reported on a 

trip along the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River, giving his opinion about the best 

way to defend the northern frontier and recommending a reconnaissance (Preston, 1977, 

p. 110). There was also an article by Lieutenant Schenck entitled Our Northern 

Frontier, in time of peace prepare for war, which was published in a military periodical 

in 1890, debating the best possible defence from North (Preston, 1977, p. 110). This 

shows that in the 80s the idea of defending against Canada was still alive in some 

circles.   

As Preston (1977) argued based on the historical documents, it was not until 1890 

that the secretary for war was able to report that the board's recommendations for the 

Atlantic coast were beginning to be put into effect (Preston, 1977, p. 117). But by that 

time there had been a radical change in military thinking. Opposition had developed 

within the army to the fortification of the Canadian border. Gen. Oliver O. Howard, who 
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commanded the Department of the East, said in 1893 that "it would be absurd to fortify 

where war is least likely to occur.” (cited in Preston, 1977, pp. 117–118) 

The most plausible explanation is that the undefended border between the U.S. and 

Canada was created organically. Canada and the United States share the longest border 

in the world between two countries. Its sheer size makes it hard to defend effectively. 

Some of its parts are located in the scarcely populated territories. However, the fact that 

the United States stopped fortification by mid-1870s is still quite extraordinary. Even 

more extraordinary is the fact that Canada did not create a large standing army and did 

not attempt to fortify its borders at least in the more populated areas. This benevolent 

border regime was used by people from both sides of the boundary. As Ackleson and 

Kastner (2008) wrote, “during the 1800s the U.S. and Canada enjoyed a cross-border 

convenience trade in agricultural commodities, with settlers on both sides selling grain 

and livestock to one another. In many places, the boundary had been unmarked or 

demarcated by a post sign; multiple free crossing points have tended to exist, hence the 

long-standing application of the adjective ´undefended´ to the U.S.-Canadian border” 

(Ackleson and Kastner, 2008, pp. 13–14).    

Throughout its history, the majority of Canada's population has been spread along 

the country's southern belt, at distances ranging within 100 miles from the Canada/ U.S. 

boundary, leading some observers to qualify Canada as a "borderland society” 

(Ramirez, 2009, p. 31). The contact between Canadians and Americans was frequent 

and natural, as people traded over the border and migrated. By the end of the nineteenth 

century, the number of Canadian-born living in the United States was equal to 22 

percent of Canada's total population and those who throughout the century had moved 

and settled permanently in the United States were estimated at nearly 1.8 million 

(Ramirez, 2009, p. 31). According to Thompson and Randall (2008), the number of 

American residents between 1896 and 1914 moving north came closer to equalling the 

number of residents of Canada heading south (Thompson and Randall, 2008, p. 80). 

Since the beginning of the 20th century, there was a new pattern observable in the 

relations between the two Anglo-Saxon powers. New Canadian-American approach to 

the outstanding points of contention was the effort to institutionalize and depoliticize the 

mechanisms of conflict resolution (Thompson and Randall, 2008, p. 73). As a result, 

United States and Canada sought to establish bilateral bureaucratic institutions to deal 

with contentious common problems. First important initiative was International 

Boundary Commission (IBC), established in 1908. The IBC’s mandate was to clarify 
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the international boundary between Canada and the United States, with the exception of 

the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence boundary, which was surveyed and reported on by the 

International Waterways Commission under the 1908 treaty (Thompson and Randall, 

2008, p. 74). The IBC’s mandate has always been reasonably specific and technical in 

nature, a fact that kept its operation relatively free of controversy and public debate.  

IBC was a successful international organization. By 1929, the IJC had dealt with 

twenty-seven cases, either submitted by private citizens or referred to it by the Canadian 

or U.S. governments (Thompson and Randall, 2008, p. 79). 

While this might not seem as much in comparison to heavily institutionalized 

Western Europe, in the general trend of retaining sovereignty in the relations of the 

United States it is a substantial step forward.   

Moreover, the diplomacy was widely considered as normal practice. The points of 

friction like fisheries, common waters, boundaries, natural resources were generally 

smoothed with diplomacy (Thompson and Randall, 2008, p. 72).  

Thus, by the 1940s, it is possible to say there was positive peace present between 

Canada and the United States. On top of self-restraint, in positive peace we should 

observe also common projects or initiatives and multilateral decision-making in some 

areas and diplomacy becoming a normal practice. Domestic and international conflicts 

might occur at this point, though they should be kept within nonviolent limits. Regional 

conflicts don´t have to be entirely resolved at this point, however, states are actively 

working on their resolution by peaceful means. The keyword is cooperation here – 

states has begun to cooperate in certain areas and practice multilateral decision-making. 

Self-restraint, peaceful resolution of contentious issues, multilateral decision-

making in certain areas and diplomacy as normal practice were present by the 1940s.  

 

8.2. Transition from positive peace to the security community 

8.2.1. Political elites support intergroup contact 

 

The number of Canadians who permanently moved to the United States would continue 

to rise during the twentieth century, reaching the 2.8 million mark by 1940 (Ramirez, 

2009, p. 31). Virtually the whole of Canada's out-migration after the Second World War 

took place across the border and into the U.S. and the participation of Canadians to the 
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cross border population flow was so widespread as to make this migration movement 

truly continental in scale (Ramirez, 2009, p. 31).  

 Even though the Canada-U.S. border became undefended long ago and most 

probably evolved so organically, the fact that it has not become fortified with the 

beginning of the Cold War is significant. This border remained relatively open and 

undefended in much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Ackleson and Kastner, 

2008, p. 25). To this day, even after the 9/11 attacks that heavily impacted the foreign 

policy of the United States and its border regimes, many sections of the Canada-U.S. 

border remain unsecured or partially secured (Konrad, 2020, p. 80).    

 This benevolent border regime was also supported by favourable immigration 

policies of Canada and the United States towards each other. After the Second World 

War, Canadians enjoyed an era of open access to the United States and crossed the 

border frequently each year for business and pleasure (Sands, 2009, p. 10). Canada's 

restrictive immigration policies began to slowly and gradually ease after the Second 

World War, partly thanks to booming economic growth (and demand for labour) and 

partly due to changing social attitudes (Dirks, 2006). The United States and Europe 

were always favoured in Canada; and Americans and Europeans enjoyed more 

benevolent immigration policies. In 1952, a new Immigration Act continued Canada's 

discriminatory policies against non-European and non-American immigrants (Dirks, 

2006), however, American and European immigrants remained unaffected by this. 

 Another way of how to think about the elite´s support for intergroup contact is 

also close cooperation during the Second World War. Most of the authors date this 

special relationship to the Second World War not just because of close defence 

cooperation between the elites, but also because of the bond that was forged during the 

war between Canadians and Americans (Sands, 2009). Successful cooperation in the 

First World War ended the Canadian perception of the American threat and even closer 

cooperation in the Second World War was very conducive to the positive image 

between two peoples (Holloway, 2006). Ogdensburg agreement (1940) established the 

Permanent Joint Board on Defence, and the Hyde Park Agreement (1941) 

interconnected the two economies for wartime purposes.  

 This is very significant in comparison to First World War. Then, Canadian and 

American association included very little bilateral cooperation. One of the reasons 

surely was, that Canada was then only partially autonomous, both politically and 

militarily. When arrangements for the training and commitment of American troops 
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were discussed, the Americans negotiated with Britain and France, but not with Canada 

(Preston, 1977, p. 214). There was no formal Canadian-American military alliance in 

the German war.   

The Ogdensburg and Hyde Park Agreements thus represented an important 

milestone in the relationship between the United States and Canada. Ogdensburg 

Agreement from 1940 established Permanent Joint Board on Defence and outlined a 

plan for permanent defence overseas. Permanent Joint Board on Defence was the first 

step towards collective security and later played an important role in the creation of the 

North American Air Defence Command (NORAD) that will be discussed in following 

subchapters.  

The Hyde Park Declaration of 1941 was an agreement between the United States 

and Canada to allow American-produced components of war material manufactured in 

Canada for Britain, to be included in the Lend-Lease agreement (Dreisziger, 2006). It 

also represented a first step in closer trade cooperation and integration between the two 

countries. Hyde Park Declaration (1941) provided for joint economic planning during 

the war and began the process of economic integration that gathered pace in the next 

forty years (Stewart, 1992, p. 15). 

There was even Clayton Knight Committee established that recruited air forces 

not just in Canada, but with Roosevelt's permission also in the United States. According 

to the Joint Statement by the Governments of Canada and of the United States of 

America Regarding Defence Co-operation Between the Two Countries from 1947, 

collaboration in the field of defence continued even after the end of the World War II. 

In the statement of Prime Minister of Canada in the House of Commons the first 

principle of cooperation was listed “interchange of selected individuals so as to increase 

the familiarity of each country’s defence establishment with that of the other country” 

(Government of Canada, 2014b).  

There was also a reciprocal training assistance between Canada and the United 

States. Significant numbers of Canadian personnel attended, for example, U.S. Army 

motor maintenance, tank techniques and tactics, motorcycle operation, and similar 

formal training courses (Dziuban, 1990, p. 281). The United States used some Canadian 

training facilities during the winter 1942-43 (Dziuban, 1990, p. 281). Thus, the focus on 

increase of contact between military personal was present.  

The governments supported cooperation between municipalities as well. State 

and provincial authorities were empowered by the Federal Civil Defence authorities to 
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authorize co-operation between border municipalities to co-ordinate planning 

(Government of Canada, 2014a).  

Trade between the two countries grew in the post-war years as more and more 

sectors integrated production to better supply customers through economies of scale 

(Sands, 2009, p. 8). This also increased intergroup contact, as people traded and 

cooperated with increased frequency. 

 

8.2.2. People develop trust (expected positive behaviour) 

 

As was discussed in theoretical chapters, measuring intergroup trust is much more 

complicated. While with trust between political elites it is possible to look for 

discretion-granting policies and analyse official documents, it is more complicated with 

measurement of trust between people. As I explained previously, I am combining two 

approaches – population-wide public opinion polls (if available) and frequency of 

contact between people. The second measure I base on Deutsch´s (1957) suggestions, 

addressing also Adler and Barnett´s (1998) criticism. Since it is hard to imagine 

frequent contact between people of two countries that hate or are afraid of each other, I 

assume that big quantity of contact between the peoples is a manifestation of the quality 

of their relations.  

Regarding public opinion polls, the best would be to show the dynamic change 

of opinions in time. However, in the case of Canada and the United States, we would 

have to go far back in history, which is quite problematic. Most modern opinion polls 

derive from the Gallup method, which involves sampling a randomly selected, 

statistically average group of people (Rhodes, 2018). They are a relatively new 

phenomenon – Gallup’s first poll was held in 1932 and it correctly predicted a local 

election in Iowa (Rhodes, 2018). Public opinion polls in the United States regarding 

Canadians and vice versa are even more specific. I haven´t been able to find any older 

opinion poll than from the 1960s. I can thus only assume based on the trend from the 

later opinion polls. In order to better support my argument regarding the increase of 

intergroup trust, I combined available public opinion polls with historical records of the 

frequency of contact.  

In the case of Canada and the United States, public opinion polls show an 

overwhelmingly positive image and trust of each other. Although I was not able to find 

any public opinion polls from the 1950s, Sigler and Goresky (1974) analysed in their 
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article public opinion polls from the 60s and 70s. In the 1971 poll, American 

respondents continued to give a high affect rating to Canada with 93 percent having a 

favourable image of Canada compared to 94 percent favourable the last time this was 

asked in 1968 (Sigler and Goresky, 1974, p. 639). This is an exceptionally high 

percentage of American population sharing their overwhelmingly positive image of 

Canadians.   

On the Canadian side, in June 1965 Canadians were asked "Which country is our 

best friend ?" A majority of Canadians (58 percent) named the United States, followed 

by the United Kingdom (24 percent), and France (3 percent) (Sigler and Goresky, 1974, 

p. 640). In Quebec France was named more often (9 percent) than the UK (6 percent), 

but Quebeckers far exceeded the other regions in naming the United States first (70 

percent) (Sigler and Goresky, 1974, p. 640). Canada is specific for its differences 

between the French-speaking part concentrated mostly around Quebec; and the English-

speaking part. French-speaking part had oftentimes showed secessionist tendencies and 

different attitudes regarding the preferred foreign policy course than the English-

speaking part.  

An example is the conscription crisis in 1917-18, which was accompanied by 

riots and hostility towards French Canadians. While English-speaking Canadians 

volunteered to fight, French Canadians had no loyalty to the British. They saw 

themselves as living in a sovereign country that wasn’t necessarily subservient to 

London (Scott, 2014). However, regarding the positive view of the United States, the 

majority of French and English Canadians decidedly agreed. The positive sentiment and 

trust towards the United States were thus present across the whole of Canada.    

Sigler and Goresky (1974) tentatively argued based on these public opinion polls 

that the United States and Canadian populations are more mutually responsive to each 

other than to others (Sigler and Goresky, 1974, p. 640). Thus, this might support the 

claim that journalists and scholars often make on behalf of the relationship between 

Canada and the United States that they indeed are “special”.  

The trend of having a positive image of another and viewing each other as a 

friend is quite stable in the Canada-U.S. relations since the 1940s. In the public opinion 

poll from 2005, 73% of Canadians and 82% of Americans viewed Canada as a friend 

and ally of United States and its policies (IPSOS, 2005). I can thus tentatively assume 

that the public opinion polls regarding sentiments towards Canada/the U.S. would show 

similar results in the 1950s than they showed in the 1960s.  
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This argument is supported also by the frequent invocation of the positive image 

of Canadians also in the public speeches of political elites. For example, Norman 

Robertson, Undersecretary of State for External Affairs, explained to Acting High 

Commissioner in Great Britain in 1946: “To critics of the nature of Canadian-United 

States defence relations, the only answer is that they are logical and inescapable. As 

State Department official once remarked, the United States would want close ties with 

Canada even if, instead of being inhabited by delightful people, it were populated by 

baboons. Given the facts of geography, aviation, and modern technology, a close 

defence relationship is inescapable.” (Kieninger, 2001, p. 154). Canadians were 

referred to as “delightful people”;  “friends” in John F. Kennedy speech in 1961 (Cyr, 

2016); or “two children of a common mother” (Klein, 2019), which is an inscription on 

the Peace Arch at the United States and Canada border between the communities of 

Blaine, Washington, and Surrey, British Columbia.  

On the annual convention of Rotary International in Seattle in 1954, editor of the 

Victoria Daily Times from Canada Bruce Hutchinson spoke exceptionally fondly about 

Canadian trust for Americans. “We in Canada have good reason to trust American 

motives even when they may sometimes appear in unwise policies… Listening to some 

of the quarrels of politics down here, I´m even inclined to think that we in Canada trust 

the American people and their government more than Americans trust 

themselves.”(Hutchinson, 1954, p. 229)  

However, the positive imagery that was present in the 1950s and later was not 

always the case. As was mentioned in the previous section, the establishment of the 

Canadian Confederation was hugely influenced by the Canadian fear of the United 

States. The Alabama Claims, where the United States demanded the Canadian territory 

as compensation from Britain; or Manifest Destiny, which made Americans believe they 

have a right of dominion over the whole continent, are just two examples of how 

Americans viewed Canada previously. It is not even necessary to go so far back in time. 

Anti-Americanism reached its peak in Canada as late as 1911 when the Reciprocity 

Treaty that would lower the trade barriers with the United States made Canadians 

manufacturers afraid of big American companies (Baker, 1970; Doran and Sewell, 

1988). Thus, there certainly was an evolution of trust between the people.  

The positive image of the United States among Canadians was demonstrated 

also in Canadian immigration to the United States that was mentioned in the section 

above. It also demonstrates a high amount of trust and positive image the U.S. had 
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among Canadians. The U.S. was clearly very attractive for Canadians if they sparked a 

migration that Ramirez (2009) called continental in scale. Regarding trust manifested by 

trusting behaviour from the other side, Americans visited Canada frequently after the 

Second World War as well. In 1946, about 4 million tourists visited Canada and over 

the next two decades, that number nearly quadrupled (Statistics Canada, 2018). In the 

1950s, nearly every tourist entering Canada came from the United States (Statistics 

Canada, 2018). In 1947, 98% of all trips that Canadians took abroad were to the United 

States and this share was quite stable for many decades, because it only fell to 85% in 

1990 (Statistics Canada, 2018).  

Trust between the people of two countries was thus manifested by frequent 

contact and heavy migration, by overwhelmingly favourable public opinion polls and in 

the speeches of political elites as well. 

 

8.2.3. Leaders enact discretion-granting policies 

 

As the 50s and Cold War progressed, the integration of Canada and the United 

States deepened, especially in the field of security. Britain’s military and economic 

weakness created new dilemmas for the United States and Canada. Canada lost its 

historic British counterweight to the United States, and the United States was forced 

into Britain’s old imperial role (Thompson and Randall, 2002, p. 171). The Soviet threat 

in combination with geopolitical changes in the international system brought “a degree 

of intimacy between Canada and the United States that the war against Germany had 

never demanded” (Thompson and Randall, 2002, p. 171). Both countries became 

members of the multilateral North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1949, and a 

year later, Canada followed the United States into the Korean War. 

The need to protect North America from Soviet nuclear bombs and long-range 

bombers made Canada indispensable to continental defence against transpolar air attack 

(Thompson and Randall, 2002, p. 171). The United States wanted to gain access over 

Canadian airspace and to base a forward radar station in the Canadian north (Hale and 

Gattinger, 2010, p. 49). Canada also started to view the American role differently after 

the Second World War. A superpower neighbour was considered an important ally with 

the Soviet threat rising and power of Great Britain falling. By the words of former 

Canadian Prime Minister, Lester Pearson: “Britain and France had become lesser Great 

Powers, not too far above Canada in strength and resources. Britain, though remaining 
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the heart of a new Commonwealth, was certainly no longer in a position to commit us 

by her decisions in vital matters of war and peace, as in 1914 and again 1939. This 

made our relations with Britain easier, if less important. It was now the United States 

that had that power, a hard fact which brought us anxiety as well as assurance.” (cited 

in Kieninger, 2001, p. 119).  

The Soviet threat was highly salient for the U.S. and Canada´s insecurity was 

also high, given the fact Canada lost it counterweight in Great Britain. Defence 

agreements between Canada and the United Stated in the early 1950s centred on the 

building of radar networks across the territory of Canada—the Mid- Canada Line (also 

known as the McGill Fence), the Pinetree Line, and the famous Dew Line (NORAD 

Office of History, 2013, p. 5). This cooperation led to a natural extension of talks 

regarding the possible integration and execution of air defence plans. The Royal 

Canadian Air Force (RCAF) and the U.S. Air Force (USAF) exchanged liaison officers 

and met at key conferences to discuss the potential of a shared air defence organization 

(NORAD Office of History, 2013, p. 5).  

The cooperation in defence grew closer and more intimate progressively over the 

50s. Firstly, under the provisions of Recommendation 51/4 from 1952, American 

interceptors could be deployed to Canadian air bases, and Canadian interceptors to 

American bases (Jockel, 1982, p. 3). All interceptors would be under the operational 

control of the country in which they were located. A year later in 1953, the Permanent 

Joint Board on Defense (PJBD) issued Recommendation 53/1. It provided that 

interception of aircraft by fighters of one country could be undertaken in the airspace of 

the other when the second country’s air defence command would be unable to execute 

the interception with its own forces (Jockel, 1982, p. 3). Once again, solely national 

operational control was to be retained.  

As Jockel (1982) argued, over time, military officers began to see the air defence 

of the continent more and more as a joint effort and less and less of one in which 

sovereignty should play a role (Jockel, 1982, p. 5). On 2 June 1955 Air Marshall Roy 

Slemon told the Aviation Writers Association in Montreal that a joint Canada-United 

States air defence command was “inevitable” (Jockel, 1982, p. 5).  

By 1957 co-operation between the United States and Canada had progressed to 

the point where interceptors, in an emergency could enter the airspace of the other 

partner in pursuit of hostile aircraft and could be temporarily deployed to the other 

partner’s bases (Jockel, 1982, p. 13). As Jockel (1982) further explained: “There was a 
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full exchange of radar data and contiguous radar coverage in many areas along the 

border. There was constant communication between CONAD [Continental Air Defense 

Command] and RCAF ADC [Royal Canadian Air Force Air Defense Command], 

including a joint planning group at CONAD headquarters in Colorado Springs” (Jockel, 

1982, p. 13). 

The crucial new element of the progressive integration of air defence in the 50s 

was also integrated command over the air space. Chiefs of Staff of both USAF and 

RCAF recommended that the two national air defence efforts be operationally 

integrated and authority over them be delegated to a “Commander-in-Chief, Air 

Defense, Canada-United States” (CINCADCANUS), who would report to both the U.S. 

and Canadian Chiefs (Jockel, 1982, p. 13). By 1957, the details had been worked out 

and the top defence officials in each nation approved the formation of the North 

American Air Defense Command, which was stood up on 12 September in Colorado 

(NORAD Office of History, 2013, p. 5). 

 The creation of NORAD was an unprecedented departure from otherwise 

institutionally shallow cooperation and created North American Air Defence Command 

(NORAD). NORAD represented a discretion-granting policy between the United States 

and Canada; and was truly anomalous in terms of pooling sovereignty. NORAD 

introduced binational command, thus theoretically enabling the Canadian deputy 

commander to summon the U.S. Air Force to respond to a threat. On the other hand, 

Americans gained access to the Canadian airspace. Both countries thus granted each 

other discretion over the field previously exclusively controlled by the other. 

A proof of how unique this cooperation was also in comparison to other close 

military allies of the United States is the attitude of the Chiefs of both air forces. Jockel 

(1982) described that the Chiefs warned the Secretary, that the Canadians might want to 

link a North American command to NATO. Such linkage would force the disclosure of 

certain American plans to the Europeans and “might impose upon continental U.S. 

defence forces restrictions which would be militarily unacceptable.” (Jockel, 1982, p. 4) 

Clearly, what was comfortable to share with Canada, was not safe to share with others, 

not even close allies from NATO. The relationship between the two air forces was 

indeed very close. NORAD was not a project imposed by a more powerful actor (the 

U.S.) on the weaker one (Canada). It was a pet project of both military forces with the 

jointly perceived air defence mission at the heart of it.  
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8.2.4. Political elites practice collective security 

 

Canada and the United States represent a unique case. An undefended border was 

not a result of an exceptional level of trust but its generator. The integration began to 

deepen in the security sector and trade and economy followed, not vice versa as in 

Western Europe.  

 A significant part of this uniqueness seems to be caused by the pronounced 

power asymmetry between two regional neighbours. The United States became a 

superpower after the Second World War, dominating the whole international system, 

not just one region. Being a smaller and less powerful partner like Canada meant that 

the relationship was always interpreted in terms of the potential loss of policy 

sovereignty (Carment and Sands, 2019, p. 9). That is one of the reasons why the lack of 

formal political integration is a key feature of the North American security community 

and it is connected to the political culture of aversion to any delegation of sovereignty to 

supranational level (Hale and Gattinger, 2010, p. 6).  

That is why NORAD was such an exceptional discretion-granting policy. It 

represented one of a few formalized institutions in the context of the U.S.-Canada 

relations – together with the near century-old International Joint Commission (IJC) and 

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO). Together with the IJC, NORAD was the 

only treaty-based institution with shared facilities, permanent personnel, and budget 

(Carment and Sands, 2019, p. 10).  Moreover, it represented an integration that occurred 

in the sensitive field of defence and security. It may have started as an act of collective 

defence, but it laid the groundwork for collective and cooperative security. NORAD 

remained effective and in place also after the Soviet threat disappeared. Both actors 

acquired such a level of control and information about the other actor, that it became 

practically impossible to effectively defend against each other or plan a war without the 

other actor knowing about it.  

NORAD was also accompanied by a series of Defense Production Sharing 

Agreements, negotiated simultaneously, and amended numerous times since. 

Collectively known as Defense Development and Defense Production Sharing 

Arrangements (DD/DPSA), these accords have created a degree of interdependence 
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between the U.S. and Canadian defence industries (U.S. Congress, 1991, p. 105). This 

extensive defence industrial cooperation has resulted in the partial integration of 

Canadian and United States´ defence bases. 

As Thompson and Randall (2002) noted, apart from partial defence integration, 

America’s cold war quest for raw materials security further encouraged economic 

integration. NORAD and Defense Production Sharing Agreement marked the beginning 

of the deepening of economic integration – Canada-United States Automotive 

Agreement (1965), Free Trade Agreement (1987), and finally North American Free 

Trade Agreement (1994), which was an extension of free trade area to Mexico as well. 

Unlike the earlier periods, the U.S. direct investment in Canada and bilateral trade 

increased simultaneously (Thompson and Randall, 2002, p. 171).   

Canadian defence became intimately connected to the defence of the United 

States. One of the main points of Canadian defence strategy became that “Canada 

designs its defence policy without autonomy vis-á-vis U.S. defence policy” (Murray, 

1994, p. 59). 

The final proof that the collective defence transformed into cooperative security 

and high level of trust was achieved between the two countries was the reaction to the 

9/11 attacks especially regarding the “undefended border”. This major blow into the 

security of the United States had far-reaching effects on American foreign policy. The 

United States was threatened on its soil for the first time since Pearl Harbor. An 

“undefended” border or more precisely border with the benevolent regime would 

naturally be considered a security weakness.  

The United States initiated so-called “smart borders” after 9/11 out of fear of 

terrorism. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the different attitude towards 

Canada is clearly visible in comparison to Mexico. While the defence of the United 

States´ southern border became strengthened and it cooperated with Mexico mostly 

from the position of power, the attitude towards Canada was cooperative and more 

equal. While in the US-Canada agreement the coordination and exchange of information 

played a major role, in the US-Mexico agreement the stress on coordination and the 

exchange of information was not that prominent (Channona, 2005, p. 10). The U.S.-

Canada Smart Border Action Plan had 30 points that proposed the establishment of joint 

facilities, joint passenger analysis units, joint enforcement coordination, integrated 

intelligence and even joint international cooperation (joint technical assistance to 

developing countries or joint presentation to European Community in CIFREI) (U.S. 
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Department of State, 2002). In addition to the Smart Border Action Plan, a Bilateral 

Consultation Group for Antiterrorist Cooperation as well as Ad-hoc Committee of 

Ministers of Public Security and Anti-terrorism were created (Channona, 2005, p. 6). 

Thus, in times of the greatest security crisis, the United States turned to Canada 

to cooperate and address this problem cooperatively. The defence of the two states was 

in 2001 so integrated that preparing for armed conflict was rendered practically 

impossible.  

 

8.3. State of the region after the transition 

 

According to the definition, security community refers to such an order, where 

there is dependable expectation of peaceful resolution of any conflicts. Apart from self-

restraint, common projects and multilateral decision-making, cooperative security 

emerges. Defence and security are closely connected to sovereignty and thus belong to 

most sensitive issues. All of those indicators of the security community were present in 

the North America after 2001. 

As Holland argued: “For more than two decades since 1991, Canadian forces 

have been involved in almost continuous multinational military operations in which they 

operated alongside their American counterparts in Europe, Africa and Asia. Failure to 

join the United States and United Kingdom in the invasion of Iraq stands out as an 

aberration.” (Holland, 2015, p. 242).  

What is interesting about this is the implicit expectation of Canadian forces to 

always join the United States in their overseas operations. This expectation was so 

strong that when it did not happen it was evaluated as deviation from the norm. 

Collective security, understood as addressing the threats arising outside the community 

collectively, became the norm.  

The use of force between the United States and Canada became arguably 

unthinkable. They are coordinating their defences through NORAD and anything less 

than collective action is considered a deviation from the norm. Moreover, the military 

doctrine of Canada is made with consideration of the United States.  

To re-cite the lecture of the former Canadian Ambassador to the United States 

Allan Gotlieb from the beginning of this chapter, “over the past 60 years, Canada’s 

strategies on the international plane have largely been driven by our concerns about 
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our relationship with the United States. In the drama of Canada’s foreign policy, the 

U.S. is always the principal actor; at the table where Canadians prepare the ingredients 

of their foreign policy, the U.S. is always the principal guest; when Canadians assemble 

to discuss their needs and destiny, the spectre of the U.S. is always there to dominate 

their thoughts.”(Gotlieb, 2019) 

Thus, after 2001 we can say that both Canada and the United States were 

demonstrating such high levels of trust and integration in sensitive fields that the use of 

force between them became unthinkable. It is thus possible to argue that they reached 

the stage of the security community.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Since the beginning of the Cold War, regional dynamics started to feature more 

prominently in international relations research. The Cold War just didn´t look the same 

in the regions around the world and the bipolar structure of the international system 

affected different regions differently. Over the decades, persistent evidence was 

provided from empirical models advanced by scholars studying conflict and cooperation 

that regions have a significant impact on numerous research questions of interest (Volgy 

et al., 2017). Yet, the regional context was usually not the focus of these studies and 

was integrated into the analysis for methodological purposes, as controlling for fixed 

effects (Volgy et al., 2017). Explanations and findings from state or dyadic levels of 

analysis were scarcely brought to the regional level.  

This dissertation thus aimed to enrich two main strands of literature. Firstly, the 

literature on regional relations and orders where it brings findings from dyadic-level 

studies of peace on the regional level. Secondly, the literature on conflict and peace 

studies, where it brings causal analysis of the evolution of cooperation between the 

regional members.   

There are numerous studies on the covariation between certain factors (like 

democracy, economic development, dominant power) and the level of peace between 

states, yet there is much less research on the actual processes, by which a variable 

brings about the outcome of interest (peace). For example, Volgy et al. (2017) proved 

that the existence of dominant power in the region is strongly associated with the 

reduction of both the frequency of regional conflict and number of states engaged in the 

conflict (Volgy et al., 2017, p. 53), yet they were not sure about the mechanism of how 

the dominant power produces this outcome.  

Thus, this dissertation with its causal inquiry on how cooperation and peaceful 

relations evolve in the world regions fills an important gap in the literature.  

I understood peaceful change as having three stages – negative peace, positive 

peace, and the security community. Negative peace is defined by the absence of 

systematic, large-scale collective violence between political communities in the region. 

It is a sort of “ground zero”, from which the cooperation progresses, characterized by 

self-restraint in foreign policy towards regional members. In positive peace, on top of 
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self-restraint, we can observe also common projects or initiatives and multilateral 

decision making in some areas. Diplomacy is becoming a normal practice and although 

conflicts still might exist among regional members, they are approached non-violently, 

and states work on their resolution. Finally, the security community refers to such an 

order, where there is a dependable expectation of peaceful resolution of any conflicts. 

The use of force among regional members becomes unthinkable. Apart from self-

restraint, common projects, and multilateral decision-making, cooperative security 

emerges. The key distinction is the integration – the level of trust is so high that certain 

fields within states become integrated.   

The main goal of this dissertation was to capture the dynamic causal processes 

of how regions transform from negative to positive peace, and from positive peace to 

the security community. Based on the literature of peace and cooperation, in 

combination with abductive reasoning and preliminary confrontation with empirical 

data, I proposed two mechanisms.  

For the transition from negative to positive peace, I started with the hegemonic 

stability theory. I argued that the role of the hegemon is necessary. Hegemon first 

provides security guarantees that are necessary conditions for the cooperation to evolve, 

because at this point regional members do not trust each other. However, I diverted after 

first confrontation with data from the hegemonic stability theory. After the security 

guarantees are provided, based on the hegemonic stability theory, it would be expected 

that it will be the hegemon that institutionalizes new norms of cooperation. Yet data 

showed different mechanism.  

After a hegemon guarantees security, it is necessary that the key regional 

member(s) adopt benevolent foreign policy. Without a change in foreign policy, which 

is usually an outcome of changed leadership, new norms and institutions would be 

impossible to take root, which was proven on both of my chosen cases – Western 

Balkans and Southeast Asia. Change of autocratic and intransient leaders in Croatia and 

Serbia in Western Balkans and Indonesia in Southeast Asia were crucial for the 

establishment of successful regional organizations. As my case studies, all previous 

efforts to establish effective multilateral organizations in the region were largely 

unsuccessful before the change of foreign policy of key regional members.  

At this point, a powerful actor – defined as individual or collective entity able to 

influence regional members and entertain leadership – institutionalizes new norms of 

cooperation. It does not necessarily have to be a hegemon – defined as a state that 
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acquired a material preponderance (usually understood in terms of economic and 

military domination) in the international system and is able to underwrite its security. It 

is simply a powerful actor that is able to sell a new vision for the region, to lead regional 

members on a new cooperative path. What is, however, important, is that the hegemon 

must approve of and support this initiative.  

Once new norms begin to be institutionalized, regional elites start to socialize 

more. As a result, regional elites slowly start to consider cooperative problem-solving as 

a routine. For achieving positive peace, I do not consider it necessary for the political 

elites to internalize new norms, however, it may happen later inadvertently. 

I also identified scope conditions for the mechanism. The hegemon that 

interferes with the region must be cooperative, benevolent and liberal. Moreover, there 

must be an absence of large-scale collective violence in the region.  

The mechanism was present in both of my cases – Western Balkans (1999-2011) 

and Southeast Asia (1966-2003). Both cases were functionally equivalent – both regions 

were in the stage of negative peace after the end of violent conflict and there was a 

hegemon willing to interfere present. The interesting difference was, that while in the 

Western Balkans the powerful actor that institutionalized new norms was extra-regional 

and non-unitary state (the EU), in Southeast Asia, it was the intra-regional power that 

created a positive vision for the region and was the notorious driving force (Indonesia) 

behind institutionalizing cooperation. Importantly, in both cases the hegemon (the 

United States), supported the initiative to create a more cooperative, interconnected 

region. 

Although transition from negative to positive peace in Western Europe was not 

an independent case study here, the mechanism works there as well. Logically, it 

should, because the scope conditions for mechanism 1 apply to Western Europe in 

1945. A liberal, benevolent and cooperative hegemon – the United States was willing to 

interfere and there was absence of large-scale collective violence in the region.   

For the transition from positive peace to the security community, I argued that 

the socialization and cooperation must now trickle down to the people of the regional 

members. Political elites thus purposefully support intergroup contact. Increased 

positive experience with people from other regional states leads to the development of 

trust among the population, which is closely connected to the creation of a positive 

image of the others. Political elites then enact discretion-granting policies, which further 

deepen trust between them and signify the deepening of the integration. Finally, 
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political elites start to practice collective security. At this point, the trust and integration 

in sensitive fields are so deep that the use of force against each other is unthinkable.  

The scope condition for mechanism 2 to work are liberal democracy and positive 

peace present in the region. Specific for the mechanism 2 is that it has a cumulative 

trigger, more in the Deutsch´s sense of take-off point.  

The mechanism was again present in both of my cases – Western Europe (1957-

2004) and North America (1940s-2011). North America was a specific case because it 

was created only by two states, one of which was a superpower. Thus, the relations 

between the regional members were very asymmetrical.  

Specific for North America was also general American reluctance towards 

institutionalization. While cooperation in Western Europe is institutionalized to a very 

high degree, the relations between the United States and Canada judged only by the 

metrics of the institutionalization would seem less close. The contrary is, however, true. 

This is arguably the strong aspect of my mechanism – it can capture transition from 

positive peace towards the security community more comprehensively.  

Despite differences in the levels of institutionalization and a presence of the 

superpower in the neighbourhood, the mechanism worked in a similar way in Western 

Europe and in North America. The intergroup trust between the peoples, supported by 

the elites proved crucial in both cases. Embedded trust and positive image of one 

another enabled implementation of discretion-granting policies in both cases. This 

worked as a further trust-enhancing step that eventually enabled states to practice 

collective security. Once states practiced collective security, the expectation of peaceful 

resolution of conflicts was dependable and thus the region reached the stage of the 

security community.  

The only aspect in which the mechanism 2 worked a bit differently in North 

America than in Western Europe, was the support of intergroup trust by the elites. In 

Western Europe, we could see a visible push from elites towards increased people-to-

people contact in the form of the Elysée Treaty, which was not present before. In North 

America, the evolution of intergroup trust was more subtle and organic. This is closely 

connected to two special features of the North American region – the general trend 

towards limited institutionalization; and the anomaly of its organically evolved 

undefended border, which proved to be a powerful motor of strengthening and 

deepening of trust. In North America, intergroup contact was relatively frequent since 

the end of the 19th century, because people naturally traded in the border regions. In the 
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case of North America, the elites aided its continuation and increase by keeping the 

borders open even during Second World War and in the ensuing Cold War; creating 

favourable immigration policies towards one another; and creating such a system of 

recruitment and preparation for war that the societies and economies of the two 

countries became intertwined. Compared to the process in Western Europe, the support 

of intergroup contact in North America was more indirect. Moreover, the elites were 

building on contact between the people that already existed, whereas in Western Europe 

the elites had to rebuild and deepen ties that were practically severed during the Second 

World War. 

The proposed mechanisms should be applied on more regions to further test its 

external validity. By the set-theoretic logic, mechanisms should play out in a similar 

way on functionally equivalent cases with the same scope conditions. Mechanism 1 

could be applied to any region that at the fulfils conditions of negative peace, can be 

classified as a region, and has a benevolent, cooperative and liberal hegemon involved 

in the region. Mechanism 2 could be applied to any region that fulfils conditions of 

positive peace and the prevalent regime is liberal democracy.  

There should be more cases fulfilling the scope conditions for mechanism 1, 

perhaps even historical ones (case studies on Western Europe or North America in the 

transition from negative to positive peace could be especially enriching). However, 

cases for mechanism 2 might be scarcer, as there are not many cases of security 

communities in the world in general. The agreement among scholars is only on Western 

Europe and North America. Such a cooperative and peaceful regional order is 

unfortunately not so frequent and abundant in international relations.  

While this dissertation focused on the causal processes of transition to more 

peaceful regional orders, examining the opposite processes could be an interesting 

avenue for further research. Koschut (2016) has done some pioneering research into the 

disintegration of security communities yet processes of degradation of the cooperation 

are not well-researched in the literature. Neither the security community, nor positive 

peace is set in stone. Thus, understanding how they collapse can be as valuable as 

understanding how they come to existence. 

This dissertation aimed to provide a comprehensive abductive explanation of 

peaceful change. Peace is a multicausal phenomenon and explanations derived purely 

from the position of one of the three main paradigms suffered from various 

shortcomings. A comprehensive causal explanation of peaceful change on the regional 
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level has not been done in the literature very often (with a few notable exceptions, 

addressed in the following chapters). The causal connection between regional 

integration and peace is often implicitly assumed but has been researched comparatively 

little. This thesis thus contributes to this important puzzle by investigating the causal 

mechanisms of peaceful transition in world regions. 

The contribution of this thesis to the field is mainly in two aspects. Firstly, it 

conceptualizes different levels of peace, which is not always explicitly done in the 

papers. Secondly, it eclectically examines causal mechanisms of peaceful change on the 

regional level, which has not been comprehensively addressed in the IR literature 

before.  
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Summary 

The process-tracing of transition from negative to positive peace and from 

positive peace to the security community revealed that the theorized mechanisms were 

present in all of the chosen cases.  

Mechanism number 1 described the transition from negative to positive peace. I 

argued that the role of the hegemon is necessary. My starting point for theorization was 

the hegemonic stability theory. I assumed that a hegemon first provides security 

guarantees that are necessary conditions for the cooperation to evolve, because at this 

point regional members do not trust each other. This proved to be correct. Then, it is 

necessary that the key regional member(s) adopt a benevolent foreign policy. 

Interestingly, my case studies showed that in the later step it is not the hegemon that 

institutionalizes new norms of cooperation. A powerful actor – defined as individual or 

collective entity able to influence regional members and entertain leadership – 

institutionalizes new norms of cooperation. It does not necessarily have to be a hegemon 

– defined as a state that acquired a material preponderance (usually understood in terms 

of economic and military domination) in the international system and is able to 

underwrite its security. It is simply a powerful actor that is able to sell a new vision for 

the region, to lead regional members on a new cooperative path. What is, however, 

crucial, is that the hegemon must approve of and support this initiative.  

Once new norms begin to be institutionalized, regional elites start to socialize 

more. As a result, regional elites slowly start to consider cooperative problem-solving as 

a routine. For achieving positive peace, I did not consider it necessary for the political 

elites to internalize new norms, however, it may happen later inadvertently. 

Mechanism number 1 worked in both chosen cases, as it should, according to the 

set-theoretic logic of functionally equivalent cases.  

Mechanism number 2 described the transition from positive peace to the security 

community. I argued that socialization and cooperation must at this point trickle down 

to the people of the regional members. Political elites thus purposefully support 

intergroup contact. Increased positive experience with people from other regional states 

leads to the development of trust among the population, which is closely connected to 

the creation of a positive image of the others. Political elites then enact discretion-

granting policies, which further deepen trust between them and signify the deepening of 
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the integration. Finally, political elites start to practice collective security. At this point, 

the trust and integration in sensitive fields are so deep that the use of force against each 

other becomes unthinkable. 

Mechanism number 2 also worked in both chosen cases. Although the individual 

discretion-granting policies and fields of integration might differ, it does not impact the 

overall logic of the mechanism. 
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